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Abstract

An Operating System Structure for Wide-Address Architectures

by Jeffrey Scott Chase

Chairpersons of the Supervisory Committee:  Professor Henry M. Levy
                                                      Professor Edward D. Lazowska

                                                              Department of Computer Science
                                               and Engineering

This dissertation develops and explores a new operating system model made possible by wide-

address architectures (e.g., 64-bit processors such as Digital’s Alpha family and the MIPS

R4000) that are now appearing on the market.  The very large virtual address spaces supported

by these architectures have undermined a basic design principle of 32-bit operating systems:

the assumption that virtual address space is a scarce resource that must be conserved by rede-

fining address mappings in each active process.  This presents an opportunity for asingle vir-

tual address space operating system  with a global virtual-physical mapping for all programs.

The single address space approach has several attractive properties; for example, it naturally

supports cooperation among application components using uniformly addressed shared mem-

ory and memory-mapped long-term storage.

The contributions of this dissertation are to: (1) define abstractions and primitives for a single

address space operating system called Opal, (2) implement and evaluate a prototype of the

Opal system, (3) experiment with new application structures made possible by the Opal model,

and (4) explore tradeoffs of the single address space approach for the operating system and its

applications.  The Opal design presents novel solutions to issues raised by the single address

space approach, including address space management, protected data management, and

resource reclamation.

This dissertation reaches three primary conclusions.  First, the Opal model can be implemented

on wide-address paged RISC architectures using standard microkernels, with performance

comparable to other operating system environments supported by those platforms.  Second, the

model expands the structuring choices available to applications, including new options that are

useful to important classes of applications, while imposing acceptable costs on applications

that do not directly benefit from its features.  Third, the model attains the key goals of modular

sharing and protection that were common to many earlier systems, while preserving the sim-

plicity, generality and performance responsible for the success of current systems based on pri-

vate virtual address spaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction  1

“Meta-instructions”...embody powers mostly absent from contemporary programming lan-
guages, but essential to the implementation of computation processes in a multiprogrammed
computer system.  These powers relate to (1) parallel processing, (2) naming objects of com-
putation, and (3) protection of computing entities from unauthorized access.

-- Dennis and Van Horn, 1966

Every operating system defines a set of basic abstractions and relationships between them, including

primitives for combining the abstractions to structure application software.  An early paper by Den-

nis and Van Horn [DV66] refers to these abstractions and primitives as “meta-instructions”.  The

meta-instructions comprise asystem model or “language” used by application programmers to

express how their programs interact and make use of the functions provided by the underlying com-

puter hardware.   The degree to which this model matches programmer needs significantly affects

application development costs, application quality, and overall system performance.

1.1  Addressing and Protection

This dissertation concerns the relationship between two fundamental elements of any operating sys-

tem model: memoryaddressing and memoryprotection.  An addressing scheme defines how instruc-

tions executing in the processor name data operands in memory, and how references are passed

among programs that share data in common.  A protection scheme allows programmers to restrict

the allowable references by each software entity at each point in time.  Addressing and protection

facilities are defined by hardware and system software,  and are closely related.

As software systems grow in size and complexity, it becomes more important to restrict access to

sensitive information and to limit the damage from accidental or malicious software misbehavior.

The system must provide protection in a way that is efficient, has minimal impact on programs, and

permits protected programs to cooperate by sharing some code and data items, while restricting
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access to others.  The tension between these requirements was a key design consideration for many of the

experimental and commercial computer systems created in the three decades since Dennis and Van Horn’s

influential paper.  Two common and important goals areuniform addressing, meaning that data can be

passed by reference among protected entities, andmodular protection, meaning that access control choices

are made independently for each data item.   A number of addressing and protection models were devel-

oped to meet these goals, and incorporated into systems with protection features designed to be expressive,

flexible, and easy to program.

Today, this diversity of approaches to protection is of mainly historical interest.  Popular operating systems

in 1995 either provide no protection at all, or provide protection through independent addressing environ-

ments in which the opportunities to share data are restricted.  Today’s operating systems are hosted by

RISC processors using a relatively simple addressing and protection paradigm calledpaged virtual mem-

ory, incorporating the minimal hardware features needed to support them.  While these systems have been

quite successful, they lack the flexibility of the earlier models with uniform addressing and modular pro-

tection.

The shakeout of hardware and software models occurred for a variety of technical and market-related rea-

sons involving portability, hardware cost, performance, and inertia.  Today, general-purpose RISC proces-

sors are manufactured in large volumes: they are cheap and their designs are rapidly updated to incorporate

technological advances.  Either as cause or effect, few of the earlier systems emphasizing uniform sharing

and protection survive today.  A significant exception is IBM’s AS/400 family [IBM88], perhaps the most

successful computer system of all time.  Even the AS/400 systems could advance in today’s marketplace

by migrating to “commodity” RISC hardware.

In this dissertation, I develop and explore a new model of addressing and protection that offers many of the

advantages of earlier system models -- modular protection and uniform addressing of shared data -- while

preserving the  advantages of the models in wide use today: hardware and software that is simple, general,

and efficient.  I argue that compromises of previous systems were dictated by fundamental limitations of

hardware technology at the time they were developed.  Recent hardware advances -- in particular, support

for large, sparse virtual memories -- present an opportunity to reconsider alternative models.  The proposed

model exploits these advances to support modular protection and uniform addressing within the framework

of paged virtual memory.  It can be implemented efficiently on standard RISC processors.
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1.2  The Conventional Approach: Private Virtual Address Spaces

Paged virtual memory hardware permits an operating system to interpose a level of translation between

virtual addresses, the data addresses generated by instructions executing in the processor, andphysical

addresses, which name locations in primary memory.   The processor’svirtual address spaceis the set of

all virtual addresses for which the hardware is capable of representing translations.  Privileged operating

system software (thesupervisor) controls the use of the processor’s virtual address space by selecting the

virtual-physical translations in effect at any given time.  The supervisor uses this power to control both the

interpretation of virtual addresses and the ability of user code to operate on data through those virtual

addresses.

Most virtual memory operating systems use the processor’s virtual address space independently for each

executing program.  The operating system provides a “meta-instruction” to create a new addressing con-

text, orprocess, with a separate map of physical translations for the processor’s virtual address space.  The

supervisor switches into a process by loading a reference to the address map into a protected register.  In

effect, these maps define aprivate virtual address space for each process.   When a user program allocates

memory or imports data, address regions are allocated from its address space and assigned to name the

data within that process.  Memory is protected by address isolation: all addresses are interpreted in the

naming context of the issuing process, so it cannot illegally access the private data of any other process.

Private virtual address spaces increase the amount of address space available to all programs, since each

process can use the entire virtual address space of the machine in its own way.  However, private address

spaces complicate sharing of code and data.  Since virtual address bindings are assigned independently

within each process, they have no meaning beyond the boundary or lifetime of a particular process.  Virtual

addresses are the most efficient and natural means of representing stored references, but they cannot be

shared or transmitted between interacting processes without additional software support to translate

addresses or coordinate address bindings from one address space to another.

The idea of multiple virtual address spaces evolved with early timesharing systems.  Its purpose was to

present a “virtual machine” abstraction to data processing jobs that were fully independent, self-contained,

and competing for resources.  In this context, there is little need for uniform addressing of shared data.

Any shared data is simply copied between private virtual memories, for example, by reading and writing

files in a well-defined format.

However, application structures have changed significantly since the early days of timesharing.  Program-

mers today use high-level languages that insulate them from the details of the virtual machine; they do not

care how the virtual address space is laid out.  More importantly, in today’s environments, individual pro-
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grams are not fully independent.  Modern software systems are often composed of cooperating compo-

nents developed independently and packaged as separate programs, then combined to form a single

integrated software system.  The constituent programs may have rich interactions and protection relation-

ships, for example, one process may control or pass inputs to another.  Operating systems themselves often

include user-mode programs that provide system services to applications, including operations on the data

those applications consume.

This project originated from a study ofpersistent stores for computer-aided design and modern database

environments [Cha90].   These systems implement shared repositories of pointer-based data structures by

interpreting pointers and converting formats as data is copied between processes.  In that study, I con-

cluded that much of the cost and complexity of these solutions could be avoided with better operating sys-

tem support.  The difficulties are due partly to the private address spaces themselves, and partly to the view

of computing that underlies the private address space model, in which virtual address spaces (processes)

are units of software construction, execution, and resource management as well as protection.

1.3  Wide-Address Architectures

When this project began, it was clear that we were on the threshhold of a quantum leap in address space

sizes.  The appearance of IBM’s RS/6000 [Mis90] and Hewlett Packard’s PA-RISC [Lee89] had broken the

32-bit barrier using variants of segmented addressing.  R4000 processors [MIP91] from MIPS Computer

Systems and Alpha processors [Dig92a] from Digital Equipment Corporation entered the market in 1991

and 1992 respectively, completing the transition to flat 64-bit addressing and 64-bit datapaths.  Several

vendors are developing new wide-address processors: Sun Microsystem’s UltraSPARC and Intel’s P7 are

rumored to provide 64-bit virtual addresses.

It is important to understand the magnitude of the shift that these architectures represent.  The 21064 Alpha

chip increases the amount of usable address space by three decimal orders of magnitude over Digital’s

VAX processors that were standard just a few years ago.  Future implementations will increase this expan-

sion to as much as ten orders of magnitude over the VAX, with no changes to the Alpha architecture.   To

illustrate the significance of this increase, consider that a full 64-bit address space will last for 500 years if

allocated at the rate of one gigabyte per second and never recycled, while the 32-bit address space on the

VAX and its contemporaries would last only a few seconds.

The premise of my research is that these wide-address architectures eliminate the need to overload virtual

addresses in order to make sufficient address space available to applications, undermining a key motivation

for private address spaces.  To be sure, the immediate validity of this premise is open to question, given the
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terabyte-range address spaces available with the first 64-bit implementations.  The critical point is that the

appearance of these architectures crosses a natural threshhold, signalling a radical increase in the amount

of address space available to operating systems and applications.   This presents a rare opportunity to reex-

amine fundamental operating system structure, and to develop and explore new operating systems on the

principle that virtual address space is no longer a scarce resource.  Whether or not such a system is com-

mercially viable today, it is clear that address sizes have leaped past the 32-bit boundary and will continue

to grow.  In the past this growth has averaged one additional address bit -- a doubling of address space --

every year [SBN82].

1.4  Opal: A Single Address Space Operating System

We set out to design a new operating system that exploits the power of wide-address processors to improve

support for complex application systems.  This system, called Opal, is based on a fundamentally different

view of the relationship between addressing and protection.  Crucial to the design is the separation of

address space andprotection domain, which are equated in the process concept of the private address

space systems.  An address space is the set of virtual address bindings for a particular software entity; a

protection domain is the set of data items that an active code stream is permitted to reference through the

virtual address space.1  There is no useful distinction between these concepts in private address space sys-

tems.

Opal provides asingle virtual address space shared by all procedures and all data.  The fundamental prin-

ciple of the Opal system is that virtual addresses arecontext-independent: they have a unique interpreta-

tion, for all applications, for potentially all time.  The single address space can be extended to include data

in long-term storage, and data across a physically distributed system such as a distributed memory multi-

processor, a workstation cluster, or even an enterprise network.  This enables memory-mapped access to

diverse storage resources in the network as a uniformly addressed single-level store.  However, although

executing user code canname all data in the system-wide virtual memory, its protection domain limits its

access to a specific set of pages in particular modes (e.g., read-only) at any given instant.

The separation of protection from addressing is the cornerstone of Opal’s emphasis onorthogonal protec-

tion, in which protection choices are independent of all other aspects of the system.  In addition to decou-

pling addressing from protection, the Opal design also decouples program construction, program

execution, resource ownership, and resource naming from protection domains.  Opal has no conventional

1. We also use the termsaddress space andprotection domain generically to denote the addressing context that
defines the address space or protection domain, or code executing within that context.
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‘‘programs”:  all code exists as procedures residing in the shared address space.  Protection domains are

passive; procedures are activated using independent thread primitives.  Common data resources too sensi-

tive to share directly are accessed by protected procedure calls among protection domains;  all such pro-

tected resources -- including instances of the Opal system abstractions -- are uniformly named and

accessed,  and their lifetimes are independent of the protection contexts from which they are used.  Permis-

sion to access protected resources is passed through shared memory; all resources are shared by sharing

memory.  Any procedure can be an entry point for a protection domain.  Subprograms can execute with or

without a private domain, depending on the trust relationship between the caller and callee.

The intent of these choices is to eliminate any appearance of protection as a side effect of an unrelated

decision (e.g., to execute particular piece of code), and any restrictive side effects when protection is used.

Memory protection in private address space systems can appear as a side effect of a static choice to treat

two software modules as separate “programs” -- a choice that could be made for a range of reasons involv-

ing code packaging, concurrency, modularity, or addressing limitations.  Once this choice is made, it

restricts the means by which those modules can interact.

Opal’s goals and concepts are related to those of many previous hardware and software systems spanning

over 25 years, including Multics [DD68], Hydra [Wul74], Cedar [SZBH86], Pilot [RDH+80], Monads

[RA85], Intel iAPX/432 [KCD+81], IBM System/38 [HSH81b] and AS/400, Bubba [CFW90], Psyche

[SLM90], and several other systems.  Opal differs from these systems in various respects, for example, in

the granularity of protection, the manner in which protection is provided, the relationship of protection to

addressing, and the division of function within the system.  These systems and their relationship to Opal

are discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

1.5  Structure and Contributions of the Dissertation

The single address space model presented in this dissertation is conceptually important  because it changes

a basic operating system axiom -- that protection domains and address spaces are identical -- and explores

its implications.  As a practical matter, it presents opportunities and tradeoffs at all levels of the system,

from memory system hardware architecture up through the structure of the system and its applications.

This dissertation describes experimental research to explore the viability and implications of the single

address space approach, encompassing the following stages and contributions:
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• Design of an operating system with a single virtual address space and multiple protection domains,

consisting of new kernel primitives for protection, communication, virtual storage management, and

resource control.  Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present the Opal system model and interface, set it in con-

text with other systems, and outline its strengths and weaknesses.

• Design of an object-based sharing and execution model for Opal, comprising runtime system support

for shared objects andprotected objects above the foundation of a global virtual memory.  This pack-

age, described in Chapter 5, is the basis for uniform access to shared data and resources in the Opal

system.

• A prototype implementation of the Opal kernel primitives and runtime environment, outlined in Chap-

ter 6.  The prototype consists of a subsystem server and runtime package running above a standard

microkernel (the Mach system from CMU) on 64-bit Digital Alpha AXP workstations.  Microbench-

marks demonstrate that Opal’s low-level primitives are implemented with performance commensurate

with other operating system environments built on the same hardware systems and microkernels.

• Demonstrated use of the Opal primitives to transparently reconfigure memory protection for cooperat-

ing software components.  Section 6.4 introduces an Opal-based implementation of softwaremedia-

tors [SN92], a structuring paradigm for integrated software systems.  Protected objects and mediators

permit alternative protection structures, including shared memory, with minimal impact on modular

application code.   Simple experiments with the mediator facility show that applications can be reor-

ganized under Opal to improve their performance relative to common organizations based on copying

shared data between private virtual memories.

• Design and prototype of code handling and linking facilities for the Opal system,  based on a new

approach calledglobal static linking, which permits dynamic sharing of statically linked procedures,

without the expense of dynamic linking.  Chapter 7 presents these facilities, and illustrates some of

the tradeoffs of the single address space model by examining the handling shared and private symbol

references in shared procedures.

• Design and partial prototype of extensions to Opal for persistent and distributed data, described in

Chapter 8.  These form the core of a new foundation for workgroup cluster computing in which net-

worked workstations share a global virtual memory, as a substrate for cooperation and as a repository

for long-lived data.

• Qualitative analysis of the factors that determine the practicality of the single address space model,

including fundamental limitations of the model and their impact.  Section 3.3 provides an overview of

the key issues.
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Despite the experimental nature of this work, quantitative metrics are of limited value for evaluating the

result.  Opal is the first operating system to support a protected single virtual address space on standard 64-

bit RISC processors.  Its primary purpose is to show that the longstanding goals of uniform addressing and

modular protection, which previously required unacceptable tradeoffs in terms of hardware and software

complexity and generality, can now be achieved in an efficient and general way by exploiting recent hard-

ware advances.  The single address space structure enables new uses of protection and sharing that are use-

ful and transparent to modular applications.  However, an evaluation of the degree to which this new

flexibility meets real application needs must be based on experience with large-scale application systems in

actual use.  This would include a quantitative comparison of the approach with other means of attaining

similar goals, for example, software-based protection and addressing schemes.  Such an analysis would be

premature, and this dissertation does not provide it.

The primary contributions of this dissertation are: (1) a complete definition of a functioning system that

addresses the issues raised by the single address space concept, (2) a prototype to demonstrate feasibility

of the model and serve as a basis for future experiments, (3) an enhanced understanding of the limitations

of both private and single address space structures,  and (4) an application framework that exploits the flex-

ibility of the single address space model, and can be adapted to support some of its features in conventional

systems.

I now summarize the basic argument of this dissertation:

• Theprivate address space operating system models popular today are based on outdated notions

about the relationship between protection and addressing, which were formed and accepted at a time

when self-contained applications and small virtual address spaces were the norm.

• VLSI advances have made it possible to support very large virtual address spaces cheaply, producing

commodity RISC processors powerful enough to efficiently support asingle virtual address space

operating system with a protected global virtual memory.  This is demonstrated by a prototype.

• The single address space model attains the key goals ofuniform addressing andmodular protection

that were common to many earlier systems, while preserving the simplicity,  generality and perfor-

mance responsible for the commercial success of the current models.

•  Uniform addressing and modular protection are the “right” goals:  for complex software systems, the

single address space model enables structuring choices that are superior to choices widely made today

in terms of performance, reliability, or extensibility.



Chapter 2

Memory Protection and Software Structure  2

This chapter examines operating system models of addressing and protection, and their facilities to

allow protected application entitities to interact.  The purpose is to motivate the single address model

and set it in context.  Our discussion is grounded in a view of computing in which complex applica-

tions are constructed from components that are produced independently and tied together through

operating system primitives for sharing, protection, and communication.  Theseintegrated systems

present challenges for operating systems because the components are autonomous and can benefit

from protection, yet they must work together and share information efficiently.

Section 2.1 presents and justifies the integrated systems model.  Section 2.2 then discusses the inter-

action paradigms of four classes of operating systems: (1)mono-address space systems with no

hardware-based memory protection, (2)private address space systems using stream communication,

(3) object-based systems using messages or protected procedure call, and (4)segmentedsystems

using shared memory.  We argue that protected memory sharing in the segmented systems can aid

the construction of efficient integrated systems, and that the single address space model simplifies

this style of interaction by providing stable and uniform addressing of shared data.  Finally, Section

2.3 explores alternative schemes for addressing shared data, including several architectures that sup-

port global addressing in hardware.

2.1  Integrated Systems

Any large and evolving software system can be profitably structured as a collection of components

that interact in well-defined ways.  Components can be added, removed, or modified easily, so long

as the defined interactions are minimally affected.  Anintegrated system is a collection of compo-

nent programs that  work together, for example, to directly support users in some complex task, such
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as developing software or writing a thesis.  From a systems perspective, “integrated” means that the com-

ponents have rich, fine-grained interactions that must be supported efficiently.

An example of an integrated software system is a CAD/CAE environment used by the Boeing Company in

aircraft design.  This system was presented to us by members of Boeing’s High Performance Design Sys-

tems group, a research and development group experimenting with database and operating system technol-

ogies for next-generation CAD systems.  Boeing’s CAD system consists of collections of programs

(“tools”) that operate on stored data structures representing aircraft designs and derived information.

These tools interact in part by reading and writing a shared CAD database.  Distributed access to complex,

persistent data structures is fundamental to this application, but we defer our discussion of those issues

until Chapter 8.   In this chapter we are concerned only with protection and interaction within a single

node.

Boeing’s CAD system is continually evolving as  Boeing engineers develop new ways to process the “hun-

dred-gigabyte gold mine” of aircraft CAD data to refine their designs and reduce the costs of manufactur-

ing, maintaining, and operating their aircraft.  These extensions are added to the system as new CAD tools.

The current system includes tools for visualizing the aircraft design, verifying design constraints, simulat-

ing behavior, standardizing parts, planning manufacturing steps, and routing hydraulic and electrical con-

nections.  These tools import information about the aircraft design in standard formats.  Many of them

derive new representations of design data, which are then consumed by other tools.

We view these systems as consisting ofcomponents, which are discrete, identifiable units of software con-

struction and instantiation.  The exact nature and granularity of a “component” is left unspecified; the pur-

pose of the term in this chapter is to give us a vocabulary to explore protection structuring choices.

Statically, components are modules -- collections of procedures implementing specific functions on data

structures in a specific format -- but at runtime we might think of multiple instances of a module, operating

on separate data structures, as separate components.  Tools are built from components, and might them-

selves be viewed as components.  Two tools might interact by invoking a common component.  Compo-

nents might have procedures and data in common.  For example, several components might perform

different functions on structures of the same format, including transforming that data to other formats pro-

cessed by other components.   The partitioning of a complex system into components is a design choice of

its creators, but the system must provide a means to protect components and program their interactions

efficiently.

System support for interacting components is also important in the document-centered world of personal

computing.   Traditionally, documents were managed by monolithic applications supporting a full range of
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functions, permitting the user to create, edit, display, and print the documents managed by that application.

As the software advances to graphical user interfaces, it becomes natural to cut and paste from one docu-

ment window to another,  creating a single document with, say, embedded figures created by a drawing

program, spreadsheets created by a table editor, graphs generated from spreadsheets, as well as sound, text,

and images.   The user wishes to store, manipulate, print, and display the diverse items in the document as

a unit, yet the procedures that perform these functions on each item reside within the application that cre-

ated the item.  Thus a complex document combines procedures and data formats from multiple applica-

tions, which must interact to manage the document.

Components may be independently authored and perhaps sold by different vendors.  Users should be able

to combine them in ways that were not foreseen by their developers.   Anintegration framework standard-

izes the interaction among components so that new components and data formats can be “plugged in” to an

existing body of software.  For example, Microsoft’s Object Linking and Embedding [Cla92] allows users

to combine separately purchased components to support complex documents.  Components have little or

no explicit code to deal with each other, and software vendors can ensure that their software is compatible

with other components written with standard data formats and rules for interaction.  Each vendor focuses

on building and selling components that implement specific functions well,  leaving users to buy other

functions from another vendor.   This creates a competitive market for components, and enables the end

user to purchase the specific set of components best suited to his or her needs.

In summary, integrated systems have unique needs that must be considered when evaluating operating sys-

tem facilities for protection and interaction.  Many common uses of computers today involve the design of

artifacts such as complex documents, computer software and hardware, media streams, and aircraft

designs.  These artifacts are represented by collections of long-lived, complex data structures in defined

formats, which are processed in various ways by collections of interacting software components.

Advances in software technology have made it possible to construct complex application systems by com-

bining separately developed components, and change them incrementally by modifying specific compo-

nents.  These application systems rely on operating system support for component interactions that are

both safe and efficient, and that can be extended to accommodate new component interfaces and data for-

mats.

2.2  Operating System Models of Addressing and Protection

The view of software systems as collections of cooperating components is becoming more prevalent as

new application areas are developed and as older tools are integrated by gluing them together through inte-

gration frameworks and shared data repositories.   Central to this view is the idea that components are sep-
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arately authored programs, possibly running on behalf of different users.  This raises the question of what

services the operating system should provide to allow components and their data to be protected from one

another, while permitting the rich data sharing needed for efficient component interactions.  We now con-

sider several operating system models in terms of their support for this application style.  These systems

form a continuum ranging from “efficient, flexible, and unprotected” to “expensive, restrictive, and pro-

tected”.  Our purpose is to expand the choices in the middle range of this continuum.

2.2.1 Mono-Address Space Systems and Software-Based Protection

The majority of computer systems in use in 1995 (e.g., those based on Microsoft’s DOS [Mic91]) provide

no means of isolating coresident applications; any active software entity can address the entire physical

memory of the machine.  In effect, all software executes within a single address space and a single protec-

tion domain.  DOS and other unprotected systems were designed for single-user personal computers that

first became available in the mid-1970s, before virtual memory facilities were available on low-end plat-

forms.  They are flexible in that separately developed application components interact freely, simply by

calling each other’s procedures.  This structure is depicted in Figure 2-1 to introduce some notation used to

represent interacting components graphically.  Rich application systems have grown around them.  How-

ever, malicious or accidental malfunctions can easily propagate from one software component to another.

As a result, unpredictable system failures, viruses, and the threat of data corruption are a fact of life for

most computer users.

Language-level access checking can provide some degree of fault isolation in a system with no hardware-

based memory protection.   Some mono-address space systems rely on the type checking and scoping rules

of a “bulletproof” programming language, as a cheaper and more efficient alternative to memory protection

at the hardware level.  For example, the Xerox Pilot [RDH+80] and Cedar [SZBH86] systems support a

single virtual address space for applications written in a system-mandated type-safe programming lan-

guage.  Emerald [JLHB88], Guide-1 [BDA+91], and Hermes [SBG+89] are distributed programming lan-

guages designed to support cooperating applications within a shared addressing context on each node.

More recently, there has been a rebirth of interest in language-based protection, both as a means of sup-

porting safe runtime extensions to a protected programs (such as operating system kernels [BSP+95] and

database servers[Mye93]),  and as a means of safely importing untrusted code through the Internet for exe-

cution by a trusted interpreter.

Other software protection schemes use a trusted compiler or postprocessor to injectsandboxing instruc-

tions into executable code, to limit its access by bounds-checking memory references [WLAG93], with a

moderate execution-time penalty.  It has also been argued that components randomly placed at “anony-
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mous” locations in a full 64-bit address space are protected because no component can “guess” where

another’s data is located [YBA93].

These and other proposals for software-based protection are intriguing in part because protected compo-

nents can cooperate without hardware protection context switches, which are expensive on current archi-

tectures.  These approaches may coexist alongside hardware-based memory protection as potentially

lower-cost alternatives, but they do not eliminate the need for the stronger and more general isolation pro-

vided by hardware-based memory protection.  For example, while it is true that safe languages permit a

relaxation of hardware protection,exclusive reliance on language-based protection precludes the use of

popular and efficient programming languages.

2.2.2 Private Address Space Systems

The problems with unprotected mono-address space systems dictate that personal computer operating sys-

tems evolve to support hardware-based memory protection.  This is not in dispute: the next generation of

desktop operating systems (e.g., Microsoft’s NT [Cus93]) incorporate virtual memory protection in some

form.  Virtual memory management features are now supported on all modern general-purpose processors,

and they are the only reliable means of enforcing isolation across software written in multiple languages.

In their protection models, these new systems follow theprivate address space operating systems, such as

Unix variants and VMS [LL82].  Protection is provided by running each program as a separateprocess,

comprising a private virtual memory with one or more code streams (threads) executing within it.  The pri-

Figure 2-1: Unprotected components in a mono-address space system.
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vate address space structure evolved from the early days of timesharing, when the purpose of the operating

system was seen as sharing expensive physical resources fairly and transparently among self-contained

batch jobs.  Shared files are the primary communication mechanism.

While processes are the primary abstraction for an executing program, private address space systems pro-

vide ways to combine multiple components in a single process.  Components can be statically linked into

the same program image, or packaged as dynamic code libraries instantiated as needed within each pro-

cess.  With these protection structures, components can cooperate easily by invoking each other’s proce-

dures and passing data by reference.  However, protection, safety, and reliability are compromised.  A

component that behaves erratically can damage the private data of another component; although it has no

legitimate need to reference that data, the protection structure does not prevent it from doing so.  Software

failures can easily propagate unless some form of software-based protection is used.

Components can be protected by instantiating them in separate processes that interact with system commu-

nication primitives, such asbyte streams (depicted in Figure 2-2) ormessages (discussed in the next sec-

tion).  For example, Unix has well-defined rules for programs to interact by  generalizing the file

abstraction.  The producer of shared datalinearizes [HL82] internal data structures into an unstructured

stream of bytes, which is copied into a system buffer.  The stream may be stored in a file, but is eventually

read from the system buffer by a consumer, which “unpacks” the bytes into some chosen internal data

structure format in its private virtual memory, discarding the bytes read from the stream.  The producer and

consumer may in fact be the same program executing at different times.

Figure 2-2: Components in private address spaces interacting through a stream.
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The advantages of streams are: (1) for some components, the intermediate representations are easy to stan-

dardize as machine-independent or even human-readable formats, (2)  each component can choose an opti-

mized internal representation, and (3) data structures can be validated during conversion, so the consumer

fails cleanly if its input is malformed.  However, stream integration can involve a significant amount of

unnecessary or redundant effort:

• Useful information maintained by the producer is discarded and recomputed by the consumer if it can-

not be represented in the predefined stream format.

• Useful information maintained by the consumer is discarded and recomputed each time a new version

of the input stream is read, even if only a part of the dataset has changed.  A consumer that needs only

a part of the information in an unstructured stream generally must scan the stream sequentially to get

it.

• The performance of packing, unpacking, and transmitting streams is limited by memory system band-

width and is becoming more expensive relative to integer performance as processor cycle times con-

tinue to improve faster than DRAM latencies [ALBL91].  Large streams exchanged through scratch

files on disk generate unnecessary I/O.

• Stream integration can lead to a proliferation ofad hoc data formats used by each application, result-

ing in additional overhead to convert between formats.

The fundamental problem with streams is that they do not support incremental access to complex data, lim-

iting the ability of integrated systems to scale to larger datasets.  To support incremental access, internal

data structures can be represented in a seekable file using offsets or software-interpreted pointers.  How-

ever, such structures are cached redundantly in both the producer’s and consumer’s virtual memories,

introducing overheads to maintain the copies and keep them consistent.  Reading and caching streams

imposes virtual memory overheads to zero-fill pages for the consumer’s copy and maintain them on back-

ing store; a virtual memory system will treat them as “dirty” even if they have never been modified by the

consumer.

The legacy of Unix is that streams are the dominant medium of data exchange between protected applica-

tion components today.  It is natural for private address space systems to share data by copying between

private virtual memories, and this is a simple and clean solution if processes are data processing jobs that

read some input, compute a result, and terminate.  However, streams do not support incremental updates

and incremental access to complex data structures, a more natural and efficient model for cooperating com-

ponents in information-rich application areas, e.g., aircraft CAD.
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2.2.3 Coarse-Grained Objects with Messages or RPC

An alternative to streams is to model all interactions through protected messages or protected procedure

calls.  Interactions are “protected” when the sender and receiver (caller and callee) cannot access internal

data structures of the other, and each side chooses the code it executes.  Messages or arguments and results

are passed in agreed formats, and are validated by the other side before use.  Messages and cross-domain

procedure calls are appealing in part because they extend naturally to distributed systems.  For example,

Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) [BN84] are widely used to construct distributed services, and are so well-

known that calls across memory protection boundaries are often referred to generically as “RPC calls”

even when no network communication is involved.

The model of protected software entities interacting through messages is expressed most generally in

object-based systems.  The idea of “objects” as a structuring paradigm is a recurring theme of this disserta-

tion and is central to many systems related to Opal.  Generically, anobject is a data construct whose repre-

sentation is hidden behind a procedural interface; each object is manipulated only by invoking a specific

set of procedures (methods) defined by the object’stype.  Every object is named by a unique reference;

objects may be passed by reference to the methods of other objects, and references may be stored within

objects to form linked structures of arbitrary complexity.  Objects capture the notion of “plugging in” com-

ponents because objects are uniformly named and their methods are dynamically bound: given an object

reference and an interface, a program can operate on the object by invoking methods that “come with” the

object.

We will have much to say about different styles of objects later (Section 3.2), but at present we are con-

cerned only with systems that model all protected entities as objects.  Object-based operating systems,

such as Hydra [Wul74], Eden [ABLN85], Argus [LCJS87], and Clouds [AM83], center onprotected

objectswhose encapsulation is enforced by hard memory protection boundaries.  A protected object refer-

ence is an unforgeablecapability [Fab74] that confers limited privilege to operate on the named object in

specific ways, by protected procedure call to some subset of the object’s methods.  Protected objects in

these systems arecoarse-grained: they are implemented as separate virtual address spaces, and are equiva-

lent to protection domains.  While the uniform capability space can be thought of as a higher-level

“address space” of objects,  each object can interact only with the objects named by capabilities that are

accessible through its virtual address space, and only by making RPC calls to their methods.

In coarse-grained object-based systems, components or groups of components can be protected by model-

ing them as objects interacting by messages or RPC.  In contrast to streams, this model allows modular

incremental access and updates to shared data.  For example, any change to the state of an object can be
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propagated by invoking methods on other objects, which can respond to the notification by incrementally

updating their own internal state.  However, cross-domain messages and RPC are at best an order of mag-

nitude more expensive than ordinary procedure calls, despite recent optimizations [e.g., BALL90, Lie93].

2.2.4 Shared Segments

To this point we have visited two basic classes of systems: those with no hardware-based memory protec-

tion, and systems with protection based on objects or processes encapsulating fully-isolated software com-

ponents and their data.  The unprotected systems permit interaction through shared memory, which is

efficient, implicit, asynchronous, and incremental.  While the protected systems are more reliable,  interac-

tions across protection boundaries are more expensive in these systems, because they rely on data copying

and protection context switches.

A solution to this dilemma is to relax the model of fully disjoint protection by allowing protection domains

to overlap, sharing direct access to data in virtual memory.   Dynamic sharing is a key aspect of Multics

and other systems using segmented addressing, for example, the IBM 801 [CM88] and RS/6000 [Mis90]

architectures.  These systems support efficient sharing within a single virtual memory partitioned intoseg-

ments, each with a separate address map.  A user process gains access to a segment by issuing a protected

load segment system call; the supervisor checks authority and loads  the segment’s map into one of a vector

of protectedsegment descriptors (or registers) that are part of the process addressing context.  Segment

data is addressed as an offset from an indexed segment descriptor.  Many segmented systems support

access to data in long-term storage  through virtual memory segments; the system handles memory refer-

Figure 2-3: Components interacting as coarse-grained protected objects.
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ences to amapped file segment by reading and updating pages of the file.  This feature is often called asin-

gle-level store; some of its well-known advantages are discussed in Chapter 8.

Operating system support for shared memory and mapped long-term storage is central to this dissertation.

These features permit application components active at different times, in different locations, or in separate

protection domains to interact by sharing and exchanging linked data structures, accessed incrementally in

virtual memory.  While direct memory sharing is generally not as “safe” as no sharing, judicious sharing of

virtual memory often presents an acceptable tradeoff of some protection for a significant improvement in

performance.

• Asymmetric trust relationships are common and can be exploited:A might accept inputs (or memory

segments) fromB even whenB does not trustA.  For example, a name server can provide read-only

access to its database, requiring protected calls only for updates; we revisit this idea in Section 5.3.

• Memory shared among mutually suspicious components can be mapped read-only, used in restricted

ways, or passed sequentially (for example, bypage remapping [DP93]) and validated before use.

• Protection domains can be used to coordinate data access among mutually trusting threads within a

single component.  For example, multiple instances of a database program may  execute in separate

domains to enforce different access privileges, or to use protection faults to drive data management

using one of the techniques described in [AL91].  Protection-driven locking for atomic transactions on

shared segments is a key feature of the IBM 801 and RS/6000 systems.

Figure 2-4: Protected components interacting through shared code and data.
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• Tradeoffs between protection and performance are unavoidable.  Complete isolation can never be

achieved: even if protection domains are fully disjoint, fundamental granularity tradeoffs must be

made. Also, programs may have naturally overlapping access to stored data, and this may not be

known in advance.  Overlapping protection domains can be used to enforce the principle of least priv-

ilege (‘‘need to know”) when sharing is permitted.

For the integrated systems discussed earlier in this chapter, memory sharing among protected entities

offers an opportunity for application components to efficiently and incrementally propagate changes

through a collection of data structures representing design artifacts and derived information.  Components

that process common data formats can directly access a shared copy of their input in memory.  Compo-

nents updating derived data stuctures can access the source structure directly in memory.  Components

operating on a fragment of a larger structure can be forced to limit their access to just that fragment.

2.2.5 Addressing Shared Data

One problem with sharing segments using segmented addressing is that virtual address pointers do not

have a uniform meaning across the system.  While a segment has a global virtual address,  programs do not

use these global addresses directly.  Each process sharing a segment maps the segment into a private

address space, perhaps at a different virtual location (e.g., using a different segment descriptor).  As with

private address space systems, this can complicate sharing or exchange of data containing addresses.   Pro-

cedures must include indirect addressing structures to manage the multiple address assignments of shared

data segments on which they operate.  For example, in the CPR/801 system, the PL/1 language defines a

specialrefp type for a pointer to a shared segment, with conversions handled by the language runtime sys-

tem.  Programs can represent internal pointers as segment offsets, but the compiler must make a static

choice to handle these pointers differently.  Cross-segment pointers are fragile.

Shared memory and mapped files, which are central to segmented systems, have appeared in many private

address space systems (e.g., [GMS87]) as an exception to the rule of fully disjoint protection.  However,

there are pitfalls and limitations to their use within the private address space model.  Use of pointers typi-

cally requires explicita priori coordination of address space for shared regions to ensure that shared

regions are addressed uniformly.  A program that is the sole user of a mapped file can easily reserve a fixed

address range for file mapping, but this does not extend to multiple processes or regions; in general, shar-

ing patterns must be known statically.

Recent systems have taken steps to resolve this problem by arranging for thesystem rather than the appli-

cations to coordinate address bindings, in order to handle dynamic sharing patterns in a uniform way.
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Examples includebased sections in Microsoft NT [Cus93], the “shared” options to file mapping primitives

on recent Unix systems (e.g.,mmap  with MAP_FIXED on OSF/1), and thesegment loader in Light-

weight-RVM [SMK+94]. Even in these systems, however, the mix of shared and private regions can be dif-

ficult to manage.  Pointers may be ambiguous: private data pointers in shared regions are difficult to detect

and handle, and private code pointers (important for object-oriented languages) cannot be passed or shared.

Sharing isad hoc, since any process that willever use a shared region must have the assigned virtual

addresses free in its address space.

These efforts are steps in the direction of a single virtual address space.  In the next chapter, we argue that

fully global coordination of address space is an attractive operating system choice on unsegmented RISC

processors.  This approach eliminates the problems with nonuniform addressing by  treatingall virtual

address space as a global resource controlled by the operating system, like disk space or physical memory.

This is the essence of the single address space model.  Before introducing the details of the model, we first

consider architectures that provide specific hardware support for a protected common address space.

2.3  Global Address Space Architectures

Our emphasis on uniform addressing as a basis for supporting sharing and cooperation is common to many

other systems.  In this section we outline the distinctive characteristics of several representative systems

with specific hardware support for uniform addressing and protection, includingcapability-based hard-

ware systems surveyed in [Lev84].  The intent is to sample the broad range of possible hardware features

to support globally uniform addressing, and to give a sense of what is gained and lost by building a single

address space system with a paged virtual memory in the absence specific hardware support.

2.3.1 Global Segment Addressing: IBM System/38 and AS/400

IBM’s AS/400 system [IBM88] and its predecessor the System/38 [HSH81a] are capability-based archi-

tectures with global addressing and segmented protection.  User data is allocated fromspace objects equiv-

alent in granularity and other key respects to segments on the RS/6000.  Pointers can be passed or shared

on the System/38 and AS/400; any entity that obtains a pointer automatically obtains permission to access

the named segment in specific modes permitted by the pointer (a subset of read, write, execute, update).

Addresses are never recycled, so dangling references cannot occur.  Pointers  are tagged and their integrity

is enforced by the machine; pointer arithmetic is permitted, but only within the boundaries of a segment.
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2.3.2 Object-Oriented Addressing: Intel iAPX/432

The Intel iAPX/432 [Org83] was the product of an ambitious effort to provide hardware support for the

Hydra operating system model, with full support for object-oriented capability-based addressing.  The 432

system also included support for a uniformly-addressed object filing system [PKW81].

The 432 protection hardware controlled access to memory at an object grain. The protection model was

similar to the coarse-grained object systems discussed in Section 2.2.3, except that the granularity of pro-

tection was at the level of  programming language records, rather than application components or operating

system services.  The Ada compiler modeled every Ada object as a protection domain, and every proce-

dure call as a protected procedure call.  This resulted in a system that was expensive to design, build, test,

debug, purchase, and use.

2.3.3 The Monads-PC Architecture

The Intel 432 and other capability systems suffered from (among other things) an insufficient underlying

hardware base.  For example, addressing on the 432 was not fully uniform, due in part to the way the pro-

cessor address space was managed: capabilities contained only 24 address bits, which were translated to

and from 80-bit UIDs as objects moved between memory and persistent storage.  Because the underlying

virtual address space on the physical hardware was too small, the result has always been anemulation, at

some level, of a large address space system on a small address space machine.

The Monads architecture [RA85,Ros92] resolves this problem with by supporting capability-based

addressing and protection above a flat 60-bit paged virtual address space that includes persistent data and

spans a local network.  Above its paged address space, Monads provides an object-based addressing and

protection model supported by special-purpose hardware, including capability registers.  In this system, the

purpose of the single address space is to streamline the implementation of capabilities and to extend the

capability space across a network.

2.3.4 Guarded Pointers and Other Proposals

Dally et. al. [CKD93] propose protection usingguarded pointers, a restricted form of capability, in part to

reduce the cost of context switching on latency-tolerant multiprocessors, which context switch frequently

to hide memory latency.  We believe that guarded pointers would offer useful hardware support for Opal,

eliminating some compromises of our present Opal implementation.  Okamoto et. al. [OSS+92] propose a

single address space architecture in which memory access privileges are determined from the address of

the instruction that issued the reference.  This approach may offer cheap hardware protection for software
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that is statically partitioned into fully disjoint protected modules.  Silberschatz and Ozden [SO92] propose

hardware support for segmented protection in a single virtual address space architecture.

2.3.5 Hewlett-Packard PA-RISC

The Hewlett-Packard PA-RISC [Lee89,Hew90] is a leading RISC architecture that is a hybrid of seg-

mented and global addressing.  Like the segmented hardware systems, the PA-RISC has hardware registers

(space registers)  to extend the addressability of applications using 32-bit pointers.  However, user code

can load any value into a space register with an unprivileged instruction, enabling full global addressing,

with sophisticated protection features (Section 3.1.4). Thus the PA-RISC is effectively a single address

space architecture, if long-form addresses are used.

Most software on the PA-RISC uses short-form addresses, because they are more compact and efficient,

and because they permit backward compatibility with private address space operating systems.  However,

the PA-RISC is well-equipped to support a single address space operating system such as Opal.

2.4  Summary

We have evaluated four classes of systems with respect to how their models of addressing and protection

support integrated software systems with interacting components.

• Mono-address space systems with no memory protection.  In these systems, cooperation is simple and

efficient, but they are limited in their ability to scale to larger function sets, because failures can easily

propagate between components.  These systems can support various forms of software-based protec-

tion, for example, use of a single type-safe programming language.

• Private virtual address spacesystems composed of processes or objects communicating by streams,

messages, or RPC.   These systems with fullydisjoint protection cannot easily scale to larger data sets

due to the costs of integration based on copying and protection switches between their private virtual

memories.

• Systems withoverlapping protection, including segmented systems and private address space systems

with shared memory and mapped files.  Direct sharing supports incremental access to large, rich infor-

mation structures.  However, nonuniform addressing complicates the use of shared segments in these

systems.
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• Global address space architectures that provide hardware support for uniformly addressed shared

data, and modular protection within a global address space.  We have included in this category the

various flavors of capability-based systems, as well as several popular processors that support interest-

ing protection features within a virtual address space.

These systems present a wide range of choices regarding the relationship between addressing and protec-

tion, granularities of sharing and protection, uniformity of naming, and the level of the system at which

important features are implemented.

We summarize the situation somewhat starkly as follows.  We contend that operating system models in

common use -- providing either no protection or fully disjoint protection -- encourage the development of

software systems that are slow, unreliable, or poorly integrated.   An application designer has two basic

choices:  represent application components  as independent address spaces that exchange data through

pipes, files, or messages, thereby sacrificing performance, or place multiple components in one address

space, sacrificing protection.  Many systems have taken steps to resolve this dilemma by permitting sharing

or transfer of virtual memory among protection domains.  Of these systems, some are based on addressing

models that do not fully support general, uniform sharing, while others support uniform sharing with spe-

cific hardware features that compromise their performance and generality in other respects.

Also in the picture are leading processor families, such as the PA-RISC and other RISC processors, whose

features are flexible enough to support several addressing and protection models, including variants of the

single address space model we propose.  Finally, we noted several proposals for incremental extensions to

current architectures, designed to support efficient protection within a single address space.  These include

guarded pointers and the Monads-PC.

The point of this dissertation is that we can support uniform sharing and protectionwithout special hard-

ware features on 64-bit RISC architectures, given an appropriate operating system structure.  In doing so,

we develop an operating system model that can exploit architectures that do provide explicit support for

protected global addressing.  We now turn to the single address space model.
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The Single Address Space Model  3

This chapter presents the single address space model and its relationship to the systems described in

the previous chapter. We propose Opal’s single address space model as an operating system choice

on standard processors designed to support multiple address spaces (e.g., Unix).   Like conventional

private address space systems, Opal provides a paged virtual memory model with multiple protec-

tion contexts (protection domains).  However, all virtual addresses are context-independent: Opal’s

addressing contexts control access to a global virtual address space, rather than establishing a private

naming environment, as in private address space systems.  The purpose is to support modular protec-

tion and sharing for interacting software components, and to naturally accommodate persistent and

distributed sharing (Chapter 8).   In Opal, data can always be passed by reference when protection

choices allow.

Opal combines several key ideas from the systems discussed in the previous chapter.  The elements

of the Opal model are (1)  a uniformly addressed global virtual memory, (2) “pure” protection

domains, (3) segment-grained allocation, sharing, and management of virtual memory, and (4) uni-

form naming and access control for shared segments using software capabilities.   Our goal is to

demonstrate that recent advances in hardware, operating systems, and language technology enable

us to achieve the goals of many earlier systems, but without the need for special-purpose hardware,

without loss of protection or performance, and without relying on a single type-safe language.

This chapter gives a “bottom up” overview of Opal’s single address space model and some of the

issues involved.  Since good performance on commodity hardware is a primary goal, Section 3.1

begins by exploring the question of how a large, sparse, protected virtual memory can be handled

efficiently on today’s RISC architectures.  Section 3.2 then outlines Opal’s approach to managing a

global virtual memory in a general and efficient way.  Section 3.3 gives an overview of the tradeoffs

involved in the single address space structure.
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3.1  A Protected Global Address Space for Paged MMUs

Today’s operating systems implement their addressing and protection schemes using virtual memory facil-

ities provided by the paged memory management units (MMUs) on all modern general-purpose proces-

sors.  The MMU hardware accepts virtual-physical translations loaded by the supervisor, grouped in fixed-

sizepages(e.g., 8K bytes) to amortize the overhead of storing the translations.  The supervisor may enable

and disable specific translations whenever it gains control, e.g., during context switches and system calls.

If user code attempts to reference a virtual address for which there is no active translation, the MMU hard-

ware raises an exception to return control to the supervisor, which determines how to respond to the event.

For example, the supervisor may install the required translation and restart the faulted instruction, or it may

report the event to user code.

Most aspects of virtual memory management are unchanged by the single address space structure.  The

fundamental difference is that the supervisor maintains a single global set of virtual-physical page transla-

tions, rather than separate translations for each addressing context.  The key challenges are (1) efficiently

managing the large, sparse set of translations implied by a global address space, and (2) supporting mem-

ory protection within the global address space.   The global address space architectures discussed in Sec-

tion 2.3 supported protected global addressing in some direct way, e.g., using tagged or guarded pointers.

Our goal is to support  a similar sharing and protection model on standard RISC architectures.  In this case,

system software must support a sparse global address space and page-grained protection using MMUs

designed primarily for systems with multiple virtual address spaces, which protect memory by address iso-

lation.  In a single address space system on stock hardware, protection must be enforced not by enabling

separate sets of context-specific translations on each context switch, but bydisabling global translations

for pages that are not in the protection domain of the executing instruction stream.

Recent RISC architectures have shifted more memory management functions into software, granting the

operating system supervisor more control over memory management.  This control can be exploited to

support a protected global mapping efficiently, including high-performance context switches between pro-

tection domains.  MMUs differ in the details of how translations are enabled and disabled.  We discuss

these differences in some detail to clarify Opal’s addressing and protection model, and the practicality of

its implementation on standard processors.

3.1.1 The Trouble with Hierarchical Page Tables

We begin by discussing traditional MMUs and some of the problems they raise.  Some processors (e.g.,

VAX[Dig81], SPARC[Cyp90], x86 [Int88]) have microcoded MMUs that fetch missing translations
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directly from address maps maintained by the supervisor in memory.  On these processors, the operating

system supervisor must represent address maps in the architecturally defined formats, typically variants of

the linear or forward-mapped hierarchical page tables used on the VAX and other early virtual memory

architectures.  These mapping formats efficiently represent multiple compact address spaces, using a tree-

structured table of virtual-physical mappings for each addressing context.

Hierarchical page tables are not well-suited to the single address space model.  In these systems, an address

is accessible if and only if a valid translation exists in the address map loaded on the processor.   A single

address space system has a single global set of translations; it should follow that such a system would use a

single shared address map.  However, it is prohibitively expensive to implement protection by enabling and

disabling translations in the global address map on each protection context switch.  Instead, a single

address space system on these architectures must maintain separate address maps for each protection

domain, essentially representing the single virtual address space as a collection of private address spaces,

each defining one protection domain’s “window” on the global virtual memory.

With this arrangement, a protection context switch is equivalent to (but no faster than)  a process switch in

a private address space system on the same hardware.  However, there are several flaws.  First, this scheme

redundantly stores translations for shared pages in each map.  (But note that in some systems, a large,

aligned shared region can be mapped through a shared leaf map.)  More importantly, the space overhead of

hierarchical page tables can be very large if the active pages are scattered widely in virtual memory, which

is likely if all data resides in a single address space.  The maps can be arranged so that large, aligned holes

consume no space in the maps, but the space overhead is prohibitive in the general case.  In short, a single

address space is a poor idea for architectures requiring hierarchical page tables.

3.1.2 Software-Loaded TLBs and Hashed Page Tables

Thus conventional hierarchical page tables are poor for large, sparse virtual address spaces, and for shar-

ing.  They seem unlikely to survive, even for private address space systems.  However, alternative struc-

tures are available and can be used on many RISC processors, including the MIPS and Alpha architectures,

that export more control over address mapping to the supervisor software through the use ofsoftware-

loaded TLBs for memory management.  The translation lookaside buffer (TLB) is a cache on the processor

chip that holds recently used translations.  The processor completes a virtual-physical translation in a sin-

gle cycle if the requested mapping is resident in the TLB.  However, if the mapping is not resident in the

TLB, an MMU with a software-loaded TLB traps to supervisor software to retrieve the missing translation.

The software may use any data structure to retrieve the mapping and load it into the TLB; processors with

software-loaded TLBs do not impose architecturally defined translation table formats.
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For Opal, we must select a data structure that handles a large, sparse, global virtual memory compactly and

efficiently.  We  propose a globalhashed resident page table(HRPT)  similar to the structure used to fill the

TLB on the PA-RISC [HH93], and refined further in theclustered page table [TK95] planned for an

upcoming release of Sun Microsystem’s Solaris operating system for the 64-bit UltraSPARC processors.

An HRPT is a table of translations for physically resident pages, accessed byhashing on the virtual

address.  Hashed translation tables are efficient: in the common case (no collision in the hash table), the

TLB miss handler can fetch a translation from the table with one or two data cache line references.  A

hashed translation table grows in proportion to the size of physical memory rather than virtual memory; the

space overhead is insensitive to sparse address reference patterns.  Because the HRPT is compact, it can be

resident in physical memory; references to resident pages never incur a page fault on the translation table,

as they can with hierarchical page tables, and TLB pollution by the address mapping structures is reduced.

The HRPT structure is derived from the “inverted page table” mapping structures used in IBM’s 801 and

RS/6000 segmented architectures, and in some global address space architectures,  including the System/

38 and Monads.  Variants of this structure are highly successful in widespread commercial use.  Although

hashed tables are superior to tree-structured page tables for large, sparse address spaces, hashed tables

present difficulties with the address aliasing needed for private address spaces.  To my knowledge no pri-

vate address space system currently uses a hashed translation table, except those implemented on seg-

mented architectures, which map private virtual addresses through segment registers into an underlying

global address space.  However, HRPTs are quite natural for the single virtual address space structure pro-

posed in this dissertation.

This discussion has skirted two important issues.  First, although a HRPT can handle sparse translations for

theresident pages of a large virtual memory, the operating system must also include mechanisms to locate

nonresident pages and fetch them into memory.  Section 3.2.1 addresses this issue.  Second, the mapping

structures in hardware and software must represent protection.  Successful uses of the HRPT structure have

been limited to architectures with specific hardware mechanisms for protection: segment registers on the

IBM 801 and RS/6000, capability registers on the System/38 and Monads, and protection set registers on

the PA-RISC.  We must consider how to protect a global address space on a stock MMU designed to pro-

tect memory by private address spaces.

3.1.3 Software Protection Structures

On paged MMUs, any operating system supervisor enforces memory protection by ensuring that each pro-

cessor’s TLB contains no enabled translations for pages whose access should be denied to the protection

domain of the code stream executing on that processor.  The system must meet two conditions: (1) it must
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never load such a protected translation into the TLB, and (2) it must ensure that no such translations remain

in the TLB after a protection context switch.  This section considers the first condition, and Section 3.1.4

considers the second.

To meet the first condition, we can represent protection in the supervisor mapping structures by tagging

each translation in the HRPT with one or moreprotection keys identifying the protection domain(s) that

can access the named page.  This is a variant of the HRPT for the PA-RISC, which includes a single protec-

tion key with each translation, granting access to any addressing context that “wields” a matching key in

any of the four privileged protection set registers.   On the MIPS and Alpha processors, we must assign a

key value to each addressing context, and our HRPT structure must maintain keys with each translation to

identify the contexts enabled to use that translation.  The TLB miss handler checks for a key matching the

current context before loading a translation into the TLB.  This adds a few instructions to the TLB miss

path, but no additional data cache line references.

The scheme for handling protection domain keys is straightforward.  Keys are assigned sequentially as pro-

tection domains are created.  The supervisor enters translations and keys into the HRPT as needed, for

example, while handling TLB misses as pages are touched from within each addressing context.  When a

domain is destroyed, the system simply retires its key; its entries will naturally flow out of the HRPT with

time.  In contrast, setup and teardown of an addressing context can be an expensive operation in private vir-

tual address space systems using hierarchical page tables.  The tradeoff of this proposal is that the system

must sweep the HRPT to cancel any stale keys before their values can be recycled, i.e., when the space of

valid keys is exhausted.  Note also that the HRPT can cache only a few keys for each page, since each

HRPT entry should fit within a single data cache line to speed TLB miss handling.  Thus there is a tradeoff

in choosing the key size:  smaller key values can improve sharing performance, while larger key values

allow the system to delay key recycling longer.

3.1.4 Hardware Protection Structures

To meet the second condition for memory protection, translations in the TLB must be disabled on each

protection context switch.  On current implementations of the Alpha, the supervisor is forced to resort to a

purge of all user translations in the TLB (and a purge of the first-level cache) on each context switch,

regardless of whether the system uses private address spaces or a single address space.   Context switches

are cheaper (on average) on the MIPS R4000 and other processors in which each TLB entry includes a tag

corresponding to the addressing context for which the entry was loaded.  With thesetagged TLBs, the

supervisor can enable and disable specific groups of cached translations simply by changing a privileged

processor register: the hardware validates the tag against protection register(s) on each TLB hit.  On the
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PA-RISC the tag is validated against the protection set registers; on the MIPS, the tag is matched against a

singleaddress space identifier (ASID)  register.  These tags are identical in concept to the “protection

keys” in the previous section.  A single address space system implements protection context switches in

the same way as a private address space system, by replacing the value in the ASID register with the key

for the newly activated addressing context.

Although tagged TLBs reduce the impact of protection context switches, it is worth noting that the ASID

tags on the MIPS effectively prevent the active context from using any translations forshared pages left in

the TLB by the inactive context.  Thus the architecture may incur unnecessary TLB misses and possibly

redundant translations for shared pages.  This problem occurs whether or not a single virtual address space

is used, but the single address space model offers an opportunity to improve the architecture by separating

protection from translation in the TLB and other hardware caches.  For example, the protection set keys on

the PA-RISC permit processes sharing memory to use a common set of entries in the TLB and data cache.

Also, a single address space eliminates address aliasing that can interfere with virtually indexed data

caches.  We have discussed these architectural issues in some detail in [KCE92].

3.1.5 Summary

This section has outlined hardware and kernel software issues for implementing a global address space

with multiple protection domains on standard RISC processors.  The key points of this section are:

• While the single address space structure is problematic on MMUs with architecturally defined tree-

structured page tables, it can be implemented efficiently with a global hashed translation table

(HRPT) on modern MMUs with software-loaded translation buffers.

• Hashed translation tables are well-understood and highly effective for representing large, sparse vir-

tual memories.  The performance of address translation today is dominated by the TLB hit rate, which

is determined by the temporal locality of the reference stream, and is insensitive to the size or sparse-

ness of the virtual address space.

• Protection domains within the global address space can be represented efficiently with protection key

tags in the global software translation table and TLB.  We expect that future versions of the Alpha and

other wide-address processors will employ software-loaded tagged TLBs.

The picture is not yet complete.  To build an effective single address space system, the supervisor must be

able to efficiently handle misses in the global translation table.  These includeprotection misses (requests

from a particular protection domain to access a resident page for which no matching protection key is

cached) as well as page faults (which require the supervisor to locate arbitrary pages in the global virtual
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memory and fetch them into local primary memory).  These issues of location and access control are pri-

mary concerns for single address space systems.  In the next section, we give an overview of how these and

other concerns are handled in the Opal model.

3.2   Overview of the Opal System

In this section we outline the key elements of the Opal system model, with an emphasis on how Opal’s

abstractions are designed to simplify management of addressing and protection at both the system level

and the application level, above the efficient but unstructured low-level model of a huge, flat, protected vir-

tual address space.  We focus on general concepts and their rationale, deferring a discussion of the specific

primitives to Chapter 4.

The essential concepts are: (1)  segments add structure to the monolithic global virtual memory, (2) capa-

bilities control each protection domain’s access to segments in a general way, and (3) an object-based pro-

gramming model permits programmers to use protection domains and segments in order to create a

protection structure that balances their needs for protection and performance.  While the basic concepts of

segments, capabilities, and objects are familiar from the systems discussed in the previous chapter, we

emphasize that in Opal they arelogical entities implemented in higher-level software above the global pro-

tected virtual memory.

3.2.1 Segmented Allocation and Sharing

Segments are the grain of virtual memory allocation, persistence of virtual address space, memory access

control, and backing storage management in Opal.  Segments amortize the memory management overhead

across a collection of related pages and data items.  At the application level, segments remove the need to

interact with the system for each page of memory that is allocated or accessed; system primitives create

segments of requested sizes in the address space, and obtain access to entire segments with a single opera-

tion.   At the system level, segments simplify the translation and protection tables above the HRPT.  Protec-

tion is maintained only as a list of segments accessible to each protection domain in most cases.

Translation tables for a segment are shared by all users of that segment; these translation tables can be per-

segment linear block maps (e.g.,inodes [MJLF84]), extents, or any other structure appropriate for tracking

the location of that segment’s pages in secondary memory.

The inherent compromise is that segments are exposed at the system interface, and they reduce user control

over sharing protection choices.  In particular, applications must specify how data structures are partitioned

across segments when they are created.  Two data items placed in the same segment cannot be shared pro-
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tected independently, yet it is prohibitive to place each item in a separate segment.  The premise is that

applications rarely if ever need to control access to individual items; rather, data items are grouped into

connected data structures that are accessed as a unit.

Note, however, that addressing in Opal is not segmented in the sense of Multics and its derivatives (Section

2.2.4).  In particular, segment boundaries are unknown to the hardware.  All segments in an Opal system

are simultaneously and directly visible in virtual memory  (given proper authority) using fully qualified

global virtual addresses.  The virtual address of a segment is a permanent attribute fixed by the system at

segment allocation time.  The Opal protection model does not depend on nor is it compatible with segmen-

tation hardware.

Because addresses are fully context-independent in Opal, data structures linked with native virtual address

pointers can span segments, enabling different access controls on different parts of a connected structure.

The availability of cross-segment pointers makes the constraint of segmented access control less onerous

than in segmented architectures, in which segments are the unit of addressability as well as the unit of pro-

tection.

3.2.2 Software Capabilities

Opal uses capability-based naming and access control for segments, protection domains, and other system

abstractions.  Each system call to create a protected system resource (e.g., a segment) returns a capability

conferring permission to operate on the newly created object.  For example, a thread that allocates a virtual

memory segment receives a capability for the segment; code executing in another protection domain can-

not gain access to the segment unless it possesses this capability.

Capabilities allow the code that controls access to a resource to exist independently of the code that imple-

ments the resource.  Theserver-structured operating systems that I am familiar with, including Microsoft

NT,  export all protected kernel services in terms of protected objects named by capabilities.  Most of these

systems (e.g., Mach [JR86], Amoeba [MT86], Chorus [RAA+88], and Spring [HK93]) also support user-

defined protected objects as a basis for extending operating system services in a protected way.  In these

systems, user code with no inherent privilege can provide operating system services to clients who choose

to “trust” them, as defined by the client’s willingness to hand over capabilities in order to benefit from the

service.  A client’s ability to obtain services is limited to the capabilities it receives from the server;  a

server’s ability to cause damage is limited to the capabilities it receives from clients.  Untrusted entities

cannot gain access, and untrusting entities are never adversely affected.  Note, however, that the notion of
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“trust” is transitive, and capabilities can be stolen or mistakenly given away (this is theconfinement prob-

lem).

For Opal, capability-based protection of segments allows multiple memory access control policies to coex-

ist.   Access privileges are determined independently for each component, not simply from the user identity

on behalf of which the component is acting.  This use of  capabilities to “separate access control policy

from mechanism” in extensible operating systems dates back to Hydra.  It should not  be confused with

capability-based addressing (Section 2.3): the concept is the same, but the mechanism and granularity are

different.  The capabilities used in Opal and the other systems cited above are implemented entirely in soft-

ware, as described in Section 5.2.3.  Like virtual addresses, Opal capabilities are context-independent val-

ues that can be passed through protected procedure call or shared memory.  However, capabilities are

augmented with a large random number, making them probabilistically impossible to forge.  We have cho-

sen not to concern ourselves with the confinement problem: the software capabilities used in Opal can be

revoked, and they may be augmented with additional access checks at the server’s discretion.

3.2.3 Object-Based Programming Model

Facilities for sharing memory introduce new concerns for the system and its applications.  In private

address space systems, processes are the unit of software construction, program execution, and resource

management.  In Opal, programs are constructed from components active in different protection domains,

and segment lifetimes are independent of protection domains.  An alternative programming model can help

application designers exploit the flexibility of the single address space.

The model should permit application designers to focus on components and their interfaces, rather than

concerning themselves with the details of sharing and protection structures in their applications.  If sharing

exposes or affects internal details of component implementation, then it will be more difficult to imple-

ment, debug, and modify software that uses sharing.  The details of managing sharing -- including resource

control, cross-domain synchronization, code binding, and partitioning of data structures across segments --

should be isolated from the application code that is not directly concerned with setting up the protection

structure.  Our measure of success in achieving transparency is the ability to configure different protection

relationships after components have been constructed, by adjusting protection boundaries between compo-

nents to achieve the desired balance between protection and performance, with little or no impact on

source code.

To meet this goal, we employ concepts from the object-based systems discussed in Section 2.2.3, to main-

tain an abstraction of a uniform space of objects in which protection boundaries are transparent.  User data
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is structured as collections of heap-allocated objects linked by pointers;  user code is packaged as proce-

dures for particular object types.   Threads navigate through the web of objects, following pointers and

invoking methods.  While these invocations are syntactically uniform, the semantics of each invocation are

determinedby the access privileges of the caller with respect to the invoked object.  Local private objects

are invoked with ordinary type-checked procedure calls; protected objects are invoked with protected pro-

cedure calls.

This approach is inspired by the “uniform object model” of Emerald [JLHB88], a distributed programming

language with location-independent invocation of mobile objects.  Emerald implements object invocations

as local procedure calls when possible, but automatically resorts to RPC calls when the invoked object

resides across the network.  The Emerald runtime system implicitly selects the best implementation of

each call, rather than explicitly programming the two styles into the application.  In Opal, we use transpar-

ent object invocation to hideprotection boundaries instead of or in addition to network boundaries.  This is

similar to Lipto [DPH92], except that  objects in Opal may be directly shared by more than one protection

domain, with local calls to a shared procedure operating on shared data.  Shared memory and protected

memory are viewed asprocedural abstractions independent of modularity.

In operating systems and architectures with a single object model defined by the lowest levels of the sys-

tem, objects were seen as synonymous with protection domains.   Protection was seen as an essential

aspect of modular structure, a view that survives behind some of the recent work with microkernel sys-

tems.  In Opal, objects are lightweight data items that are independent of protection domains.  Fundamen-

tally, we believe that operating system protection structures are not the right level to impose modularity.  In

fact, protection structures do not impose modularity, they onlyenforce selected module (or object) bound-

aries.  Object encapsulation can be enforced by language type rules where sufficient, and by hard protec-

tion boundaries where necessary.  Protection structures should be flexible enough to permit application-

specific choice of how modularity is enforced.

The object runtime facility described in Chapter 5 is able to achieve these goals in a reasonably general

fashion, to demonstrate that objects can be used to structure sharing and protection interactions among pro-

tection domains in a general and flexible way, with minimal impact on the syntax or logical structure of the

program.  However, objects are not fundamental to the Opal system; they are merely a runtime system

veneer on the underlying operating system facilities, which are unstructured and tuned for effiicient imple-

mentation on standard hardware, and could as easily support other programming environments that are not

object-oriented.   With that said, it is also true that the abstraction of a flat untyped global virtual memory

is well-suited for object-based sharing systems, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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3.2.4 Related Work

At this time there are several projects underway to build single address space operating systems similar to

the Opal system.  These projects include Mungi [HERV94], Nemesis [BMvdV93], and Angel [MWO+93].

These systems are similar to Opal in their essentials, emphasizing simplified sharing and persistence

within a global 64-bit address space.  Some known differences are outlined in later sections of this disser-

tation.

Opal and these other single address space projects owe a substantial debt to two preceding systems,

Monads (Section 2.3.3) and Psyche [SLM90] at Rochester.  Psyche was built to supportmulti-model paral-

lel applications composed of cooperating components using different parallel programming models; these

components are partially isolated in separate protection domains within a global paged address space.

Psyche’srealms enforce object-style access to data shared among models, primarily to ensure that model-

dependent operations (e.g., acquiring a lock) are handled correctly regardless of which component invokes

them.

Hemlock [GSB+93] extends the Psyche work to a Unix context, adding memory-mapped persistent storage

and dynamic linking to shared code modules that encapsulate shared data.  Hemlock is a hybrid global/pri-

vate address space system: addresses at the low end of the processor address space have separate mappings

in each process, with a large globally addressed region at the upper end.  One goal of Hemlock is to pre-

serve backward compatibility with Unix (Section 3.3.3) while supporting uniform addressing of shared

memory.

3.2.5 Summary

This section gave an overview of the key elements of the Opal model discussed in the next few chapters.

Opal’s global virtual memory is partitioned into segments occupying disjoint regions of virtual address

space.  Opal provides system primitives to create segments and protection domains.  Segments and protec-

tion domains are named by software capabilities that govern each domain’s access to memory.  The com-

mon address space and uniform segment sharing allowdynamic imports and binding to data structures and

code.  There is no need to decide in advance what is shared and what is private: any segment can be shared

at any time without address conflicts, and segment access rights are easily passed on-the-fly from domain

to domain.  An object-based programming model permits cooperating components to interact through

shared data and across protection boundaries without compromising the modular structure of the program.
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3.3  Some Issues for Single Address Space Systems

The flexibility of the Opal model arises, in part, because virtual addresses have an unambiguous global

interpretation in the single address space.  In this section we discuss several tradeoffs that are inherent in

the pure single address space approach. In general, these tradeoffs are related to the inability to use con-

text-dependent addressing in a pure single address space system.  That  is, private address space systems

may benefit from the assignment of different meanings to the same address, but this choice is not available

in a single address space system.  Also, the system must treat virtual address space as a global system

resource.  As with other shared hardware resources (e.g., disk space and physical memory), the system

must ensure that address space is used fairly and that the legitimate needs of all users are met.  This

requires accounting and consumption limits, and the system must deny any request that cannot be satisfied

from the available address space.

These restrictions are not visible in practice if the hardware address space is large enough to meet legiti-

mate needs.  We have not answered the question of how much address space is ‘‘enough”; our goal is to

define and evaluate the single address space structure on the assumption that wide-address processors will

soon provide sufficient virtual address space for this approach, without constraining applications.

3.3.1 Virtual Contiguity and Segment Growth

One problem with the single address space structure is that the ability of virtual segments to grow cannot

be guaranteed.  If a segment turns out to be too small because its needs could not be anticipated in advance,

then the application must allocate another segment.  (Of course, this is true of segmented systems as well.)

This is acceptable for heap-allocated linked data structures, since connected data structures can easily span

segments in a single address space system.  We considered adding asegment group mechanism to permit a

collection of related segments to be viewed as a unit, but this idea was not developed further.

Even if segment groups are supported, segments allocated at different times will not be contiguous in the

address space.  The loss of contiguity is not generally a problem for programs written in high-level lan-

guages, but it limits the use of indexed memory structures (e.g., arrays) that must be stored contiguously.

Programs must allocate segments that are large enough to store these structures in advance.

Because the virtual address space is finite, the system must impose limits on the amount of address space

that can be preallocated to allow contiguous structures to grow.   Of course, maximum segment size is lim-

ited on current 32-bit systems as well;  in fact most current operating systems limit the maximum virtual

space to a fraction of their four-gigabyte architectural limit, which itself is less than one billionth of a full

64-bit address space.  A single address space system can thus easily provide larger segments than today’s
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private address space systems, but not as large as a private address space system on 64-bit hardware.  We

emphasize that the single address space approach reduces the address space available to individual applica-

tions; it is useful only if there is “sufficient” address space to render the issue moot.

3.3.2 Memory Reclamation and Address Recycling

In private address space systems it is a simple matter to reclaim the memory resources of a terminating

process for use by other processes; the system simply destroys the address map for the process, and reallo-

cates the physical memory used or referenced by the map.  In a single address space, reclamation is no

longer tied to program entry and exit, or even the creation and destruction of protection domains.

In the absence of sharing and persistence, managing a segmented global address space is not particularly

difficult.  Opal uses segment-grained memory reclamation of virtual and physical memory at the system

level.  By default segments are reclaimed when there are no protection domains with permission to access

them, i.e., when the last entity using their data is destroyed.  This simple policy is supplemented with con-

trolled reference-counting primitives for long-lived segments.  Theresource groups described in Section

4.5.1 support accounting and resource control for segments and other resources, independently of the pro-

tection domains that can access those resources.

Given finite virtual address space, the system must eventually recycle address ranges that have been used

and released.  This raises the question of how dangling references are handled.  Dangling references can

occur in any system that supports a shared name space but does not provide global garbage collection.

With Opal, we are unwilling to enforce a global data model needed for garbage collection, although we

contend that garbage collection could be provided within a particular programming environment above

Opal using established techniques above the primitives presented in Chapter 4.  Nevertheless, dangling ref-

erences can occur across environments.

Address recycling can occur at several levels. For example, heap managers recycle heap slots within a seg-

ment to conserve physical memory as well as virtual address space.  In this case, dangling references can-

not affect other entities that are not using that heap segment.  Should the operating system reclaim the

segment and later reassign it, however, an entity with retained references into the original segment might

then erroneously attempt to use a pointer to the reassigned segment. This class of dangling references --

like all erroneous address references -- must be handled by the access control mechanism.  That is, neither

dangling nor erroneously generated references will permit access to memory, unless that memory lies

within a segment attached to the current protection domain.
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Opal avoids recycling across segments as long as it can; if the address space is ‘‘large enough” then

addresses will never be recycled.  Crow and Kotz [KC94] compare several address space allocation and

recycling policies for Opal and other single address space systems.

3.3.3 Process Creation by Cloning Address Spaces (Fork)

Private address space systems use address space creation primitives as a means of executing programs.  In

Unix-like systems, address space creation (with thefork  primitive) replicates the parent process context,

including its private virtual memory, in a child process.  A pure single address space system cannot support

aliasing and therefore cannot emulate any form of address space creation primitive.  In short, Opal cannot

support Unix, although Unix can coexist with Opal above a general-purpose microkernel (Chapter 6).

In the past, there were two reasons to clone a parent address space: (1) to create multiple concurrent pro-

cesses executing the same program, and (2) to allow code from the parent to initialize state (e.g., file

descriptors) in the child.  Lightweight threads are a better primitive for concurrency in modern systems,

and the system can provide a means to initialize a child without executing code in the child’s context. In

fact, fork  is a source of complexity and inefficiency in Unix systems:  the majority of the state copied by a

fork is not typically needed by the child, inspiring efforts to improve performance by deferring the copy

(e.g., with copy-on-write) or avoid it entirely (e.g., the vfork  primitive in early BSD Unix). The copying

semantics of fork  also interfere with support for threads [MS87].

Opal replacesfork  with primitives to create protection domains and initialize them by attaching code and

data segments and installing RPC endpoints.  Threads in the parent domain can then make cross-domain

calls to enter the child domain; for example, the object support package above Opal allows a component to

“execute a program” by creating a protected object and invoking it across a protection boundary; Spring

apparently provides a similar facility.  Finally, although compatibility with Unix is not our goal, most Unix

programs do not usefork  directly, and could run in a single address space environment.

3.3.4 Address Remapping and Copy-on-Write

One objective of the single address space approach is to discourage applications from sharing data by

copying it between private virtual memories, and replace copying with by-reference sharing wherever pos-

sible.  Obviously, not all instances of copying can be eliminated.  In particular, data may be copied to cre-

ate a new version to be modified independently of the original, either for protection reasons or to preserve

the original.
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When data is copied within an address space, some pointers must be converted to point into the new copy.

Conventional systems can sometimes avoid this conversion when data is copied from one process address

space to another, by placing the copied data into the same virtual address range in the receiver process as it

occupied in the sender.  (Of course, it is then impossible for either process to name both versions.)  Since

single address space systems have only one naming context, the copy must occupy different virtual

addresses than the original, and pointers must be handled specially.  Furthermore, a conventional system

can lazily evaluate such a copy using copy-on-write, while a single address space system cannot.  In the

single address space system, pointers in the data must be relocated before the receiver can evenread the

data (otherwise, the receiver might point to the wrong version when the copy is made); copy-on-reference

could be used, but not copy-on-write.

The most important uses of copy-on-write stem from thefork  primitive,  which is useful only for compati-

bility with Unix.  However, the absence of remapped copying and address overloading causes several prob-

lems for the handling of code segments in our Opal prototype (Section 7.3).  Opal must copy initial values

of writable static data when a code segment is loaded (instantiated), and internal pointers to static data

must be relocated at load time.  Programs written using our object package generally contain minimal writ-

able static data, but this cost will be higher for certain programming styles.  Also, it is difficult to convert

shared data to private.  For example, current systems overload virtual addresses when shared code is modi-

fied, e.g., to set a breakpoint.

3.3.5 Discussion

This section has outlined some issues raised by the single address space approach.  Fundamentally, these

issues stem from (1) operating system control of the virtual address space as a shared system-wide

resource, and (2) the inability of the pure single address space model to support context-dependent

addressing.  We have argued that these tradeoffs are acceptable given sufficient hardware address space.  In

particular, context-dependent addressing is sometimes useful, but an equivalent or better alternatives exist

in most cases.  Furthermore, context-dependentnaming may be useful in some situations, but context-

dependence can appear at higher levels of naming interpreted by software (e.g., relative to a thread’s regis-

ters) and mapped into a single context-independent address space interpreted by the machine.

3.4  Summary

This chapter outlined the single address space model as embodied in the Opal system, and its implementa-

tion on standard RISC processors with paged MMUs.  The objective of the single address space operating

system is to expand the choices in the structuring of computations, the use of protection, and the sharing,
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storage, and communication of data, by guaranteeing uniform, context-independent virtual addressing

across all entities in the system.  Opal combines the positive features of earlier systems in a unique way,

unified by the single address space on 64-bit architectures.  We now turn to a more detailed description of

the Opal system interface.



Chapter 4

The Opal System Interface  4

This chapter presents the basic Opal system abstractions and primitives. We focus on the low-level

facilities that control the interactions among protected application components, including the primi-

tives for managing allocation, sharing, and reclamation of the global virtual memory.  This interface

is suitable for implementation as a native kernel or as an Opal subsystem server above a standard

microkernel, as described in Chapter 6.  While these kernel primitives determine the addressing and

protection model exported to user software, they do not by themselves define the end user’s or appli-

cation programmer’s view of the system.  We must consider them in the broader context of addi-

tional system software at several levels:

• Runtime systems define programming interfaces that are intended to match the needs of partic-

ular programming languages.  For example, runtime services in Opal support concurrency, syn-

chronization, and object-based protection and communication for programmers using the C++

language (see Chapter 5).

• System utilities including shells, editors, window managers, etc., provide the user interface and

tools to program the system.  Opal need not have any impact on user interfaces, but there are

important implementation differences for linking and debugging utilities, discussed in Chapter

7.

• Protected serversor subsystems support application-level facilities to mediate the interactions

of mutually distrustful clients.  Section 4.6 outlines several services for symbolic naming, data

management, and access control within the Opal environment.

The division of function among these levels is not merely an implementation detail; it is fundamental

to the structure of Opal or any system.  In particular, it determines the ways in which the system can

be extended.  Runtime systems, utilities, and servers arereplaceable components: they can be tai-

lored to application needs, and different versions can coexist in the same system.  The purpose of
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this chapter is to define the essential system features that cannot be replaced.  These facilities are designed

to be general and efficient, but higher-level support  is essential to make them easy to program.  I include

details of runtime systems and higher-level services when useful to simplify the presentation and to illus-

trate how the kernel primitives can be used.

All aspects of the Opal system are designed to support flexible protection and sharing within the single vir-

tual address space.  Within this broad framework, the basic facilities that Opal must support are the same as

for any operating system.  These facilities are listed below, along with summaries of the corresponding

Opal kernel abstractions.  Since the basic needs are the same, these abstractions are similar and in some

cases identical to those of many other systems, with certain crucial differences.

• Data Storage. Opal’s global virtual memory is partitioned intosegments, sequences of virtual pages

occupying a contiguous range of virtual address space.  All data in virtual memory (including execut-

able code) resides in some segment.

• Execution. Threads are the active agents that execute user code and operate on user data.  A thread is

an executing stream of instructions and its procedure call stack.  An application may execute as multi-

ple threads.

• Protection. Threads execute withinprotection domains that limit their access to a specific subset of

segments in the global virtual memory with particular modes (e.g., read-only or read-write privilege).

Opal domains are passive protection contexts; alternatively, the protection domain can be viewed as

the collection of segments accessible (attached) to such a protection context.

• Communication.  Opal supports protected control switches across protection domain boundaries

through numbered entry points called portals.  Control transfer through a portal is the only means to

execute code within a protection domain.

• Resource Control.   All actions that consume system resources (e.g., creating virtual memory seg-

ments) are associated withresource groups, representing users and the software entities acting on

their behalf.  The resources “charged” to a resource group may be limited by the system according to

a resource control policy.   Also, user software can release the resources in a group as a unit.

These five basic abstractions -- segments, threads, protection domains, portals, and resource groups -- are

system objects created and destroyed by explicit calls from user software.  Protected system objects for

segments, protection domains, and resource groups are named and accessed using unforgeable identifiers -

- capabilities -- that can be passed and shared among user software entities.  The implementation of these

capabilities is described in Section 5.2.3.
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The following sections describe the basic abstractions in more detail.  To streamline the presentation I

make two simplifying assumptions.  First, I present idealized kernel interfaces as they appear to users of

Opal’s standard runtime package, which maintains typed records (descriptors orproxies, Section 5.2) for

protected system objects, containing the capability for the object and other hidden status information, such

as the first and last addresses of a segment.  Second, I assume that the target hardware architecture is a sin-

gle node with one or more homogeneous processors and a shared physical memory, and that all resources

are transient.   The global address space can be extended to include data in long-term storage and across a

network, as explained in Chapter 8, but the concepts and abstractions described here are independent of

persistence and distribution, and the discussion avoids these issues.

4.1  Storage and Addressing

User threads allocate segments of virtual memory with theNewSegment primitive.  The system assigns a

fixed virtual address range to each segment when it is created; this range is disjoint from the ranges

assigned to all other segments.  A newly created segment is made accessible to the creating thread’s protec-

tion domain in read-write mode, allowing the thread to access the segment’s pages directly withload and

store instructions.  Physical memory for the segment is allocated zero-fill on demand as the segment’s

pages are referenced; backing storage is allocated as needed to hold pages that overflow physical memory.

Some have argued against lazy allocation on the grounds that it will fail unexpectedly if inadequate physi-

cal storage (e.g., swap space) is available for a page when needed; this problem is easily avoided, where it

exists, by adding a primitive to preallocate storage and bind it to a region of address space.

NewSegment returns a capability that can be used to grant other entities permission to access the newly cre-

ated segment.  This capability names the segment indirectly through a “segment reference” orSegmentRef,

as shown in Table 4-1.  Segment references are explained in Section 4.5.2; briefly, they support (1) refer-

encing of the same segment through multiple capabilities, possibly with different access privileges, and (2)

protected reference counting of shared segments.  I emphasize that segment capabilities and segment refer-

ences exist only toset up protected sharing of segments.  Once access to a segment is established, each

thread addresses the segment’s contents directly at its assigned virtual addresses, independent of the

thread’s location in the system.

A segment’s internal structure is known only to the application software that uses the segment.  Each seg-

ment typically contains a package of procedures or a self-contained heap for allocating complex data struc-

tures.  Opal segments arelogical clustering units for related user data, allowing preallocation of address

space, and one-step binding, location, and access control for a collection of related data items.
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4.2  Execution and Concurrency

Opal provides conventional primitives for creating and managing threads of control, shown in Table 4-2.

Threads are implemented in a concurrency library called OThreads [FCL93] above raw kernel primitives

for processor allocation.  Opal and OThreads were conceived to usescheduler activations [ABLL91] to

animate threads, but the details of these kernel primitives are independent of other aspects of the Opal sys-

tem and are beyond the scope of this dissertation. Without loss of generality, I will speak of threads as if

they are first-class system objects.

A thread is an independently schedulable execution entitity, consisting of a descriptor and a procedure call

stack in memory.  The descriptor contains a set of register values, including a program counter, and other

thread-specific state.  The runtime system scheduler executes a thread by loading its register values into a

processor; it suspends a thread (e.g., for blocking synchronization or timeslicing) by gaining control of the

thread’s processor and writing its register values back to its descriptor in memory.  A suspended thread can

be resumed later, possibly on a different processor.

Threads are multiplexed on processors, and different threads may execute in parallel on different proces-

sors.  If multiple threads operate on the same area of memory then there is logical concurrency, and possi-

bly physical concurrency if the node has multiple processors.  Shared procedures must be reentrant.  With

OThreads, the application manages synchronization and mutual exclusion with standard mutexes, condi-

tion variables, and spin locks.

Threads in Opal are independent of any addressing context.  The instructions a thread executes and the

memory it references are determined entirely by the values in its registers (e.g., the global virtual addresses

of its stack pointer and program counter), the state of its descriptor, and the value it sees in the global vir-

tual memory.   For example, the runtime system satisfies all heap allocation requests made by the thread

from a “current heap” region (ormemory pool, Section 5.1.1)  for the thread, designated by a pointer in its

thread descriptor.  The current heap can be changed with runtime calls.  A thread’s descriptor and stack are

Table 4-1: Basic Segment Primitives.

NewSegment (ByteCount length,Boolean aligned) returnsSegmentRef. Create a
segment of a requested size, rounded up to  a system-determined alignment bound-
ary (at minimum a page boundary).

SegmentRef.FirstAddress () andSegmentRef.LastAddress () returnsAddress. Runt-
ime call to retrieve the first and last address of a segment.

SegmentRef.WriteEnabled () returnsBoolean. Runtime call to determine access
allowed to the segment using thisSegmentRef.
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allocated from the current heap region of the thread that creates it; the current heap and scheduler are also

inherited from the parent thread.

4.3  Memory Protection

Opal providesprotection domainsto restrict memory access privileges, in order to protect sensitive data

from access by unauthorized threads.  A protection domain is a passive execution context for threads, lim-

iting their access to a particular set of segments.  Any thread may execute aload, store, orbranch instruc-

tion to any part of the global virtual memory, but the reference will not complete unless the segment

containing the addressed page is accessible to the thread’s protection domain in the required mode (read,

write , and/orexecute).

Domains rather than threads are thesubjects of memory access control; they are grouping units for teams

of threads with common memory access privileges.  Every thread executes within some protection domain,

although a given thread could be resumed in different domains at different times.  In the simplest case, all

of the threads of an executing application run within the same protection domain.  Segments are theobjects

of memory access control.  Segments are protected from code by excluding them from the protection

domains in which that code executes; domains are protected by limiting the threads that can execute within

them.

At the lowest level, user code usesAttach andDetach primitives to establish and revoke a protection

domain’s access to a segment.Attach is the Opal analogue of themmap file mapping primitive in Unix-

like systems, or theload segment operation in segmented systems (Section 2.2.4).  Like those primitives,

Attach must locate the segment, authorize local access to it, and set up internal system tables to permit the

program to address the segment directly. While the setup may be expensive, involving disk activity, net-

work communication, and updating of protected system tables, subsequent references to the segment are

very efficient. Attach differs frommmap in two critical respects: (1) the system rather than the user pro-

gram selects the address for the attached segment, and (2)all data in Opal resides in segments that are

potentially attachable; no memory is inherently “anonymous” or private to any particular protection

domain or process.

Table 4-2: Thread Primitives.

NewThread (Address procedure,Untyped argument) returnsThread. Create a thread
of control and start it in an entry procedure.

Thread.Join () returnsUntyped result. Block until a thread returns from its entry pro-
cedure, then return the value produced by that procedure.
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4.4  Interdomain Communication with Portals

Opal provides a simple mechanism calledportals to change the protection context of the processor.  A por-

tal is an entry point for control transfer into a protection domain, uniquely identified by an integer value

(theportal ID) assigned by the system when the portal is created.  Portals are the basis for protected proce-

dure call in Opal, and the sole means to execute code within a newly created protection domain.

Portals are protected in the following sense.  First, only a holder of a domain capability can create a portal

for the domain.  Second, threads entering a portal begin executing at a fixed virtual address chosen by the

creator of the portal.  These are the key properties that permit the holder of a domain capability to exclu-

sively control what code is executed within that protection domain.  However, once created, no authoriza-

tion is needed to gain initial entry through a portal; any thread that knows the value of a portalID can

transfer control into the portal’s domain.  Ordinarily, a portal is created for a collection of procedures, and

the code executed on entrance to the portal is a server-side dispatcher stub that validates arguments and

checks authority of the caller.  Uniformly named portals are fundamental to the implementation of capabil-

ities in the Opal/C++ runtime package, described in Chapter 5, which adds key-based access control

checks on the receiving side of a portal.

Portals were designed as a minimal basis for protected procedure call, trap delivery, and kernel upcalls to

user code, generalizing theProcessor.Donate primitive that underlies Bershad and Anderson’s work with

high-performance communication and scheduler activations [BALL90].   Portals can support a range of

cross-domain call semantics involving different user-level conventions for register usage, stack switching,

response handling, transmission of arguments and results through shared memory, and authentication. The

global name space for portals allows exchange of cross-domain call bindings (e.g., capabilities) through

Table 4-3: Protection Domain Primitives.

NewDomain () returnsDomain. Create a protection context with no memory access
privileges.

Domain.Attach (SegmentRef segment).Make the specified segment accessible to a
domain’s threads,with the modes allowed by theSegmentRef.

Domain.AttachReadonly (SegmentRef segment).Make the segment named by aSeg-
mentRef accessible to a domain’s threads, but disallow store operations.

Domain.Detach (SegmentRef segment).Remove a segment from a protection domain,
revoking access to the segment by any threads in the domain.

Domain.Destroy ().Destroy a protection domain, ceasing execution of all active
threads within the domain.
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shared memory, and permits uniform referencing of protected entry points through identifiers separated

from the actual source and target of the communication.

Cross-domain control transfer through portals is the key to flexible memory protection at runtime.  Logi-

cally, threads move between passive protection domains in a controlled way (with protected RPC)  to

change their memory access privileges.  Protection domains are created to restrict or amplify the memory

access privileges of particular procedures or application components; portals are used to switch to the cho-

sen protection domain to execute the procedures.  In effect, every protection domain is an RPC server.

New domains are created as idle RPC servers; their parents (or peers) activate them with RPC calls.  For

example, a thread running in one protection domain (theparent domain) can create a new (more restricted)

domain (achild), typically to protect the parent’s data from an untrusted subprogram.  The parent registers

a portal for the child, specifying a procedure as the entry point, and then transfers through that portal.  Par-

ents can attach arbitrary segments to their children and cause arbitrary code to execute in their children.

Parents may also pass portal identifiers to other child domains, effectively setting up RPC connections

among siblings.  (A “child” domain can also be created to amplify the parent’s rights in a protected way,

but in this case a privileged server must create the child on behalf of the nominal parent.)

4.5  Resource Management and Reclamation

An operating system must ensure that hardware resources are shared fairly among competing users and

programs.   To do this, the system must have some means to account for resource consumption and to

reclaim idle resources for recycling.  Opal’s single virtual address space raises new  concerns for this issue

of resource management.  Most obviously, virtual address space in Opal is a shared system-wide resource

that must be managed as other hardware resources.  Even supposing infinite virtual address space, physical

storage named through the virtual address space must be controlled.  Moreover, capabilities and virtual

Table 4-4: Portal Primitives.

Domain.RegisterPortal (Address entryPC) returnsPortalID . Create an entry point
for a protection domain, named with a unique identifier.

PortalSwitch(PortalID  pid). Switch the processor to the protection domain associated
with the portal, and branch to the portal’s entry point.  Leave registers other than
the PC unchanged.

Domain.RebindPortal (PortalID  pid,Domain delegant,Address entryPC).Change a
portal’s receiving domain and/or its entry point.

Domain.UnregisterPortal (PortalID  pid). Disable a portal; subsequent attempts to
switch through the portal do not complete.
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addresses are easily passed and shared, thus the lifetimes of the referents -- segments and other resources -

- must be independent of protection domains, threads, or processes.

A fundamental principle of Opal is that all aspects of the application data model, including fine-grained

resource management, are left to user-mode software.  This design choice was made for reasons of gener-

ality and performance, as explained in Section 4.5.3.  It implies that the Opal kernel does not track or con-

trol the placement of capabilities and addresses, which can be freely copied and shared in memory.

Therefore, the kernel cannot by itself determine when to reclaim a particular resource, such as a virtual

memory segment.  Instead, our objective at the operating system level is to provide a general interface for

applications and support facilities (runtime systems, language implementations, and garbage collectors) to

manage memory and other resources for themselves, while allowing user software to protect itself from

reckless resource handling by other entities.  The resource management interface incorporates three fea-

tures to meet this objective:

• Allocated resources are associated with protected system objects calledresource groups, allowing the

system to “charge” users and their software for the resources they consume.  Since the system can

identify all resource consumers, it can track and possibly limit their consumption with resource con-

trol policies, e.g., quotas or usage charges.

• User software can always release the system resources for which it is charged, using explicit release

primitives.  For example, a protection domain can be destroyed given a capability.  All resources are

reachable through their resource groups; anonymous resources are never “lost”.

• For segments, which are shared in complex ways, resource ownership is generalized to explicit refer-

ence counts.Reference objects protect the resource references on a shared resource originating from

different consumers, to prevent any consumer from prematurely releasing resources that are still in

use by some other entity.

In short, the basic primitives allow explicit release of references to logical operating system resources, and

are intended for use by application-level resource managers.  Resource groups and reference objects exist

to deal with erroneous or malicious managers who may release their resources prematurely, or not release

them at all.  These mechanisms are described in the following subsections.

4.5.1 Resource Groups

Opal definesresource groups as the identities that “own” logical system resources, including segments and

protection domains.  Every call to create a resource or to increment a reference count must pass a capabil-

ity for a resource group as an argument.  The standard runtime system associates acurrent resource group
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with each thread, and passes a capability for that group as a hidden argument for certain system calls (thus

resource group arguments are omitted from the interface signature tables in this chapter).   Multiple threads

may share the same resource group.  A thread can change its current resource group with a runtime system

call.

Resource groups are the basis for accounting and resource control.  Initially, there is one resource group for

each user (or other accountable entity), though new groups can be created, as explained below.  The system

may choose to deny a request to allocate a resource for a particular resource group.  In addition, resource

groups can be used to forcibly release some or all resources allocated by a particular software entity.  This

is useful as a backup when higher-level reclamation mechanisms are not trusted, or if a software entity

fails.

Resource groups are nested to allow a finer grain of control over accounting and resource management.

Any holder of a resource group capability can create and deletesubordinate resource groups, orsubgroups.

Thus the set of resource groups is a collection of trees.  Accounting charges flow up the tree: resources

allocated by a subgroup are charged to the parent, and transitively to a user (represented by the root of the

tree) who is ultimately responsible for resource consumption by software acting on his behalf.  Deletion

privileges extend down the tree: the holder of a resource group capability can delete any descendent

resource group, releasing all resources in that group, and so on.

In some respects, resource groups are similar to the hierarchical directories in Unix-like file systems.  With

either mechanism, an entity’s permission to allocate resources (e.g., files or segments) is limited to specific

directories or groups, which can be examined in a standard way and reclaimed as a unit.  Like directories,

resource groups can be assigned symbolic names to permit browsing through the space of allocated

resources.  However, with resource groups, a collection of related anonymous resources of different types

may be grouped under a single name.  Also, resource groups are generally memory-based rather than disk-

based.

The important point is that resource groups are accounting identities that are decoupled from users,

threads, and protection domains.  This permits flexible accounting of resource usage in a highly dynamic

system.  Threads within a single protection domain may allocate resources under multiple resource groups;

for example, threads within a protected server may use different resource groups to charge the resources

they allocate on behalf of different clients.  Threads in different domains may use the same resource group;

for example, a single application entity using multiple protection domains internally may choose to

account for all of its resources together.  Subgroups support accounting of different software entities at an

arbitrarily fine grain.  For example, a thread may create a subgroup to track resources allocated on its
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behalf by an entity it cannot control, such as a server.  A common use of resource groups is to create a sub-

group for use by an untrusted procedure and destroy it when the procedure returns, to preclude any linger-

ing side effects.  In this way the traditional policy of releasing resources held by a terminating process is

easily emulated.

4.5.2 Reference Counting with Reference Objects

While some resources (e.g., protection domains and resource groups) are reclaimed with explicit delete

primitives, segments are managed with the reference counting primitives listed in Table 4-6.  These primi-

tives are designed to allow safe and flexible reclamation of shared resources by isolating the references

registered by different entities.  While segments are the only resources with fully general user-directed ref-

erence counting in the current Opal interface, the principles could just as easily apply to other resources.

Reference counting is implicit and automatic for segments that exist only as long as they are actively

shared.  An attached segment has an implicit reference registered to the resource group of the domain to

which it is attached; by default, segments disappear only after the last detach.  The reference counting

primitives in Table 4-6 are used to preserveunattached segments, for example, segments registered with a

name server (Section 4.6) or containing long-lived data (Chapter 8).  Reference counts managed by these

primitives areexplicit.  In particular, the reference count for a segment does not necessarily reflect the

number of capabilities for that segment, or the number of virtual addresses pointing into the segment.

Instead, the reference count indicates the number of entities that have explicitly registered an interest in the

segment; later, those entities or others must issue explicit calls to decrement the reference count.

While resource groups track the references registered by each software entity,reference objects separate

the counts to a shared resource emanating from different entities.  This prevents a non-trusted thread from

releasing more counts than it requested, triggering premature deletion of a shared resource.  Reference

Table 4-5: Resource Group Primitives.

NewResourceGroup (ResourceGroupparent) returnsResourceGroup. Create a new
resource group subsidiary to the designated parent.

Thread.PushResourceGroup (ResourceGroupgroup). Designate a resource group
as the “current group” for a thread; all system resources allocated by a thread are
entered into its group.

Thread.PopResourceGroup ().Restore a thread’s current resource group  to its value
at the time of the lastPushResourceGroup call for that thread.

ResourceGroup.Destroy (ResourceGroup parent).Destroy a group and all resources
(or references) associated with it.
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objects are internal to the implementation of a resource, but their use is reflected in the interface to the

resource.  For example, each segment capability names a segment indirectly through a reference object

called aSegmentRef.  NewSegmentRefs may be “cloned” for a given segment, each with a private refer-

ence count, and each named by a separate capability.  Any thread with a capability for anySegmentRef may

attach the underlying segment, but it can modify the counts for only theSegmentRef named by its capabil-

ity.

In addition to protecting reference counts, reference objects help manage segment sharing in three ways.

First, charges for a shared segment may be spread across multiple resource groups.  EachSegmentRef is

charged to the resource group of the thread that registers the first reference to it.  (A newly cloned child

SegmentRef is unreferenced; it is invalidated if its parent is reclaimed before the child is referenced.)  Sec-

ond, reference objects support restricted access: for example, a clonedSegmentRef can be “refined” to con-

fer read-only permission withCloneReadOnly in Table 4-6.  Third, reference objects support selective

revocation: for example, aSegmentRef can be invalidated independently of others for the same segment.

Segment persistence is controlled withpersistent reference counts, which are unchanged by a system

restart.  PersistentSegmentRef counts are maintained independently of the counts described, which are

reset by a system restart.  Any resource group containing a persistent segment resource is also persistent.

In addition, all symbolic name entries (Section 4.6) are persistent, and hold a passive count on their refer-

ents, charged to the resource group that owns the name entry.  Persistence raises a large number of issues,

discussed in Chapter 8.

4.5.3 Discussion: Managing the Global Address Space

Any system with uniform naming must manage the sharing that the common name space is intended to

encourage.  For Opal, the key problem is that the system cannot know when to reclaim virtual memory

Table 4-6: Segment control usingSegmentRef reference objects.

SegmentRef.Reference().Register a reference to a segment by incrementing the refer-
ence count on aSegmentRef.  If this is the first reference to theSegmentRef then
enter it to the calling thread’s resource group.

SegmentRef.Clone () returnsSegmentRef. Create a new reference object for a seg-
ment, with the same resource group and access rights as the parent reference.

SegmentRef.CloneReadOnly() returnsSegmentRef. Create a new reference object
that confers read access to the segment, but not write access.

SegmentRef.Release ().Release a reference by decrementing the reference count on a
SegmentRef.  Destroy theSegmentRef if the count transitions to zero.
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unless it tracks pointers and capabilities in the global virtual address space, which can be viewed as an

arbitrarily connected pointer structure.

Many systems that support uniform referencing have some means of controlling the flow of references

through the system.  Capability-based architectures (Section 2.3) track references directly in hardware, for

example, by tagging memory locations that contain pointers, and using specific instructions for pointer

manipulation.  In single-language sharing systems (Section 2.2.1), including Cedar, Pilot, and Emerald,

reclamation relies on the strong language type system, which restricts pointer arithmetic to control the cre-

ation of pointers, and can determine the location of pointers from the types of data records in memory.

These systems can safely reclaim memory with global garbage collection.

We are unwilling to impose a single language or a global data model on applications at the operating sys-

tem level.  This is not to say that garbage collection is not needed.  Rather, the issue is whatlevel of the sys-

tem should impose the constraints needed for garbage collection, and at what granularity.  Opal must run

on hardware systems that do not support pointer tracking, and the system must safely support multiple pro-

gramming environments with different approaches to automatic garbage collection, including no collection

at all for popular languages that are not strongly typed.  Furthermore, it must be possible to pass references

without operating system intervention for reference tracking in most cases.  For these reasons, Opal dele-

gates fine-grained (record-level) memory management to applications and language environments.

Opal’s kernel facilities are designed to safely support multiple language-level memory managers within the

single address space.  The system allocates and reclaims name space in coarse blocks (segments); the man-

agers allocate language records from within the name space of some set of segments, track references as

necessary, and use the release primitives to return discarded segments to the operating system.  Of course,

each manager depends on certain application conventions: (1) it must know the format of data structures

within its segments, (2) it must control or be aware of external references into its segments, and (3) it may

assume some control over the threads operating on its segments.  Each manager uses segment access con-

trol and protection domains to prevent interference from threads that are not trusted to adhere to the usage

conventions, thus creating a safe sphere of influence.  At the same time, resource groups exist to encourage

proper memory management by identifying and controlling entities that consume resources excessively.

System-level memory management with segments and resource groups is safe, simple, efficient, and flexi-

ble.  It supports automatic garbage collection for applications that voluntarily accept the costs and con-

straints, and it isolates each manager from damage by other managers.  However, segment-grained

memory management may worsen the problem ofinternal fragmentation within the single address space.

The concern is that applications will preallocate large segments for their data structures, then be forced to
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retain segments that have only a few useful records remaining within them.  The problem can be solved by

heap compaction within each manager, but if virtual address pointers are used then the manager must

update all pointers to the objects it moves. We anticipate that most applications will retain data structures

for a time and then destroy them as a unit; if each segment is used only for related data structures, then

fragmentation should not be a serious concern.  Long-lived, evolving data structures must rely on runtime-

level heap management, including heap block recycling and possibly compaction, to ensure good paging

performance as well as to keep virtual and physical storage consumption to a reasonable level.

Opal’s kernel facilities do not prevent individual managers from deleting objects prematurely, causingdan-

gling references of various forms.  Dangling capabilities are probabilistically detectable because they con-

tain a randomized 64-bit check field (Section 5.2.3).  At the system level, dangling virtual addresses are

viewed as an access control problem.  Programs granted access to a shared segment are trusted to use it

correctly; erroneous pointer references always result from incorrect use either by the thread that stored the

pointer, the thread that followed the pointer, or the thread that deleted the pointer's target.  User code is

responsible for using the available mechanisms (including protection domains and segment access control)

to protect itself from damage caused by failures of untrusted threads.

4.6  Naming and Access Control

Capability-based segment access control is general and flexible.  Capabilities can be freely shared, and any

thread wielding a capability for a protection domain and a segment may attach the segment to the protec-

tion domain.  Of course, the system must provide some means to distribute capabilities in a controlled way

that can be used directly by applications, for example, to set up their initial interactions.  We argued in Sec-

tion 3.2.2 that user-supplied services may act as intermediaries that index and distribute capabilities to

meet the needs of specific applications.  Our Opal prototype includes several simple facilities to offer or

obtain access to segments, outlined in Table 4-6.

• Symbolic naming.  A simplename service supports a flat symbolic name space for segment capabili-

ties.  The name service can be augmented with anaccess control list (ACL).  The current name server

interface has a trivial ACL facility: access to a name entry is optionally limited to a particular resource

group.

• Attach-on-demand.  Access to a segment may be requested by virtual address, using theAttachByAd-

dress call.  This service can be used by the runtime system to transparently attach segments on address

faults, as an application choice.  A segment owner mustPublish a segment capability before a client

can attach the segment by virtual address.
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• Producer-consumer integration.  Section 6.4 describes a simple framework for transparently arrang-

ing sharing interactions among components that are not aware of each other’s existence.  Clients reg-

ister with anevent service as producers or consumers of named data structures.  Producers permit

readonly access to the segments containing their structures, which are attached to consumers automat-

ically by the event server.  Producers implicitly notify consumers of updates to the structures by

reportingevents to the server, which propagates them to consumers.

All of these facilities are replaceable system services, intended as examples of layered support for organiz-

ing and controlling access to data in the global address space.

4.7  Summary

This chapter described the basic Opal kernel abstractions: protection domains, segments, portals, and

resource groups.  These kernel abstractions are extended with application-level facilities, such as name

servers, memory managers, and runtime support for threads, to produce the programming interface seen by

applications.  The kernel defines general mechanisms for managing system objects,  including segmented

access control and protected reference counts, in order to safely support a range of application-level facili-

ties for naming, access control, and memory management.

The Opal kernel abstractions are designed to support user software structured as groups of threads in over-

lapping protection domains, communicating through shared virtual storage and protected procedure call.

Segments are the grain of virtual storage allocation, reclamation, and access control.  All segments exist

within a single virtual address space; virtual address pointers and resource capabilities are freely shared.

Resource reclamation is handled with explicit reference counts, backed by bulk delete using resource

groups, and enforced by accounting.

Table 4-7: Distributing segment capabilities by symbolic names and addresses.

NameService.Enter (String name,SegmentRef seg,ResourceGroup principal). Reg-
ister a symbolic name for a segment capability in the system name server.

NameService.Lookup (String name,ResourceGroup principal) returnsSegmentRef.
Retrieve a segment capability by its symbolic name.

NameService.AttachByName (String name,Domain d) returnsAddress. Attach a
segment to a domain, using a symbolic name for a segment reference.

SegmentRef.Publish (ResourceGroup principal). Permit a segment capability to be
looked up by virtual address,usingAttachByAddress.

Domain.AttachByAddress (Address a,ResourceGroup principal). Attach a pub-
lishedSegmentRef given a virtual address within the segment.
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The Opal system interface is based on three fundamental principles.

• No constraints on the language model.  Uniform referencing is supported without imposing any par-

ticular data model on users of the system: data entities are untyped virtual memory segments whose

meaning is assigned at the language level.  Portals and protection domains have no language seman-

tics; they are minimal primitives on which language-level facilities such as protected objects and RPC

can be built.

• Efficient abstractions.  All abstractions are matched to what the hardware can efficiently support.

Storage allocation, protection, and reclamation are coarse-grained at the operating system level.  Fine-

grained control is provided for language level objects by compilers and runtime systems, clustered

above coarse system-level abstractions.

• Orthogonal protection. Memory protection in Opal (using protection domains) has been separated

from other issues that are combined with protection (based on processes) in conventional systems.

Protection is decoupled from: (1) program execution, through use of RPC as the basic mechanism for

animating passive protection domains; (2) resource naming, through the use of context-independent

capabilities based on portals; (3) resource ownership, through the use of resource groups; and (4) vir-

tual storage, through the use of named segments in a global address space.

The intent of these choices is to build an efficient system general enough to accommodate a range of pro-

gramming models, in which memory protection is cheap, easy to use, and easy to change.  A user applica-

tion is structured as a collection of threads, procedures, and data structures in the global virtual memory.

Any thread can call any procedure or address any data, assuming it has adequate privilege to complete its

actions.  This permits an application to use a variety ofprotection structures while executing the same code

over the same data.  A protection structure is determined by how data is partitioned across segments, how

protection domains are imposed over threads, which domains have access to which segments, and how

resource allocations are assigned to resource groups.  The protection structure determines how much it will

cost to run the computation, and what types of unexpected behavior will be trapped or recovered from at

runtime.  The next chapter explains runtime facilities to simplify protection structuring and sharing for

application programmers.
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Object-Based Sharing and Protection in Opal  5

The previous chapter described the basic Opal abstractions to support user software structured as

teams of threads executing in multiple protection domains, interacting through shared memory seg-

ments in a common virtual address space.  This chapter describes a runtime system with a simpler

programming interface to these facilities, based on the object programming model outlined in Sec-

tion 3.2.3.

An object is a typed data record named by a unique identifier and accessed through a procedural

interface (Section 2.2.3).  Objects are fundamental to many systems with sharing goals similar to

Opal’s; most of these systems have supported object naming, sharing, and protection directly in the

hardware or operating system.  In contrast, our approach employs object-based runtime support to

allow seamless use of raw operating system facilities that are not themselves object-oriented: protec-

tion domains, cross-domain control transfers through portals, and access to shared and long-term

storage through segments.  The global address space is the basis for uniform naming and sharing of

application objects, and the procedural abstraction of objects hides the details of managing protec-

tion and sharing within the global address space.

Opal’s object-based runtime system allows programmers to organize sharing and protection  with

minimal impact on the logical structure and syntax of object-oriented programs.  The primary goal is

to support a range of alternative protection structures within a single application system, but without

compromising the generality of code that is not directly responsible for configuring the structure.

The object package supports programmers in four inter-related areas in which they must express pro-

tection structuring choices:

• Memory Partitioning.   User code must partition procedures and data structures across seg-

ments.  However, procedures that create data structures may be isolated from the details of data

placement, so that they can be used generally.
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• Synchronization.  User code must synchronize access to data structures used by multiple threads, but

synchronization facilities transparently handle mutual exclusion of threads in different protection

domains.

• Code binding.  Code to operate on shared data must be available to the domain of any thread with

access to the data.  The system can automatically bind domains to shared procedures for the objects

accessed from that domain.  Shared memory used in this way ismodular: threads use the same code to

operate on a given piece of shared data, to ensure common usage conventions for that data.

• Managing protection boundaries.  User code must program control transfers across protection

domain boundaries, to access protected data or to restrict untrusted code.  Protection boundaries

should appear as procedural interfaces rather than explicit portal switches.

The object facilities presented in this chapter consist of types, primitives, and conventions for programmers

using the C++ language [Str86].  Our intent is to illustrate (1) the value of objects to simplify application

use of sharing and protection in a single address space operating system, and (2) the value of a common

virtual address space as a foundation for building efficient object abstractions outside of the operating sys-

tem kernel.   Many extensions for convenience and generality suggest themselves.

For our purposes, an object is a language-defined entity, occupying a contiguous sequence of bytes allo-

cated from a heap.  Its size and internal structure are statically determined and known only by its type

implementation (class), which exists at runtime as a package of procedures, ormethods.  Objects are pas-

sive; they execute only when threads invoke their methods.  (Of course, their methods may make them

“active” by creating internal threads.)   Objects may contain pointers (links or references) to other objects

to form complex data structures.  Accepted definitions of “object-oriented” often involve other features as

well,  for example, type system rules to permit method reuse among related types, or compatibility of types

with similar interfaces.  These issues are not essential to the present discussion; the ideas in this chapter

can extend to any language with user-defined abstract types whose instances are heap-allocated and named

by reference.  In particular, our use of C++ is a marriage of convenience.

The Opal/C++ runtime system has three basic features:

• Shared objects are accessed directly in memory by threads in multiple protection domains.  A client

of a shared object names it with a virtual address and invokes its methods with ordinary procedure

calls.  Shared objects could be persistent or distributed objects in an extended global address space

(see Chapter 8), imported into memory on the node of the invoking thread.  Opal/C++ supports object

sharing with facilities to partition objects across segments, synchronize across domain boundaries,

and import objects and their methods automatically.
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• Protected objects are also used by threads in multiple protection domains, but their procedural inter-

faces are enforced by hard memory protection boundaries.  Protected objects are named withpass-

word capabilities that support automatic binding and object-grained access control.  Their methods

are invoked by protected procedure calls through portals.

• Uniform access to shared and protected objects.  Creation and invocation of shared and protected

objects are syntactically identical.  There is no fundamental distinction between shared objects and

protected objects; an object is ‘‘protected” only from the perspective of threads that are insufficiently

privileged to attach the object and access it directly.   The two styles of object access are made to

appear uniform by means ofproxy objects that hide the details of managing capabilities and protected

calls.

This chapter outlines these object facilities in sufficient detail to understand their purpose, their use, and

their relationship to the Opal kernel abstractions presented in the previous chapter.  Section 5.1 deals with

shared objects, which support modular, transparent access to shared and persistent memory.  Section 5.2

deals with protected objects, which are used to introduce protection boundaries to enforce modular inter-

faces at runtime.  Section 5.3 illustrates use of application use of shared and protected objects with some

simple examples.

5.1   Shared Objects

A primary goal of many object-oriented systems is to allow applications to share or exchange complex

linked data structures, or store them on disk and retrieve them incrementally as pointers are followed.

These systems include the persistent object systems and object-oriented databases (Section 8.1) created

primarily to support complex design applications (Section 2.1).  These systems transparently import shared

objects into active program contexts, primarily by (1) trapping references to nonresident objects, (2) copy-

ing those objects into the private virtual memory of the referencing process, and (3) translating pointers to

implement uniform inter-object referencing in data used by multiple programs.

In Opal, support for object sharing (and, by extension, object persistence) derives directly from segment

sharing in the global virtual address space.  Objects are contained within segments: the address of a seg-

ment (and therefore the address of each object within it) does not change throughout its lifetime.  Objects

are shared by sharing segments; object access control is by  segment access control.  Shared objects are

named by global virtual addresses; nonlocal references are trapped by MMU hardware and satisfied by

ordinary page faults.  The system can find an object anywhere in the system from its virtual address.
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Opal’s object runtime system and its associated thread package (OThreads [FCL93]) define a set of stan-

dard object types that can be used to organize and control object sharing.  These types include primitives to

control object clustering within segments, synchronize shared object accesses by threads executing in dif-

ferent protection domains, and import shared objects and their methods dynamically as pointers are fol-

lowed.  The following subsections discuss each of these facilities in turn.

5.1.1 Memory Pools

A memory pool is a self-contained heap for object allocations, occupying a contiguous range of virtual

addresses within some segment.  Each object is contained within a memory pool; linked object data struc-

tures may span memory pools.  To allocate or free an object, a thread must be executing in a protection

domain that has write access to the object’s memory pool, i.e., the segment containing the pool is write-

attached.

Memory pools are represented by theMemoryPool type (Table 5-1) with procedures to allocate and free

heap slots.  C++ applications do not invoke memory pools directly; instead they use the standard C++new

anddelete operators, which have been redefined to work with multiple memory pools.  Thenew operator

creates an object by allocating a heap slot from the calling thread’scurrent memory pool.  A thread’s cur-

rent pool can be changed in a stack-like fashion usingPushMemoryPool andPopMemoryPool.  In this way,

the thread can switch its memory pool for the duration of a procedure call; the invoked procedure can cre-

ate objects in the standard fashion, without concern for where those objects are allocated.  Objects are

freed using thedelete operator; if a garbage collector were present, it would make thesedelete calls implic-

itly.  Thedelete operator determines the memory pool of the deleted object, and updates the pool to release

the heap slot for recycling.

Most applications request heap memory withNewMemoryPool, which allocates a standard-sized segment

and initializes it as a memory pool.  Memory pools could also be used to control clustering within a seg-

ment to improve paging performance.  That is, the application might create multiple small pools for sub-

ranges of addresses within a single segment, in order to specify that groups of objects likely to be accessed

together should be allocated “nearby”.

Memory pools have two additional features that are important but are left out of Table 5-1 for brevity.

First, a pool can be placed inpacked modeso objects are allocated in a log-structured fashion from adja-

cent areas of contiguous memory.  Packed mode is fast and it eliminates internal fragmentation, but heap

slots cannot be recycled until adjacent slots are released; it is intended for groups of objects that are allo-

cated, traversed, and destroyed as a unit.  Second, each pool has aroot, an arbitrary pointer value set by
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user code to point to some interesting object in the pool, from which other objects may be reached.  User

code may assign symbolic names to objects in a pool by placing a directory at its root.

5.1.2 Synchronization

Operations within an object must be synchronized if multiple threads concurrently invoke its methods.

Intra-object concurrency is inherent in our passive object model.   OThreads supports standard facilities for

synchronizing threads, including spin locks, blocking locks (mutexes), and condition variables.  We

assume that applications use these primitives to ensure that all multithreaded object methods are thread-

safe.  Of course, applications must do this whether or not these objects are invoked from multiple protec-

tion domains.

Shared memory complicates blocking synchronization for user-level threads.  In the absence of sharing, a

thread awakened by a blocking synchronization object can be made runnable with a short sequence of user-

mode instructions.  For example, the mutex release operation awakens a thread waiting for the mutex (if

any) by unlinking the thread’s descriptor from a list of blocked threads and linking it into its scheduler’s

list of runnable threads.  Consider the following scenario for a shared mutex: threadA acquires the mutex

from protection domainA; threadB blocks on the mutex from domainB; finally, threadA releases the

mutex, but cannot accessB’s scheduler to awaken threadB.

OThreads supports cross-domain synchronization with theSharedMutex type, which is interface-compati-

ble with ordinary mutexes.  Although a shared mutex is slightly less efficient for local blocking, it can be

used to synchronize access to objects shared across domain boundaries.  Link fields for the blocked thread

list are allocated from the same pool as the shared mutex itself; they are accessible to any thread using the

mutex.  To awaken a blocked thread,SharedMutex.Release checks a field in the mutex blocked list to see if

the thread uses the same scheduler as the releasing thread.  If so, the blocked thread is awakened with a

local call as before.  However, if the blocked thread is foreign, it is awakened with a protected call to its

scheduler in its domain.  Each OThreads scheduler registers a portal for incoming requests to wake up

Table 5-1: Memory Pool Interface.

NewMemoryPool (outSegmentRef) returnsMemoryPool. Allocate a segment and initial-
ize it as a memory pool.

Thread.PushMemoryPool (MemoryPool pool). Set a thread’s current memory pool: all
objects created by a thread are allocated from its current pool.

Thread.PopMemoryPool (). Restore a thread’s current memory pool to its value at the time
of the last PushMemoryPool.
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threads in its domain.  Access to threads and schedulers is controlled by key-based access checks, similar

to the password capabilities described in Section 5.2.3.

5.1.3 Importing Objects and Methods

Like most object-oriented languages, C++ permits applications to define behaviorally abstract objects that

bind to their methods at runtime: methods declared asvirtual are invoked through a vector of procedure

pointers (avirtual table)referenced by a pointer stored in the object.  With runtime binding, a given

method call site can invoke multiple implementations of an interface, depending on the implementation

type of the target object.  For example, new versions of a type can be introduced without affecting existing

stored instances of old versions of the type (e.g., shared or persistent objects that outlast the life of a partic-

ular application).

Dynamic binding to virtual methods is central to fully transparent sharing and protection of objects in

Opal/C++.  In a single virtual address space, virtual methods for an object encountered in shared storage

can be automatically imported.  This ensures that all threads operating on a given object use the same

methods, and therefore have a common understanding of the object’s internal structure and usage conven-

tions.  Regrettably, we have not uses virtual methods in our current Opal prototype, because their imple-

mentation in previous versions of the Gnu C++ compiler assumed a private address space for the generated

code.  (The problem is instructive, and it is described in Section 7.3.2.)  Still, it is useful to consider the

intended role of virtual methods.

In Opal, the runtime representation of a C++ class is a set of procedures and virtual tables residing in a

code segment called amodule (see Section 7.1), which is typically accessible to any domain that trusts it to

execute.  The methods and virtual tables of classes linked for Opal exist at fixed addresses within the mod-

ule, statically assigned when the module is constructed.  Thus a sharable copy of the module can be located

from the virtual table address in the object, using theAttachByAddress primitive in Section 4.6.  This

address can be used by a runtime fault handler to attach and load the module dynamically when a virtual

method is invoked.

5.1.4 Summary

Opal’s single virtual address space supports uniform referencing for shared objects and their methods.

Any thread can invoke a shared object, given a pointer, knowledge of the object’s interface, and authoriza-

tion for the segment that contains it.  With stacked memory pools, most procedures can create objects with-

out concern for their placement in memory segments.  With inter-domain synchronization (SharedMutex),
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thread-safe types can be written without concern for how instances of the type are shared.  With dynami-

cally bound methods, a component can use objects created by a different component and passed in shared

storage.  In short, shared virtual storage can be made transparent to subprograms built from properly syn-

chronized, modular types.  Sharing concerns can be confined to procedures that are directly responsible for

configuring a protection structure in terms of segments and protection domains.

5.2  Protected Objects

This section describes runtime support forprotected objects whose encapsulation is enforced by memory

protection boundaries.  A protected object is generally not directly addressable by its callers (clients);

methods execute in a different protection domain (the object’sserver) with access to the object’s internal

data, invoked across the boundary using protected RPC through a portal.  Object integrity is protected

because the code that operates on the object’s data is chosen by the object’s implementor rather than by its

clients.  Protection works in the other direction as well: callers of a protected object are isolated from its

methods.  For example, a caller of an untrusted method can protect itself by invoking the object as a pro-

tected object in a restricted domain, as described in Section 5.2.5.  Protected objects are the basic mecha-

nism for programming uses of protection domains and portals in Opal/C++ programs.

The protected object facility supports capability-based naming and access control for protected objects.

Opal’s object runtime system implements capabilities with no specific support from the operating system

or hardware, other than portals and the single virtual address space. (We also assume additional user-mode

support for protected RPC through portals, described in Section 6.2.2.)  In fact,  these runtime-level capa-

bilities are used for the Opal operating system interface itself: protection domains, segments, and resource

groups are protected objects built using the facilities outlined in this section.

A primary goal of the protected object package is to make protection boundaries “translucent” to object-

oriented programs.  Programmers can reconfigure protection boundaries with minimal source code modifi-

cations, in order to achieve some desired balance between protection and performance.   However, we shall

see that some restrictions apply, for example, certain aspects of protection structure are determined at link

time rather than at runtime in our current prototype.  In any case, Opal’s support for protected objects

allows the programmer to inject protection boundaries in front of object-oriented interfaces, while preserv-

ing the application’s uniform view of objects, and without affecting the modular structure of the program.

The following subsections describe the runtime support for protected objects, with an emphasis on how the

nonuniform protection primitives are made to appear uniform to object-oriented user code, and how capa-

bilities are minted, bound, transmitted, and validated at runtime.
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5.2.1 Proxies and Guards

Although protected objects are named by capabilities, user code does not manipulate capabilities directly.

A client invokes a protected objectp through aproxy that contains the capability and masquerades asp.

The proxy exports the same method interface asp, but its methods are stubs that make RPC calls across the

protection boundary, passing the capability and method index as arguments.  Similarly, aguardobject forp

handles the details of minting and validating capabilities on the server side of the boundary.  The guard’s

methods are stubs that validate the incoming capability and arguments, and make ordinary procedure calls

to the methods ofp.  The cost of this indirection is a moderate increment on the cost of a local RPC call

across the protection boundary (see Section 6.3).

Proxies and guards effectively hide protection boundaries from both the client and the server. Ordinarily,

neither the client nor the server is aware that a call originated or executed in a different protection domain.

Proxies were introduced in [Sha86] for structuring distributed systems, and have appeared in many distrib-

uted systems, including Amber [CAL+89] andnetwork objects [BNOW93] for Modula-3.  Lipto, Spring

and other systems have used proxies to hide protection boundaries and support configurable protection

structures.

In general, a protected object may be an instance of any user-defined type.  A protected object type is

referred to as aresource type.  Proxy and guard objects are instances of special types with method signa-

tures matched to a specific resource type.  The proxy and guard types are assumed to be generated auto-

matically from the resource type definition by a trusted stub compiler.  Proxy stubs in particular must be

trusted, since they execute directly in the caller’s context.  Opal’s proxy and guard types are currently “gen-

erated” by hand, but the protected object facility was designed to permit this process to be mechanized, as

it is in other systems that use proxies.  Note, however, that Opal proxies may pass hidden arguments to the

server or cache immutable object state other than the capability.  These extensions were designed to be

compatible with automatic proxy generation, but they make the task more challenging.

5.2.2 Managing Proxies

Once a proxy type has been generated, proxy objects are created on demand by the runtime system as

capabilities are imported as arguments and results of RPC calls.  Proxy creation always occurs either in a

stub method of some guard (if the capability is received as an argument to a call) or in the stub method of

another proxy (if the capability was received as a result from a call).  Three implementation details clarify

the mechanics of handling capability arguments and results using proxies, and illustrate the tradeoffs

involved:
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• The stub must know the interface type of each capability imported at runtime in order to create a

proxy for it.  The expected type of each capability is determined at stub generation time from the

static call signatures of the resource type methods.  A stub creates the proxy for an incoming capabil-

ity by calling aresource type procedure for the capability’s expected type, addressed by a global sym-

bol derived from the interface type name.  One resource type procedure is generated for every

resource type and statically linked into proxies and guards that import capabilities of that type.  In a

single address space, the address of the resource type procedure can be used as a type code, but there

is currently no runtime type checking.

• The runtime system in each client seeks to create only one proxy for each capability, even if the same

capability is imported multiple times.  Before creating a proxy, the runtime system checks a table of

known proxies hashed by capability.  Note that a client may still have duplicate proxies, because they

may be “discovered” in shared or persistent memory rather than created directly by that client.  (Thus

clients cannot compare pointers to test object equality.)

• Clients may pass their capabilities to other clients through RPC, by passing a proxy pointer as an

argument to a protected call (i.e., a local call to some other proxy) or as a result from a protected call

(i.e., as a return value to a call from some guard).  The stub extracts the capability from the passed

proxy, and transmits the capability instead of the proxy address.  Currently, a proxy or guard stub

faced with a proxy pointer as an argument or result will always choose to pass the proxy’s capability

rather than the proxy pointer itself.  Thus there is no type-safe way to pass a raw proxy pointer; the

stub will always convert the virtual address into a capability.

I am glossing over several delicate problems for fully uniform handling of proxies in C++.  For example,

since proxy creation is hidden from user code, it is difficult for a client to determine when to reclaim prox-

ies.  Also, sharing introduces new implementation concerns for proxies.  In Opal, each proxy (and the

capability within it) can be shared directly by sharing its containing segment, or it can be protected by allo-

cating it from a private segment.  This places some burden on the user code to set the current memory pool

correctly when proxies may be created.  These and other pitfalls can be handled, but in practice they com-

promise transparency somewhat; internal interfaces used as “fault lines” for injecting protection bound-

aries must meet certain unanticipated requirements.  Some of these issues are discussed in detail in

[Sch94].

Note that we have assumed that all protected calls that pass or return capabilities involve a stub of some

other protected object.  This has two implications.  First, a would-be client must get an initial proxy by

some means (e.g., through shared memory or from a name server at a statically known portal).  Second, cli-

ent requests to create new protected objects within the server are problematic, because C++ has no runtime
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class objects; instances of a class are created byconstructor functionsthat are associated with the class but

are not themselves methods of any object.  By convention, a client creates a protected object by invoking

the methods of some other protected object that executes the constructor within the server’s context.

5.2.3 Capabilities and Guards

Opal/C++ proxies name their target objects withpassword capabilities similar to those proposed in

[APW86] and used in several extensible operating systems (e.g., Chorus and Amoeba), as well as popular

RPC services including Sun Microsystem’s Network File System (NFS) [SGK+85].  As depicted in

Figure 5-1, an Opal capability is a triple of 64-bit values: a portalID to identify the server domain and entry

point, the global virtual address of a guard object within the server, and an access control key.  A capability

contains all of the information needed for the runtime system to transparently bind to the server and acti-

vate the object with protected, access-checked RPC calls.

Guard objects are central to  minting and validating capabilities.  In particular, guard objects contain the

access control keys or “passwords” used for authorization.  The runtime system constructs a guard for a

protected objectp the first time user code passes a pointer top as an argument or result of a protected call.

(Again, this is always initiated by a stub method in some other proxy or guard.)   The system initializes a

check field in the newly created guard to a ‘‘random” number, which serves as the access key in all

exported capabilities forp.  Incoming capabilities are validated by the portal entry instruction sequence,

which compares the access key with the check field of the guard addressed by the capability.  Password

capabilities cannot be forged because the value of the check field is probabilistically impossible for a client

Figure 5-1: A protected object with a proxy and guard.
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to guess, and there is no way to determine if a guess is correct except to try it, alerting the server to the

attempted forgery.

Figure 5-1 illustrates the structure of a protected object and its guard.  Every resource type is a subtype of

a system class calledResourceObject, which adds several fields to each protected object, including the

address of its resource type procedure (to create a guard),  and the address of a guard if one has already

been created.  Each guard contains a pointer to a method vector for its stubs; the portal entry sequence

branches to a guard stub by probing this vector with a method index passed in each RPC call.

Capabilities permit dynamic binding to RPC interfaces.  In most RPC systems, clients bind to a service

explicitly by presenting a symbolic name for the service to abinding clerk.  In Opal, a client binds to an

anonymous server implicitly on the first call to any of the server’s objects, using the portalID embedded in

the capability.  By default, the runtime system registers one portal for each protection domain, and includes

its portalID in all capabilities exported from that domain.  The runtime system registers an additional portal

for each object designated by user code as aServiceInstance; that portal serves any calls on the service

instance, and on all protected objects created by those calls.  This can be used to combine logically inde-

pendent services in the same protection domain -- or separate them into different domains -- without inval-

idating existing capabilities.

I emphasize that application programmers are not concerned with these details of proxies, guards, and

capabilities.  Opal uses capabilities to support flexible, dynamic, access-controlled RPC relationships

among protected components.  Opal uses proxies in order to free programmers from explicitly managing

capabilities or protection boundary crossings.  The examples in Section 5.3 should clarify this point.

5.2.4 Discussion: Password Capabilities

Password capabilities offer probabilistic rather than absolute protection.  However, in some respects they

are “safer” than traditional capabilities.  While additional access checks are generally unnecessary, they are

of course not prohibited.  A server could choose not to grant access even if a client presents a valid capabil-

ity,  perhaps basing this choice on an authenticated token provided by the RPC layer.  Note also that pass-

word capabilities can be revoked by changing the value of the check field in the guard.

Opal’s use of runtime-level password capabilities contrasts with many systems, ranging from Hydra to

Mach to Microsoft NT, that include protected object support in the operating system kernel.  In these sys-

tems, capabilities are maintained in a kernel-controlled object table for each protection domain.
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Password capabilities have several important advantages for Opal.  Most importantly,  they are self-

describing and context-independent; like virtual addresses, they can be passed and shared among protec-

tion domains without system intervention.  Since capabilities are simply values in memory, a thread’s pro-

tection domain determines the capabilities available to the thread by determining the memory it can access.

Password capabilities can be placed in long-term storage as well, given additional system support for

recoverable servers with stable portal assignments, as outlined in Section 8.  In addition, password capabil-

ities can offer better performance than kernel capabilities, which involve the kernel each time a protected

object is created or destroyed, and each time a capability is added or removed from a domain.  In Opal,

minting capabilities involves a single kernel operation to create a portal, and this cost is amortized over any

number of protected objects served through the portal.

One advantage of kernel capabilities is that they can be reference-counted automatically by the kernel.

This does not solve the problem of reclaiming objects in cases where capabilities are shared by threads

within a domain, as any Mach programmer can attest.   Nevertheless, every Mach capability is eventually

reclaimed when the domain that owns it is destroyed.  In Opal, this need is filled by resource groups.  We

believe that resource groups are necessary for safe, general use of password capabilities, particularly in a

system supporting persistence.  (However, we have not extended Opal’s resource group mechanism to

encompass user-defined protected services.)

In short, password capabilities support sharing and persistence, and they promise superior performance for

the majority of cases where probabilistic protection is adequate; in addition, they free the kernel from the

need to support objects and capabilities.

5.2.5 Proxy Constructors

To this point, I have presented protected objects as if they were only used by clients and servers that have

already been activated by other means.  Protected objects can also be used to set up and activate protection

domains.  The basic idea is that a newly created domain (achild) is activated by installing an object in

some segment, attaching the segment to the child, and invoking the object as a protected object so that its

methods execute in the child.  Runtime facilities to create and invoke protected objects form the basic

mechanism for animating protection domains in Opal/C++.

Protected objects are a general and flexible alternative to the notion of “executing a program” common to

private address space systems.  In Unix-like systems, user code executes an untrusted procedure by creat-

ing a process with a private address space, loading it with a program image, and invoking a single static

entry point (main) defined in the image; the process destroys itself when the main procedure returns.  In
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contrast, Opal/C++ programs can impose protection domains over a connected object graph in a range of

configurations.  Programs create objects, invoke their methods one or more  times, possibly pass their ref-

erences to other objects, and eventually destroy them.  If protection is desired, perhaps because an object’s

methods are not trusted, the object is treated as a protected object and invoked through a portal to a

restricted domain.  References to the child’s objects may also be passed to other domains, to create sharing

relationships and RPC connections among a group of protected application components.  We defer an

example to Section 5.3

To support this object-oriented approach to structuring protected interactions, the proxy generator emits

one or moreproxy constructor procedures for each resource type.  Each proxy constructor is similar to a

user-defined constructor for the resource type itself, but it takes a protection domain descriptor as an addi-

tional argument, and it returns a proxy for the newly created object, rather than the object itself.   Calls to

the proxy cause the object methods to execute within the specified protection domain.

Proxy constructors are used in conjunction with runtime system primitives for managing protection

domains, presented in Table 5-2.OpenDomain creates a child domain with a guarded portal and a new

memory pool that is attached to both the child and the parent.  This involves four Opal system calls to cre-

ate the child domain, register a portal, and create a segment and attach it to the child, but let us suppose that

these are combined in a single compound operation.   Once the child domain is “open”, the proxy construc-

tor executes a canned code sequence to: (1) invoke the ordinary constructor to create an objectp in the

shared pool, (2) create a guard forp, also in the shared pool, and (3) create a proxy forp in the caller’s cur-

rent pool.  The constructor executes entirely at the runtime level in the parent context, over memory shared

with the child.  Note that this is safe for the parent because no threads are active in the child.

5.2.6 Summary

This section outlined Opal’s runtime system support for protected objects, which can be used to export a

service to mutually distrustful clients, or to safely execute untrusted code.  Global naming and access con-

trol for protected objects is provided by runtime-level password capabilities, based on Opal’s uniform

Table 5-2: Runtime interface for managing child protection domains.

OpenDomain () returnsDomain. Create a protection domain with one guarded portal, and
a memory pool shared by the child and parent.

ReapDomain (Domain child).Destroy the child protection domain, ceasing execution of all
threads, but leaving its descriptor (proxy) and shared memory pool intact.

CloseDomain (Domain child).Detach the child’s shared memory pool from the parent, and
destroy the child domain descriptor.
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name spaces for portals and virtual addresses.  Proxies and guards hide protection boundaries and capabil-

ities from an object’s implementation and from its caller, to combine diverse styles of object access in a

single system that is both efficient and uniform.  Our use of proxies and guards reflects our view that low-

level interfaces should be designed for performance and generality, with language and runtime support to

create a uniform programming interface matched to the programmer’s language model.

5.3  Protection Structuring with Shared and Protected Objects

The protected and shared object facilities described in the previous two sections constitute a complete (if

minimal) programming environment for Opal, with respect to communication, protection, and sharing.  In

particular, the notions of creating a process and executing a program are replaced with primitives to seam-

lessly impose protection domains over a graph of objects linked by pointers, interacting through procedural

interfaces.  Shared objects and protected objects can be used to structure rich RPC interactions and sharing

relationships among these protection domains.

To illustrate how these facilities are used for protection structuring, and some of the issues  involved, this

section presents a simple protected object type calledChild (Figure 5-2) and shows how it is used to con-

struct several alternative protection structures.  These idealized examples ignore certain details, such as

how code modules are attached to protection domains.  Let us suppose that all procedures are globally

accessible and attached on access faults.  Several other issues emerge as the examples develop.

Children are constructed by theSpawnChildren method of aParent object.  Figure 5-3 presents the code

for the simplest version ofSpawnChildren, but the other details of theParent class are not important. When

SpawnChildren is invoked on aParent,  it creates two children and passes each a reference to the other.

The children then interact directly by invoking each other’sVisit method.  In the initial version ofSpawn-

Children, the children are created in the same segment, and all objects are invoked with ordinary procedure

class Child: ResourceObject {

internal data

SharedMutex mutex;
int count;

method signatures

VisitSibling (Child* sibling);
Visit();

}

Child::VisitSibling (Child* c) {
c->Visit ();

}

“Visit” a Child object and advance its counter.

Child::Visit () {
mutex.Lock();
count = count + 1;
mutex.Unlock();

}

Figure 5-2: Code for the Child protected object class.
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calls within a single protection domain.  The examples develop three new versions ofSpawnChildren with

different protection structures.  In all examples,SpawnChildren is responsible for setting up the protection

structure, but theChild class is unchanged.

Figure 5-4 shows the modified version ofSpawnChildren usingOpenDomain and proxy constructors to

execute child methods in separate protection domains, with no access to each other’s or the parent’s data.

All method calls in this example are protected calls through capabilities.  Many useful variations of  this

simple structure are possible.  For example, the parents and/or children may make repeated calls to one

another, to sustain interactions over a longer period.  The parent may grant the children read-only access to

some of its data, or it may create segments to preserve the children’s output data for further processing

after the children are destroyed.  In this structure the parent chooses  the code that executes in the children,

but the children cannot affect each other except by invoking interfaces determined by the parent.  Neither

child can affect the parent in any way unless the parent permits it.

Parent::SpawnChildren () {
Child* right, left;

right = new Child ();
left = new Child ();
right->VisitSibling (left);
left->VisitSibling (right);

}

Figure 5-3: Code for the “basic” version ofSpawnChildren.

Parent::SpawnChildren () {
Child* right, left;
Domain* d1, d2;

d1 = OpenDomain ();
d2 = OpenDomain ();

right = new Child (d1);
left = new Child (d2);
right->VisitSibling (left);
left->VisitSibling (right);

CloseDomain (d1);
CloseDomain (d2);

}

Figure 5-4: Creating protected objects withOpenDomain  and proxy constructors.

This version ofSpawnChildren creates two child
objects in separate segments; the methods of each child
execute in a private protection domain.
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In Figure 5-5, we modify this structure to permit one child to upcall methods in the parent, for example, to

notify it of a change in the state of shared data.  The parent creates the left child as a local protected object,

and passes its right child a capability for the left child. To achieve this structure in our Opal prototype, the

two children must actually be of different types. This is because proxies are statically linked, thus a com-

piled call site for a protected object invocation statically branches to a different entry point than a call site

for a shared object of the same type.  I briefly digress to discuss this restriction in more detail.

The same restriction exists for a different reason in Psyche [SLM90] and Mungi [HERV94], which imple-

ment configurable protection boundaries by driving transparent protected calls from traps caused by jumps

to procedures that are not accessible to the calling domain. In these systems, procedures are partitioned

among domains; procedures rather than objects are the protected entities. Proxies may  be more efficient

for the protected calls, since they do not incur a memory access trap.  We originally chose to use proxies

because they can be more flexible as well as more efficient than the trap-driven approach.  In the intended

design, proxies are compatible with their resource types, so that a proxy can be substituted for a local

object and vice versa.  Furthermore, all proxy methods are virtual functions, so that this substitution can

occur at runtime.  The executable code is independent of protection, as in the trap-driven approach, and the

protection boundaries are configurable on a per-object basis at runtime.  The C++ language features of

inheritance and virtual functions are expressly designed to support this sort of arrangement, but we have

not used them due to linking difficulties with our compiler’s chosen implementation of these features (Sec-

tion 7.3.1), hence the restriction of link-time selection.

Returning to the example, the protection structures explored so far both limit the interactions of the parent

and its children to protected calls, which are expensive.  In the alternative arrangement depicted in

Parent::SpawnChildren () {
Child* right, left;
Domain* d;

d = OpenDomain ();
right = new Child (d);
left = new Child ();
right->VisitSibling (left);
left->VisitSibling (right);

CloseDomain (d);
}

Figure 5-5: Upcalls from a child object in a restricted domain.

This version of SpawnChildren creates the right
child with its own domain, and passes it a capa-
bility for the left child.  The methods of the left
child execute in the parent’s domain.
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Figure 5-6, the parent and its right child can interact by invoking methods of a shared object, in this case

theVisit method of the left child.

In this example, the data and methods of the left child are shared; calls to Visit execute within the caller’s

domain, but operate on shared data within the left child.  If multiple threads were active in this example,

concurrency in the shared child would be controlled by the shared mutex,  as descibed in Section 5.1.2.

Again, the child objects must be of different types in order to achieve this structure in our prototype, due to

link-time selection of theVisitSibling stub.

The final version ofSpawnChildren shown in Figure 5-6 illustrates passing a capability through shared

memory by sharing a proxy.  The parent switches to a new memory pool before creating the children; the

proxies are then shared by attaching this pool to the right child’s domain.  The right child is unaware that it

has been passed a proxy rather than the object itself.  This example, like the others, ignores the restriction

of link-time proxy selection.  In addition, passing a proxy pointer as a virtual address is problematic, as

explained in Section 5.2.2, since the default stubs will convert the pointer to a capability, causing a new

proxy to be created in the right child.  However, proxies are easily shared in our prototype by linking them

into some other shared data structure.

Shared proxies involve some special implementation issues ignored in this treatment.  The basic problem is

that proxies contain domain-specific state needed by the RPC layer.  Shared proxies were implemented by

Rene Schmidt as part of his MS thesis work [Sch94], which extends the protected object facility to

improve performance for read-mostly RPC services.  The idea is that the service exports objects in mem-

Parent::SpawnChildren () {
Child* right, left;
Domain* d;
MemoryPool *mp;
SegmentRef *srp;

d = OpenDomain ();
right = new Child (d);

mp = NewMemoryPool (&srp);
PushMemoryPool (mp);
left = new Child ();
d->Attach (srp);

right->VisitSibling (left); /* RPC */
left->VisitSibling (right); /* local */

CloseDomain (d);
}

Figure 5-6: Interacting with a child domain through a shared object.

This version of SpawnChildren creates the right
child with a private domain; the left child is shared
by the parent and the right child’s domain.  The
methods of the left child execute in the caller’s
domain.
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ory segments shared read-only with certain clients.  Client queries are handled efficiently by executing

server code within the client domain, accessing the objects directly in readonly memory.  Client requests to

modify the objects are handled by protected calls to the server domain, as before.  Readers in the untrusted

client domains synchronize with writers in the server domain using a form of optimistic version-based syn-

chronization. This facility has been used to build an Opal-hosted name server in which operations to

change the name space are protected calls, but the more common lookups complete in shared memory.  As

with the examples in this section, the difference is transparent to clients; the details are encapsulated within

the shared proxies.

These examples are chosen to illustrate both the flexibility of shared and protected objects, and the diffi-

culty of achieving fully uniform use of that flexibility in practice, when different objects of the same type

are used and shared in different ways.  The solution is not fully uniform for some programs, given the

shortcomings we have exposed,  primarily because the protection structuring is selected at link time.  Nev-

ertheless, these examples show that modular C++ programs can be configured to run with a range of pro-

tection strucures, as a collection of protection domains cooperating with RPC and shared memory,

affecting only the source code directly responsible for configuring the structure (SpawnChildren).  While

the author and readers may suspect that this result is primarily of academic interest at present, the ability to

reconfigure the protection structure serves as an important measure of transparency

Parent::SpawnChildren () {
Child* right, left;
Domain* d1, d2;
MemoryPool *mp;
SegmentRef *srp;

mp = NewMemoryPool (&srp);
PushMemoryPool (mp);

d1 = OpenDomain ();
right = new Child (d1);
d1->Attach(srp);

d2 = OpenDomain ();
left = new Child (d2);
d2->Attach(srp);

right->VisitSibling (left);
left->VisitSibling (right);

CloseDomain (d1);
CloseDomain (d2);

}

Figure 5-7: Passing capabilities through shared memory by sharing proxies.

This version of SpawnChildren creates both children
in separate domains, and passes each child a
pointer to a shared proxy for the other.
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5.4  Summary

The concept of abstract objects in a uniform object name space has long been used to promote sharing of

data and services in computer systems.  Because objects areself-describing (their methods are dynamically

bound), applications can operate on objects encountered in shared or persistent storage.  Because objects

areencapsulated, they can represent protected services invoked across a network or protection boundary.

Because objects areabstract, object method invocation is syntactically and semantically independent of

the mode of access and the object’s location in the system.

This chapter described runtime-level facilities for object-oriented sharing and protection in the Opal envi-

ronment.  This package shows that Opal’s kernel facilities can be used naturally by object-oriented pro-

grams.  From an application programmer’s perspective the object runtime system serves three basic

purposes:

• Support for modular, transparent shared memory. Objects can be allocated from memory pools in

shared segments and synchronized with shared mutex objects.  Shared objects are naturally extended

to automatically import method code; this ensures that all threads accessing an object use the same

code to operate on it, transparently enforcing usage conventions on the shared object.  Shared objects

add no overhead to ordinary shared memory, beyond the small price of object-oriented programming

(i.e., more heap activity and more procedure calls).

• Support for transparent use of memory protection.  Opal/C++ programmers can seamlessly insert

protection boundaries along the ‘‘fault lines” of procedural interfaces in an application at compile

time or link time.  Cross-domain control transfers through portals are concealed behind object inter-

faces, with the small cost of indirection through proxy objects.

• Uniform capability-based naming and access control.  The protected object facility provides a

capability mechanism for user-defined protected services, and a uniform name space for all protected

system resources.  Password capabilities retain their meaning when they are stored in shared or persis-

tent memory.

An important theme of this dissertation is that system support for object sharing, object persistence, and

object protection should be confined to the language and runtime system, layered above generic kernel

mechanisms for untyped storage and communication.  Opal’s operating system abstractions are designed

to support efficient object-oriented sharing environments, as well as other programming environments that

are not object-oriented.  The runtime-level object support outlined in this chapter relies on Opal’s kernel

features, notably (1) pure protection domains, (2) globally named portals, and (3) uniformly sharable seg-

ments within a single virtual address space.
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An Opal Prototype  6

This chapter describes a prototype implementation of the Opal facilities discussed in the previous

chapters.  The goals of the prototype effort were (1) demonstrate that the Opal model can be imple-

mented simply and efficiently, (2) concretely illustrate the issues and techniques involved, and (3)

produce functioning software for further experimentation and development.

For expediency and portability, we built on existing software whenever possible, to narrow our focus

to those aspects that are central to Opal itself.   In particular, we chose to implement the Opal kernel

as a server above a standard microkernel, the Mach system from CMU [JR86].  Like other microker-

nels, Mach offers general, low-level primitives intended to support diverse operating system environ-

ments or “personalities” (e.g., Unix or DOS) as application-level subsystems.  This chapter shows

that these primitives can also host an Opal environment in a straightforward way with acceptable

performance above a standard microkernel.  This approach was expedient because it allows our Opal

prototype to coexist with the Unix implementation also hosted by Mach, and to use Unix-based tools

to bootstrap and monitor the Opal environment, as well as to construct and debug Opal programs and

the Opal system itself.  However, given certain modifications to the microkernel, particularly in the

lowest level of the virtual memory system (thephysical map), we do not believe that a native Opal

kernel implementation would offer compelling performance advantages over a microkernel-based

implementation.

The Mach-based Opal prototype has three major pieces:

• TheOpal server supports the basic kernel interface (segments, protection domains, portals, and

resource groups) described in Chapter 4, and controls allocation and access for the global vir-

tual memory.
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• Thestandard runtime package provides low-level facilities for executing user code and communicat-

ing with the Opal server and the external environment through portals.  It also supports the C++ lan-

guage interface discussed in Chapter 5, including threads, shared mutexes, capability-based RPC,

proxies, and heap management.

• A set of customlinking utilities statically link code modules to execute at permanently assigned

addresses in the persistent virtual address space.  Chapter 7 discusses Opal’s approach to linking, and

describes the prototype linking facilities.

The Opal prototype is implemented mostly in C++ with about 30,000 lines of code.  We built a standalone

system from March of 1992 through April of 1993, then extended it from January through June of 1994 to

support the foundations of the persistent network virtual memory proposed in Chapter 8.  The prototype

was developed on 32-bit DECstation platforms based on MIPS R3000 processors, then ported to 64-bit

DEC Alpha-based systems as they became available.  A number of graduate and undergraduate students

participated in this effort at various times (see the acknowledgements).

Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 discuss the internals of the Opal server and standard runtime library respec-

tively.  Section 6.3 presents some performance measurements from our prototype, and Section 6.4

describes an experiment with application structuring on our Opal prototype.

Figure 6-1: Organization of the standalone Mach-based Opal prototype.
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6.1  The Opal Server

The Opal server runs above an unmodified Mach 3.0 microkernel.   The Mach kernel interface includes

primitives to create addressing contexts (tasks), manage their virtual memory mappings and access permis-

sions, create threads within those contexts, and pass messages throughports.  Mach systems also permit

access to the network and disk through the Unix subsystem, and allow virtual memory-mapped access to

user-defined storage resources (memory objects).  Backing storage for Opal’s global virtual memory is sup-

plied by an independent file server; segment pages are paged to and from backing files using the Mach

external memory management interface [YTR+87].   All Mach objects -- including kernel objects, memory

objects, and ports -- are named by capabilities (rights), integers that index per-task object tables in the ker-

nel.   This section assumes some familiarity with these Mach facilities used by the Opal implementation.

The Opal server is a Mach task that interacts with the microkernel to create the Mach objects (tasks, ports,

threads, and memory objects) used to implement the Opal abstractions.  The server presents external RPC

interfaces to the primary Opal kernel resources (protection domains, segments, and resource groups),

which are protected objects named by password capabilities and invoked through guards as described in

Chapter 5.   Opal applications never use the Mach primitives directly; they make calls through the Opal

runtime package to the Opal server, which holds rights for all related Mach objects in its internal data

structures.

The next few subsections describe the key aspects of the Opal server: management of the single address

space, backing storage and paging for Opal segments, and the implementation of protection domains,

cross-domain communication, and resource groups.

6.1.1 Segments, Backing Files, and Segment Pools

A primary role of the Opal server is to partition the global virtual memory into segments, and manage the

address space and backing storage for those segments.  The server must allocate variable-size address

ranges to create new segments, recycle released address ranges, look up segments by virtual address, and

bind segments to backing files if their data is paged out.

TheSegmentPool module manages a block of contiguous address space as an allocation pool for segments,

using the interface in Table 6-1.  In a distributed Opal system with a network-wide address space, different

nodes allocate segments from multiple, disjoint, fixed-size pools backed by a shared file server and indexed

by a global table, as described in Section 8.  In a standalone system there is a single pool containing all

available address space.
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Figure 6-2 illustrates the data structures that subdivide and manage address space within eachSegment-

Pool.  New address ranges for segments are carved from a table of free ranges sorted by address, using a

first-fit policy.  When a segment is released, its range is placed on an unsorted idle list, which is periodi-

cally merged into the free table; in this way,  segment release is efficient and address recycling is delayed to

minimize dangling references.  Allocated segments are represented bySegment objects linked into a self-

balancing binary splay tree [ST85] keyed by start address.  These range trees are derived from the Mach

kernel structures that index the capabilities held by each task.  Splay trees accommodate variable-sized

segments, and they support fast lookups: for a pool withn allocated segments,Resolve retrieves the seg-

ment containing a virtual address withlog(n) comparisons in the worst case.  In our prototype the splay

tree is used primarily for client calls toAttachByAddress for published segments.

Segment deletion is controlled by reference objects with protected reference counts (Chapter 4.5.2).  Each

Segment points to a nonempty list of  associatedSegmentRef objects, each with a separate guard and inde-

pendent reference counts manipulated by clients using theReference andRelease primitives.  NewSeg-

mentRef objects are created byClone requests from clients, and destroyed when their reference counts

transition to zero.  A segment is released when its lastSegmentRef is destroyed.  EachSegmentRef has a

separate reference count to record attachments; a segment can never be released while it is attached to a

domain.

EachSegment points to aBackingFile object representing the disk file that backs the segment.  Backing

files are one-to-one with segments.  EachSegmentPool has oneFilePool that manages a directory in a file

system as a repository for backing files.SegmentPool calls theFilePool Allocate primitive to create empty

backing files within the directory as needed.  Each file’s name is synthesized from a unique (within the

pool) integer FileID assigned when the file is created; this is important for persistence, as described in Sec-

tion 6.1.6.  There are several versions ofBackingFile andFilePool using different file services, as

explained below.

Table 6-1:SegmentPool internal interface.

NewSegmentPool (Address start,ByteCount len,FilePool back) returnsSegment-
Pool. Create aSegmentPool for a given address range and backing file pool.

SegmentPool.CreateSegment (ByteCount count,Boolean aligned) returnsSegment.
Allocate a segment object and backing file, and associate it with a free address
range of the requested size and alignment.

SegmentPool.Resolve (Address virtual) returnsSegment. Look up a segment by any
contained address, by probing a splay tree of segments allocated from this pool.

SegmentPool.DestroySegment (Segment seg). Destroy a segment that has no remain-
ing attachments orSegmentRef objects.
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When a segment is released,SegmentPool links its segment husk and backing file into a scrap list.  If any of

the segment’s pages have been written to the backing file, the file is returned to its initial state by truncating

it.  New segment objects and their backing files are recycled from the scrap list to speed both segment allo-

cation and segment deletion.  In particular, disk files are rarely created and destroyed in steady state; the

Opal server normally calls the file server only to handle paging activity (e.g., because physical memory is

inadequate to meet demands).  Given adequate physical memory and an established pool of backing files,

segment creates and destroys complete with a few splay tree and list operations in memory.

6.1.2 Backing Storage

The backing files for Opal segments are mapped into virtual memory and paged by an external paging

server (pager) using the Mach external memory management interface. When a segment is first attached,

the pager allocates a Mach port; the Opal server caches a right for this port in theBackingFile object and

passes the port right as a memory object in avm_map call to the Mach kernel for each segment attach.

The kernel handles page faults on the segment by sending messages to this memory object port; the pager

responds with a message containing the desired page by reference.  Similarly, if the kernel opts to discard

one of the segment’s pages from primary memory, it sends a message that prompts the pager to write the

page to the segment’s backing file and deallocate it.  In general, the pager satisfies the initial page fault on

each page by zero-filling a page of memory, with no effect on the backing file; each backing file is written

only to push active pages out of memory, and read only to retrieve those pages when they are referenced

again.

Figure 6-2: Internal structures and mapping tables forSegmentPool and FilePool.
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In the configuration used for most of our experiments, memory object ports for Opal segments are created

and served by a modified version of the standard Mach paging server, theinode pager.  We modified the

inode pager to return memory object ports for Unix files to the Opal server, so that it can attach Opal back-

ing files directly to the tasks under its control, bypassing the Unixmmap operation.  This has several bene-

fits.  First, the modified inode pager can short-circuit some overhead for Opal backing files because they

are never accessed through ordinary Unix system calls while in use by Opal.  Also, Opal backing files can

grow physically through pageouts, and they are recycled with a new inode pager operation that (1) invali-

dates any of the segment’s pages in memory, and (2) truncates the backing file.  The backing file and mem-

ory object can then be reused cheaply for a different segment.

In a more recent configuration, segments are backed by a central file server accessed through Sun Micro-

system’s Network File System (NFS) protocol [SGK+85].   Opal does not use an NFS facility provided by

Mach; rather, the Opal server itself implements a subset of the client-side NFS protocol, using Unix UDP

sockets to communicate with the NFS server through the network.  The NFS server supplies unique tokens

(file handles) that name NFS files and directories; one token is cached in eachBackingFile andFilePool

object.  NFS backing files are allocated and destroyed with NFScreate andunlink operations on the file

pool token, and recycled with NFStruncate operations.  The Opal server delegates pagein and pageout

requests on a segment by issuingread andwrite NFS calls on the file handle in the segment’sBackingFile

object.  As an artifact of the current Mach networking structure, each page is copied up to four times;

updated networking software could move data directly between the physical page frames and an AN2 net-

work interface on some Alpha platforms.

One problem with NFS paging is that the pager does not know which pages within a file are empty (holes).

Suppose the Opal server writes pagex, then receives a fetch request for pagey < x.  If y has never been ref-

erenced, then the cheapest response is to zero-fill a local page.  But the server does not know ify already

contains valid data, sincey is within range of the file (i.e.,y is less than the file’s size).  It forwards the

request to the NFS server; ify is a hole (no valid data), then the NFS server returns a zero page over the

network.  This cost is rarely incurred because pages beyond the end-of-file are known to be holes, and our

heap manager fills segments sequentially.  However, some heap slots (e.g., thread stacks and global data

blocks) contain multiple pages filled over a period of time, and may have hidden holes.

6.1.3 Protection Domains

The Opal server implements protection domains directly as Mach tasks.  Each domain is represented by a

Domain record containing rights to the associated task, a list of registered portals (itsportal set), and a list

of SegmentRef objects for its attached segments (itsattach list). Attach anddetach operations update the
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attach list, and issue Machvm_map or vm_deallocate calls to map or unmap the segment’s memory object

from the domain’s task at the segment’s assigned addresses.  All MMU management for attached segments

is handled by the Mach kernel, which moves the segment’s pages in and out of memory by upcalling the

paging server for the segment’s memory object.

All cross-domain calls, including calls to the Opal server, are coded as control transfers through portals.

However, we have not modified the Mach kernel to support native portals.  Instead, the Opal runtime sys-

tem simulates portal switches using Mach message primitives.  The Opal server creates one Mach port (the

domain port) for every protection domain; all portal switches into the domain are simulated by sending

messages to this single port.

In our prototype, every protection domain is created with a separate instance of the standard runtime pack-

age, in aninitial data segment allocated with the domain.  The Opal server initializes protection domains in

several steps.

• Attach the domain’s initial data segment to the Opal server task, and preload it with standard runtime

system data structures, including a user-mode thread scheduler and structures to manage RPC connec-

tions to other domains, as described in Section 6.2.2.

• Attach the standard runtime code segment to the new domain, and load its global static data (Section

7.3.1) into the initial data segment.

• Prime the thread package and IPC system by creating the domain port and one initial Mach thread

blocked to receive messages on the domain port.

Since the Opal server creates all protection domains in this same initial state, it preallocates domains and

caches them to reduce the latency of domain creation requests.  However, domains are not recycled in the

same way that segments are, rather they are simply destroyed due to the expense of restoring them to their

initial state.

6.1.4 Portal Service

Naming and resolving of uniformly numbered portals is handled by theportal service module of the Opal

server.  Portal names are allocated from the virtual address space; the portal service allocates blocks of

unbacked and unattached address space fromSegmentPool, and parcels the individual virtual addresses out

as portal IDs.  These addresses do not point to any data; dereferencing a portal ID would generate an unre-

solvable page fault.  However, portal IDs allocated from the address space are guaranteed to be unique,

even in a distributed address space system.
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No Mach kernel action is needed to create a portal.  To register a new portal for a domain, the portal service

allocates the next free portal ID and links aPortal record into the domain’s portal set.  AllPortal records

are also linked into a central hash table. When a user thread first requests to switch through the portal, the

thread’s runtime system calls aResolvePortal operation in the Opal server, passing the requested portal ID.

The server hashes into its portal table and returns send rights to the domain port of the portal’s domain.

The runtime system caches the portal-to-port association to short-circuit subsequent lookups, as described

in Section 6.2.2.

6.1.5 Resource Groups

Like portals, resource groups are internal to the Opal server and have no corresponding Mach resources.

Resource groups are used only to organize other resource records within the Opal server, so that clients

may request deletion of related resources.  Each resource group is logically an account to which resources

are charged, represented as aResourceGroup object with lists of resources charged to the group.  At

present, eachResourceGroup has two resource lists, one for protection domains and another for segment

references (SegmentRefs).  EveryDomain andSegmentRef is charged to exactly one resource group, and

holds a back pointer to its group.

ResourceGroup records are organized as a collection of trees with unbounded branching factors, represent-

ing subgroup hierarchies.  A new subgroup is created by allocating aResourceGroup and linking it into a

list of children of its parent group.  Deleting a resource group causes all resources in its lists to be released.

If the deleted group has subgroups, they are released as well, along with their resources and descendent

groups.

6.1.6 Persistence

The Opal server is designed to support persistence.  That is, Opal resources including segments, protection

domains, and resource groups, can survive across system restarts; persistent segments continue to occupy

their previously assigned regions of the address space, and capabilities for Opal resources continue to be

valid.  Chapter 8 discusses some of the many issues raised by support for persistence, but we outline basic

aspects of the implementation here.  The key idea is that the Opal server’s internal data structures, like all

data in Opal, exist in segments whose backing files are retained in the file server across restarts.  This sec-

tion explains how internal Opal state and Mach kernel state are re-established after a restart, assuming that

updates to Opal server structures are propagated to the backing files in such a way that the data can be

recovered in a consistent state.  In the general case this requires that some of the server’s segments be
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transactional, a focus of continuing research; the current Opal prototype supports persistence only for

planned shutdowns, not for failures.

The Opal server’s internal data structures are rooted in a designated root segment.  On a restart, the root

segment is recovered from its backing file and reattached at its assigned address.  For stand-alone Opal sys-

tems, this address is statically determined, and the symbolic name of the backing file is passed to the server

on startup.  Also supplied at startup is a distinct monotonically increasing value representing the server’s

epoch.  The root backing file, address, and epoch are sufficient to recover or rebuild all server state.

The internal server data recovered in the root segment includes embedded rights for Mach kernel objects

and ports, including (1) domain tasks, and (2) memory objects for segments attached to these domains and/

or to the Opal server itself.  The Mach objects, attachments, and ports are invalidated by the shutdown,

since the Mach kernel retains no state across restarts.  However, the Opal server controls all access paths to

these kernel objects, so it can reinstantiate them lazily as resources are called into play by application

activity.  All port rights in the server’s internal data structures are tagged with epoch numbers checked

against the current epoch before each kernel call.  For example, the memory object right in eachBacking-

File is tagged with an epoch and checked onAttach; if the right is left over from a previous epoch, it is

refreshed by looking up the file by its symbolic name, which is easily determined from the FileID in the

BackingFile object.

On recovery, the server’s internal data structures are recovered whole by reattaching its segments,  speci-

fied by a list in the root segment.  The internal structures are then “scrubbed” to eliminate records for tran-

sient Opal resources.  The recovery procedure first walks a list of protection domains that existed at the

time of the shutdown, releasing theDomain records for all nonpersistent domains, along with their refer-

ences on attached segments.  Next, it scrubs the segment pool(s) that were active at the time of the shut-

down, resetting the nonpersistent reference counts on allSegmentRefs, and releasingSegmentRef and

Segment objects with no remaining references.  Finally, it traverses the resource group tree, and destroys all

empty nonpersistent resource groups.  Note the wavefront nature of this process: releasing a domain drops

its reference counts on attachedSegmentRefs, which may cause the segments themselves (along with their

backing files and address ranges) to be released, and possibly triggering reclaim of emptied resource

groups as well.

6.1.7 Discussion

Prototyping the Opal system interface was straightforward given the primitives provided by Mach.  The

Opal server represents protection domains as Mach tasks, raw addressing contexts whose virtual memory
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mappings are controlled by the Opal server.  Segments are represented as Mach memory objects with

address bindings and backing storage controlled by the Opal server.  Most details of virtual memory man-

agement and backing storage management are handled by the Mach kernel and a backing file server; the

Opal server only coordinates their actions.  The Opal server implements the global virtual address space by

coordinating virtual address usage so that shared segments are mapped at the same addresses in all tasks,

and the addresses assigned to different segments are disjoint.  Mach supports additional features not

needed for Opal, including independent virtual address spaces for each task, copy-on-write memory shar-

ing, kernel-based messaging primitives, and kernel-based capabilities for ports.  These could be eliminated

in a native Opal kernel.

The Opal server prototype is a proof-of-concept for all aspects of the Opal system, with the exception of

low-level memory management for the global address space.  In particular, the Mach microkernel for the

MIPS and Alpha uses per-task tree-structured linear page tables (Section 3.1.1), which perform poorly for

single address space systems under heavy load.  A better kernel for Opal would use a combination of data

structures similar to those in commercial systems and in the prototype Opal server.  The proposed imple-

mentation can be defined by its handling of four classes of events:

• TLB miss.  A global hashed resident page table (HRPT) represents mappings for resident pages, with

cached protection keys for domains permitted to access those pages, as described in Section 3.1.2.  A

large majority of TLB misses would be resolved from this structure with one or two cache line refer-

ences.  The HRPT replaces the current Machphysical map layer.

• Protection miss.  An HRPT probe on a resident page will fail if the page is referenced from a domain

whose protection key is not cached in the HRPT entry.  In this case, the TLB miss handler follows a

back-pointer to the page’s segment records, and traverses a list of domains that have attached the seg-

ment.  If the active protection context is on the list, then that domain’s protection key is cached in the

HRPT entry.  To support per-page permission for certain segments (e.g., to support some form of

MMU-based data management [AL91]) attach records on the access list can include a page bit map or

some other structure with page-grained access information.

• Page fault.  If the referenced page is not in the HRPT, the handler probes a splay tree of attached seg-

ments keyed by virtual address, similar to the tree used forAttachByAddress in the prototype.

Microsoft’s NT maintains a similar splay tree of mapped regions for each process [Cus93], used for

handling some page faults.  Information in the segment record can be used to locate a copy of the

desired page.  In our prototype, these segment records contain a Mach right or NFS handle for the seg-

ment’s backing file on disk.
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• Page fetch from disk.  Faulted pages are retrieved from their backing files using a per-segment sec-

ondary mapping structure of the file server’s choosing.  The inode pager and NFS server used in our

prototype both represent backing files asinodes with hierarchical linear block maps.  These maps are

similar to traditional linear page tables, but note the following differences: (1) they are shared by all

users of a segment, (2) they do not include protection state, (3) they are maintained in the storage

server rather than in local kernel memory, and (4) each segment has a separate map, which is efficient

if the segments themselves are relatively compact, even if they are sparsely placed in the address

space.

Because the Opal prototype is implemented as a server rather than a native kernel, multiple address spaces

can exist on an Opal host; although programs in the Opal environment share a single address space, pro-

grams running in other environments (e.g., Unix) may use address space in a different way.  Opal’s address

space is actually a subrange of the full processor address space, limited to addresses not ordinarily used by

Unix processes on Mach.  In our prototype, Unix utilities linked with the runtime package can use the

Mach name service to bind to the Opal server and access a subset of its facilities, e.g., create Opal protec-

tion domains and make RPC calls to them, or create and/or attach segments that do not conflict with

addresses used by the Unix process.  In fact, our prototype Opal server is itself a Unix process.

6.2  Standard Runtime Package

As stated in Section 6.1.3, our prototype server creates each domain with a pre-initialized instance of the

standard runtime package in an initial segment.  The runtime system structures in the initial segment

include aMemoryPool to manage the initial segment as a heap (Section 5.1.1), proxies for the Opal ser-

vices, a thread scheduler for the threads active in the domain, and support structures for object-based RPC.

Previous chapters and sections have covered most aspects of the Opal runtime package.   The following

subsections review and fill in some gaps for the key pieces of the Opal runtime package: threads, RPC, and

the object-oriented C++ features described in Chapter 5.

6.2.1 Threads

Implementation techniques for user-level threads are well-understood and discussed in detail in

[ABLL91].  Opal’s OThreads thread package implements user-mode threads above Mach kernel threads.

It has several Opal-specific features.   Each thread descriptor points to a current resource group proxy and

a current memory pool for heap allocations; both pointers are inherited from the parent, but are user-setta-

ble with runtime system calls.  Thread descriptors and thread stacks are allocated from ordinary heap seg-

ments.  Thread stacks are fixed-size and aligned; the base of each stack holds a pointer to the thread
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descriptor,  accessed by masking bits off the stack pointer.  This is used to find the thread’s current sched-

uler on a context switch.

Shared mutexes (Section 5.1.2) are another important Opal-specific feature in OThreads.  Shared mutexes

can be used for blocking cross-domain synchronization, without significantly impacting the performance

of the local case.   As with ordinary mutexes, a  thread blocks on aSharedMutex by linking its descriptor

into a waiter queue associated with the lock.  However, in this case the queue and links are allocated from

the same segment as the lock, so it can be accessed by all users of the lock.  In addition to a pointer to its

descriptor, a blocking thread also places its domain portal ID and a random key value on the shared waiter

queue.  When the lock is relinquished, the previous holder compares its domain portal ID with the sleeper’s

portal ID.  If they match, the sleeping thread is awakened in the usual fashion, by placing it on its sched-

uler’s ready thread list.  If the portal IDs do not match, then the sleeper originated in a different domain;

the holder switches through the portal to make a protected call to the sleeping thread’s scheduler.

6.2.2 Portals and RPC

Each protection domain in the prototype has a single Mach port for incoming portal switches.  The thread

scheduler ensures that there is always at least one kernel thread ready to receive messages on this port.

Incoming messages on the domain port specify the target portal ID; the runtime system must hash the por-

tal ID to get a record for the target portal, and branch to the portal’s entry procedure.  This hashing is short-

circuited in most cases by caching the last translated portal; it would be entirely unnecessary with native

portals.

On the sending side, the runtime system caches mappings from portalIDs to Mach ports.  If a thread

requests to switch to domainS through portalx in S, the runtime system makes aResolvePortal call to the

Opal server, passing portalIDx, which returns a Mach right to send to the port in domainS.  Runtime code

then caches this association in a local hash table, so it ordinarily resolves each portal at most once.  The

right for the domain port for a child protection domain is returned as a hidden result from the domain cre-

ate operation, so there is no need to look up the mapping for freshly created portals in a child domain.  The

mapping of portals to ports is transparent to user programs, which see only a standard interface for RPC

through uniformly named portals.

The runtime RPC implementation is simple because of the guarantees provided by themach_msg primitive

for Mach ports [Dra90]. Ports ensure reliable delivery of both the request and the response, and they guar-

antee that only one response can be sent, and only by the receiver of the call.  Opal RPC is implemented

with a few hundred lines of code to pack arguments and results into a message, send it, await a response,
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and return hidden error conditions across the boundary.  The thread scheduler may also create or block ker-

nel threads within each domain as processors move between domains for RPC calls and returns.  This

ensures that some thread is always ready to handle an incoming call, but that kernel threads within a

domain do not compete for a processor [FCL93].

6.2.3 Object Environment

Like the low-level runtime system, the object runtime structures described in Chapter 5 are pre-initialized

by the Opal server before any application code is attached or executed in the protection domain.  The

object runtime package is registered with the server at startup.  Alternative runtime packages could be

installed, but all clients use this package in our prototype.

At initialization, the runtime system is bootstrapped with proxies for the basic Opal services.  The Opal

server also includes a bootstrap protocol that returns capabilities for service objects on request.  Unix pro-

cesses use this feature to attach to the Opal services through the Mach name server, and initialize an object

environment identical to that seen by Opal clients.  The Opal server itself uses a configuration of the stan-

dard runtime package to serve Opal resources as protected objects, for internal threads and synchroniza-

tion, and to initialize runtime system structures in the primary data segments of newly created protection

domains.

6.3  Prototype Performance

This section reports on the performance of basic Opal primitives, based on our Opal prototype running

above Mach (MK83/UK42) on a Digital Alpha processor (DEC 3000/400 AXP, 133.3 Mhz, 74 SPECints).

The purpose is to demonstrate that the performance of Opal on top of a conventional microkernel (Mach in

this case) is comparable to other environments supported by that kernel, such as Unix.

The cost of certain Opal primitives varies widely because the Opal server preallocates and caches segments

and protection domains to meet future needs. Creating a new segment from scratch takes 3.6ms on aver-

age, using the Mach inode pager, which performs many directory operations asynchronously.  Much of that

time goes to creating a segment backing file (inode) for the segment.  To reduce this cost, Opal recycles

inodes; assuming that the recycle list is non-empty, segment creation time is 315us, which is the time we

expect applications to typically see. Performing an attach/detach of an Opal segment takes 478us in the

best case.  About one fifth of this is the cost of the underlying Machvm_map andvm_deallocate opera-

tions; the remainder is the cost of two RPC calls to the Opal server, with a small amount of internal pro-

cessing to allocate address space and record the attachment.
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In most cases, protection domains can be created very cheaply, since they are preinitialized and cached by

the server.  A cached domain can be allocated, called, and destroyed in 3.0ms.  The majority of this time is

spent destroying the domain; that is, a domain create/call takes about 650us and the destroy a little over

2.3ms.  The high destroy penalty reflects the costs of recycling the domain’s data segment and tearing

down a Mach addressing context.  If no cached domains are available, creating a domain from scratch, call-

ing it, and destroying it is substantially more work, requiring 12.13ms.  A significant portion of this time is

spent zero-filling and initializing runtime system structures, notably the global data block for the standard

runtime package; this package includes Mach routines that instantiate several pages worth of private static

data, which is expensive on single address space systems (see Section 7.3.1).  Still, this time compares

favorably with the equivalentfork/exec/exit/wait of a null Unix/CThreads program on Mach/Unix (12ms).

The underlying Mach/Unixfork/exec/exit/wait (without CThreads) is 8.75ms. Note, however, that the

same operation on DEC OSF/1 takes only 1.9ms on the same hardware.

This gives some indication of the cost of building any system environment above Mach, but it is not a good

measure of the overall performance of Opal.  The microkernel structure does not impose significant over-

head for common-case cross-domain interactions using RPC or shared memory, once connections have

been established.  In particular, cross-domain calls do not involve the Opal server once the portal is initially

resolved.  The base cost for an Opal RPC call is 133us, which is in the same range as cross-address space

calls on Mach (88us) and other systems [BALL90].  This includes the cost incurred by our runtime sup-

port for password capabilities built above Mach RPC.

Implementing the Opal kernel as a Mach server clearly entails some performance loss compared to a ker-

nel-level implementation (as it does for Unix as well), and we can identify the major costs.

• The Mach virtual memory system was designed for private address spaces, with a separate translation

map for each task.  This structure incurs significant  overheads for handling sparse virtual addressing

in an Opal system.  In particular, the costs of recycling (invalidating) segments and of tearing down

addressing contexts grows very rapidly with the amount of virtual address space used.  We have not

reported these costs, as the problem and solution are well understood (see Section 3.1 and Section

6.1.7).

• Our unmodified Mach kernel does not support native portals.  Whether or not this impacts the com-

mon-case latency of raw RPC, it adds hashing overheads on the sending side and sometimes the

receiving side of our user-level RPC package.  In addition, given the explicit reception model of Mach

messages, the user-level thread scheduler must occasionally create additional kernel threads to listen

on the domain port.  For example, creation of an initial listener thread represents roughly 25% of the

cost of preparing a new protection domain.
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• All Opal memory segments are potentially sharable and persistent.  In Mach, this requires that they be

backed by an external paging server, which makes zero-fill page faults (336us each) and segment

deletes (900us for standard memory pools), somewhat more expensive than the ‘‘temporary” virtual

memory used by Unix on Mach.  We believe that this cost could be reduced by improving the kernel-

pager interface.

• The Mach thread interface is the basis for our user-mode thread package, rather than scheduler activa-

tions.  This impacts performance in an environment with frequent cross-domain communication.

Some of the implications are discussed in [FCL93], which reports additional performance results for

threads, RPC, and cross-domain synchronization in the Opal prototype.

Overall, the points to be gleaned from our Mach experience and performance data are: (1) the Opal primi-

tives have performance that is reasonable in an absolute sense, and (2) they do not add significantly to the

cost of the underlying Mach abstractions on which they are implemented.  There are no significant hidden

costs to the single address space model.   Although an improved kernel implementation would yield better

performance for our prototype, preallocation and caching of Opal resources negates most of the microker-

nel costs in the common case.  For example, the cost of allocating an Opal protection domain is a small

multiple of the base RPC cost, and significantly cheaper than creating a process in an optimized commer-

cial Unix kernel.  In any case, we expect complex applications built for the Opal environment to ultimately

perform better due to the ease of direct memory sharing and the simplified use of persistent storage, as

illustrated in the next section.

6.4  Structuring Opal Applications Using Mediators

This section presents a simple shared memory program as an example of application use of the Opal facil-

ities.  The experiment implements a variant of a tool integration facility calledmediators as an application-

level server above the Opal facility.  The Opal-based mediator facility is intended to illustrate a useful par-

adigm for structuring tool relationships in an integrated application environment such as the Boeing CAD

system described in Section 2.1.

This Boeing CAD system shares a key problem with other integrated design environments: given a shared

database containing source objects, how do we efficiently propagate source updates to other tools that

maintain local structures derived from those sources?  In the Boeing environment, the source objects are

aircraft part records, and the derived objects belong to tools doing simulation, spatial analysis, and so on.

With Opal, we wish to access source parts in shared memory, updating the derived objectsincrementally

rather than rebuilding them, due to their large size.
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This approach can significantly improve performance and scalability.  However, integrating independent

tools in this way can be quite complex.  Tools must make assumptions about the format of their input and

adhere to standards for the format of their output.  These standards are necessary regardless of how the

tools communicate, but the richness and fragility of shared pointer structures would seem to force compro-

mises in the independence of the tools.  In this section we show that software structuring techniques exist

that can facilitate the fine-grained interactions needed for incremental updates to large information struc-

tures, without compromising modularity or component independence.

The framework is based on a variant of amediator facility developed by software engineering researchers

[SN92].  Mediators do not solve the integration problem, but they do reduce its complexity.  The idea

behind mediators is that knowledge of inter-component dependencies is factored out of the components

themselves and into separate components -- mediators -- that coordinate the behaviors of the components.

This integrates the components while allowing them to evolve independently.  components communicate

implicitly by announcingevents when updates occur.  Events announced by data-producing components

are delivered to mediators acting on behalf of data-consuming components; these mediators then make a

series of calls to both components to propagate the updates.  components and mediators should be thought

of as modules with private data, executing in a variety of possible protection configurations.  The calls to

announce and propagate updates may be either ordinary procedure calls or protected procedure calls,

depending on the protection relationships among the components involved. This structure is depicted in

Figure 6-3.

Our Opal mediator package includes runtime support and a protectedevent manager.  components register

with the event manager, specifying the events they announce, along with capabilities for segments contain-

ing procedures and data related to those events.  Mediators register with the event manager, specifying

events they wish to receive.  The event manager sets up the appropriate RPC connections and segment

attachments among components and mediators. Our mediator implementation is a test system built for

demonstration purposes, however, the mediator paradigm has been used to implement systems for program

restructuring [GN93], computer-aided geometric design [McC91], and radiotherapy planning [SKN95],

among others.

Opal applications built using mediators can betransparently configured to use different protection arrange-

ments, including overlapping protection domains and shared memory.  To illustrate the structuring options

and their performance, we implemented a simple mediator-based application.  A source tool (theproducer)

repeatedly creates and deletes fixed-size records, maintaining a tree index on those records and announcing

events after inserts or deletes.  A derived tool (theconsumer) maintains and uses its own index structure on

the same data, while a mediator keeps the derived index up to date in response of changes by the producer.
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An asymmetric trust relationship exists between the tools.  The producer can be isolated from both the

mediator and the consumer, but both of them trust the producer to supply well-formed input data. Figure 6-

4 shows the performance of this application for three protection configurations, as a function of the number

of records processed:

• Monolithic. The producer, consumer, and mediator share a protection domain.  This configuration

occurs in Unix when components are linked into a single image and execute as a single process.

• Decomposed.  There are two non-overlapping domains: the producer in one, the consumer and media-

tor in the other, communicating with  the producer by RPC.  A similar configuration exists in Unix

when tools execute as separate processes (sacrificing performance).

• Overlapping.  There are three Opal domains.  The mediator domain has the producer data and code

segments attached read-only, and the consumer segments attached read-write.  When the producer

announces an event, the mediator is invoked with an RPC call, passing the address of the modified

elements in the shared segment.

Figure 6-4 confirms the performance benefits of sharing for this environment.  In this example, the perfor-

mance of the decomposed configuration is determined by (1) the cost of copying data across the protection

boundary, and (2) the costs of rebuilding heap-allocated data structures in the consumer (synchronization

costs are not included).  The overlapping organization, while as safe as the fully decomposed configura-

Figure 6-3: Three configurations of a tree-indexing program using mediators.
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tion, is nearly as fast as the monolithic configuration.  Furthermore, the performance advantage relative to

the decomposed configuration increases as the amount of shared data increases.

The key points of this example are that: (1) read-only shared memory is a natural and efficient alternative

to pipes, files, or RPC, (2) read-only shared memory preserves the one-way isolation provided by pipes and

scratch files, and (3) programs structured using mediators are easily adapted to run in overlapping protec-

tion domains. In fact, all three configurations of our tree indexing program are built from the same source

code; the shared memory is completely invisible to the program.  In addition, there is a complete separa-

tion of modularity and protection; all interactions are through procedure calls and clean modular inter-

faces.  Overlapping protection domains exist ‘‘over top of” these interfaces, representing different trust

relationships.  For example, an event signal (from producer to mediator) crosses both module and protec-

tion boundaries; an update call (from mediator to consumer) crosses module andpossibly protection

boundaries; a source object read call (from mediator or consumer to producer) crosses module but not pro-

tection boundaries.

6.5  Summary

This chapter described our Mach-based Opal prototype, which demonstrates that a single address space

environment can be implemented in a straightforward way on a microkernel operating system.  The Opal

environment coexists with other operating system “personalities,” notably Unix, thus permitting use of

existing Unix applications to support and monitor the Opal programming environment.  This implementa-

Figure 6-4: Execution time for the mediator-based tree-indexing program.
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tion strategy enabled a pair of full-time graduate students and collaborators to implement a skeletal Opal

prototype in under a year.

The Opal prototype has been used as a basis for experiments with (1) a mediator-based paradigm for inte-

grated systems, (2) alternative approaches for supporting a pointer-based CAD database [Nar95], and (3)

shared memory optimizations for read-mostly RPC services, such as name services [Sch94].  This chapter

described the mediator experiment, which illustrates how shared memory and overlapping protection could

be used to transparently improve performance or reliability of integrated systems constructed using appro-

priate software engineering methodologies.  In particular, this technique opens opportunities for incremen-

tal propagation of updates through related data structures maintained by cooperating applications, which

we believe is a promising approach to improving the scalability of integrated systems such as Boeing’s air-

craft CAD environment.



Chapter 7

Preparing Executable Code  7

This chapter explores the issue of preparing user code to execute in a single virtual address space

operating system.  In particular, it discusseslinking -- representing and resolving internal program

references in executable code -- in the Opal prototypes for the 32-bit MIPS and 64-bit Alpha proces-

sors.  Opal’s addressing model presents both opportunities and challenges for the linking system.

On the one hand, code and data are easily shared by reference in the global address space.  On the

other hand, context-dependent absolute addressing cannot be used, which can complicate the han-

dling of private data.  Our discussion of code handling illustrates the key issues for data management

in a single address space.

The fundamentals of compiling and linking are unchanged by the single address space.  In fact, the

Opal prototype uses standard freeware compilers for the C and C++ languages (gcc andg++ from

the Free Software Foundation), and linkers supplied for private address space systems by the proces-

sor vendors.  This chapter is concerned with additional steps to prepare code for the single address

spaceafter it is processed by the standard linker.

In many respects, the issues for handling code in the single address space are the same as for data.

Like data, executable code contains embedded references, in this case to branch targets and global

data operands.   The addressing model shapes how these internal references are represented, particu-

larly for data or code that is shared among addressing contexts or dynamically imported (loaded)

into running programs.  In the case of executable code, support for dynamic sharing of procedures is

an important goal.  In an operating system with multiple addressing contexts, sharing reduces mem-

ory consumption and context startup costs; dynamic loading permits a program to change its behav-

ior or extend its functionality by importing new procedures at runtime, without the need to create a

new addressing context in which to execute them.  This chapter develops linking facilities to support

dynamically shared procedures in Opal.
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We propose a new linking technique calledglobal static linking, made possible by Opal’s single virtual

address space and support for persistent segments.  The defining characteristic of global static linking is

that shared symbols, including pure procedures, have a fixed location in the address space, and are refer-

enced with statically determined virtual addresses that can be stored, passed, and shared.  Executable code

exists within segments; procedures are dynamically imported by attaching segments, and shared by sharing

segments.  Any procedure can in principle be shared or called at any time by any thread with a pointer and

authority to attach the procedure’s segment.

Global static linking in Opal enables a degree of flexibility that requires more expensive dynamic linking

in private address space systems.  In addition, procedure pointers are globally meaningful.  However, the

single address space complicates the handling ofprivate (context-dependent) linkages in shared code (e.g.,

for private global data symbols) and private changes to shared code (such as setting a breakpoint).   We dis-

cuss linking in detail because it illustrates the basic themes of this dissertation: the promise of simplified

sharing in a single address space, and the issues that must be resolved in order to deliver on that promise in

practice.

7.1  Background and Terminology

This section introduces some important terms and concepts for the discussion that follows.  Some of the

terminology is derived from Unix-like systems, but the concepts are generally common to all systems,

independent of the programming language and addressing model.   The purpose of this section is to intro-

duce the basic process and phases of linking.  The next section outlines the effect of the single address

space on these phases.

The inputs to the process arecode objects produced by source language compilers and assemblers.  Com-

pilers segregate the procedures and data items defined in the source code into differentsections in each

code object, depending on how those items are used at runtime.  For example, the assembled instructions

are placed in thetext section.  In addition, each code object may contain one or moredata sections of dif-

ferent flavors (readonly, writable, packed short, uninitialized orBSS, and so on) containing constants or

initial values of static data items defined in the source code.  A data item isstatic if its storage is allocated

at a fixed location before the code executes, rather than at runtime from a stack or heap.   A static data item

is private if its storage can be modified independently by different callers of the module.  Private static data

items are typically global variables, an important but troublesome feature of many popular programming

languages including C.
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In addition to the various sections, the code object contains asymbol tablelisting the names and locations

of (1) externally visible code symbols and global data symbols defined in the object, and (2) external sym-

bols imported from other code objects.   Code objects may be collected inarchiveswith a common symbol

table.

A code object is the simplest form ofmodule, the basic unit of input to the remaining linking and execution

steps.  A module may consist of several code objects statically combined by copying and merging their

sections and symbol tables into a single output object.  This combining step also involves other steps

explained below.  A module may be called a library, package, program image, load image, or “a.out file”,

depending on its contents and function.

Modules undergo four distinct processing steps before they execute.   These steps are called by various

names and are easily confused.  Here are my definitions.

• Linking .  The symbol tables of a group of modules are processed to resolve references within each

module to external symbols imported from other modules.

• Binding.   The addresses at which the module’s code and data sections will reside at execution time

are determined.

• Relocation.  The values of certain fields within each section are updated to reflect the new location of

some symbol, determined from a previous link step or bind step.  For example, the text section con-

tains memory reference instructions (loads, stores, and branches) with literal fields encoding the

addresses or offsets of their operands.  Similarly, the initial value of an item in a data section may be

derived from the address of another symbol.  Each section contains a table ofrelocation records iden-

tifying these fields and the symbol table entry for the item each field depends on.

• Instantiation .  The sections of the module are loaded (or mapped) into memory for execution.1  Sec-

tions are page-aligned, and may be mapped in different modes.  For example, readonly sections might

be mapped readonly; text sections are mapped withexecute mode if required by the processor.  The

instantiation step also allocates and initializes storage for private static data items defined in the mod-

ule.

These steps may occur at different times in different systems, or even within the same system, since the

constituent parts of a program may be constructed in different ways.  In general, each of these steps can be

1. Instantiation is sometimes calledloading.   I use a different term because loading is confused with linking in sys-
tems that bind all load addresses at static link time.  For example, the Unix static linker is often called the “loader”
or ld.
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completed statically or dynamically, defining a continuum of linking systems ranging from fast and inflex-

ible to slow and flexible.  Private address space  systems support three basic ways to link modules together

to construct programs.

• Static link-and-load.  The sections of the source modules are gathered together, merged, and copied

into a single output module, with all internal references linked and relocated.  In older Unix systems,

the result is typically a complete, self-contained executable program image that is statically bound to

execute in a private virtual address space;  the linker assigns the same starting address to every pro-

gram.  The advantages of this style are that the image has few dependencies on its environment, and

global symbol references can be optimized at link time since all load addresses are known and the

entire program is present.  The disadvantages of this style are: (1) the entire image is copied, (2) pro-

cedures and data items cannot be shared with other images, and (3) new versions of the image’s con-

situent parts are not incorporated without explicit relinking.

• Dynamic link libraries (DLLs) .  DLLs are bound and instantiated as needed, and references pointing

into them are resolved lazily.  The primary advantages of DLLs are: (1) they need not be replicated in

each program’s load image, saving space on disk, (2) new versions can be automatically incorporated

without rebuilding the calling modules, and (3) they are typically shared at runtime, improving virtual

memory performance. However, DLLs cost more to instantiate, and opportunities for link-time opti-

mizations may be lost, leading to less efficient (but more general) sequences for referencing global

symbols.

• Runtime linking .  Procedures are called through a procedure pointer at runtime, typically with an

extra address load from a procedure vector that is statically or dynamically linked.  Runtime linking is

flexible because a given call site may be used to call different implementations of the same interface at

runtime.

In some systems, constructing a program can involve a combination of all three styles.  For example, a pro-

grammer using Digital’s OSF/1 system for the Alpha can create a statically linked image that imports a

DLL at runtime, then calls procedures in both modules as runtime-linked virtual functions.

7.2  Global Static Linking for a Single Address Space

Use of a single address space affects code handling in two fundamental ways, stemming from the manner

in which the virtual address space is allocated.  On the positive side, shared symbols (e.g., text and rea-

donly data symbols) always reside at common virtual addresses, simplifying sharing.  However, separate

instantiations of private symbolsmust reside atdifferent virtual addresses.  This complicates sharing of
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modules that reference private static data.  Moreover, the address range assigned to a new segment cannot

be known in advance, since the address space serves all users.  If we suppose that the segment for each

module is allocated only when the module is needed at runtime, instantiating a module always requires

some form of dynamic relocation, even for shared symbols.  For this reason, earlier single address space

systems, including Pilot and Cedar (Section 2.2.1), and Psyche, use dynamic linking exclusively.

The 64-bit virtual address space assumed for Opal is large enough to reserve virtual address ranges for seg-

ments when they are constructed, and retain them even when they are not in active use.  This presents a

new opportunity tostatically link modules into the single address space.  We have experimented with this

approach, calledglobal static linking, using our prototype interface for allocating persistent virtual mem-

ory segments.  Global static linking supports dynamically shared modules without the costs of dynamic

linking, and it enables pointer-based code binding for shared and persistent objects (see Section 5.1.3).

However, it raises several concerns that we have not fully resolved in our prototype.

This section discusses the ideas behind global static linking, its implementation on the MIPS and Alpha

platforms, the issues raised by this approach, and some proposals for dealing with those issues.  To sim-

plify the discussion, suppose for now that all modules arechastemodules in which all writable data items

are allocated from the stack or the heap.1  The issue of private static data is deferred to Section 7.3.

7.2.1 Binding and Resolving Globally Linked Modules

In the Opal prototype, modules are prepared by a collection of standard Unix tools coordinated by a build

script calledOpalLd  that coordinates their actions.OpalLd  takes the following actions for each module.

• Allocate a segment for the module from the Opal address space manager, using theReserveModule

interface that allocates an unbacked segment of virtual address space.

• Invoke the Unix static linkerld to (1) gather a collection of code object files into a demand-paged

shared text (“OMAGIC”) load module using static link-and-load, (2) bind the text and readonly data

symbols defined in the module to the virtual address range assigned byReserveModule, and (3)

resolve and relocate all intra-module references.

1. The termchaste was suggested by John Wilkes, as the related termspure, clean, andreentrant do not quite capture
the concept.  A chaste module must be apure module with no self-modifying code; impure modules cannot be
shared in Opal. In addition, a chaste module must beclean, meaning that it has no references to writable private
static data (i.e., no non-shared global variables).  Note that chastity is neither necessary nor sufficient for a module
to be reentrant.
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• Install the new load module as the backing file for the module’s segment, using the address space

manager’sFillModule entry point.

At this point, the code in the newly created module is executable, but it may contain unresolved references

to external symbols defined in other modules.  The module includes all symbol tables and relocation

records, for use in resolving these references.  A new utility calledresolve links external symbol references

in the (target) module to definitions of those symbols in other (source) modules that have been prepared in

a similar manner.  Theresolve utility patches cross-module references (e.g., calls to the standard runtime

package), resolving symbols imported from a list of modules passed as an argument.

Multiple definitions of a symbol may exist in different modules.   Name scoping for external references is

determined by the ordering of the arguments passed toresolve by the build utility (e.g.,make).   Note that

resolve makes only one pass over the sources, never modifies the sources, and never copies or coalesces

sections or symbol tables; it only fills in symbol table entries for symbols imported into the target module,

and relocates fields in other sections of the target module, as indicated by relocation records referencing

the modified symbol table entries.  Mutually recursive modules require two runs ofresolve, specifying

each module as the target.

In this way,  Opal modules are statically linked in persistent segments of the global address space.  Intra-

module and inter-module references to text and read-only data are represented as statically bound

addresses.  This global static linking has three distinct benefits:

• Threads executing in a module can easily share a single physical copy, even if they are running in dif-

ferent protection domains.   All linkages to shared symbols are globally meaningful without dynamic

linking.

• Pointers to global symbols can be freely passed and shared at the system level. For example, software

components in some protection domain might acquire procedure pointers at runtime, either in shared

memory or in a received message.

• Any thread can dynamically attach and call any accessible procedure, simply by knowing its address,

with no possibility of address conflicts with other code attached to the thread's protection domain.

Modules can be instantiated in any context, because each module resides at a fixed address, the same

address in any domain.

Any globally linked chaste module can be used as a dynamically imported shared library in Opal: any

thread can invoke its procedures even if it was written and compiled after the thread’s protection domain

was activated.  Furthermore, any procedure can be executed as a “program”; that is, it may be wrapped in a
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private protection domain to prevent it from accessing the caller’s data, and invoked through a portal, as

described in Chapter 5.   The concept of amoduleencompasses the concepts of a program and a library.

Global static linking is used in a limited way in some dynamic linking facilities.  For example, Digital’s

OSF/1 for the Alpha provides a linking facility called Quickstart [Dig92b] to reduce the instantiation cost

for DLLs by retaining linkages from the last instantiation.  DLLs are linked at fixed locations, loosely

coordinated by an (optional) system-wide registry of allocated locations.  When a previously linked DLL is

imported at runtime, the OSF/1 runtime loader attempts to place it at its previously linked address range.  If

the desired range happens to be available in the process address space, then dynamic linking is avoided.

Global static linking essentially extends this scheme to encompass all modules in the system; the single

virtual address space guarantees that the allocated ranges are always available in the target context at runt-

ime.

7.2.2 Representing Linkages on 32-bit and 64-bit RISCs

Since the symbols imported byresolve are statically bound in the source modules, the cross-module refer-

ences in the target can be resolved to absolute addresses, just like the intra-module references.  This is

achieved somewhat differently on the 32-bit MIPS R3000 and the 64-bit Alpha AXP, the two platforms

used in our experiments.

On the MIPS, the operand addresses for targets of branches to global text symbols and (less frequently)

references to global data symbols are formed from absolute addresses coded as pairs of 16-bit immediate

operands.  The code uses a pair of instructions,lui  andaddiu,  to build a 32-bit global symbol pointer in a

register.  The instructions and sequences used to form global symbol operand addresses from a series of

16-bit immediate fields are given in Table 7-1.  Note that neitherlui  oraddiu references memory; each pair

completes in two cycles.  On this architecture,resolve patches pairs of 16-bit immediate fields directly in

the instruction stream.

The 64-bit Alpha AXP uses similar instructions and instruction formats: like the 32-bit MIPS, the Alpha

has 32-bit instructions with 16-bit immediate operands.  However, the Alpha differs in one critical respect:

64-bit addressing increases the number of cycles needed to load a pointer operand from immediate fields in

the instruction stream.  As shown in Table 7-1, loading a 64-bit immediate operand on the Alpha requires

two ldah-lda pairs with an intervening 32-bit left shift, consuming five cycles instead of two (note that

dependencies between these instructions defeat dual-issue on the Alpha).

The consequence is that code emitted by typical compilers represent global symbol references quite differ-

ently on the Alpha: all global symbols are addressed indirectly by loading the operand address from aglo-
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bal address table(GAT).  For statically linked modules the addresses in the GAT are computed statically

and stored in theliteral address(LITA) section of the module.  Each module’s LITA section contains

entries for both imported symbols and symbols defined locally.  Global static linking on the Alpha involves

cross-linking the LITA sections of different modules;resolve does not patch instructions, which are posi-

tion-independent.  Instead, it fills in unresolved LITA entries for text and readonly data symbols imported

by the target module with the values in the corresponding LITA entries of the source modules.

7.2.3 Portability of Executables

One issue for global static linking is that it must be possible to install “shrink-wrapped” executable soft-

ware, distributed in binary form, into a single address space system using global static linking.  This is eas-

ily achieved if the installation process includes a binding and relocation step supported by the binary

format.  For self-contained binaries on the Alpha and similar 64-bit machines, this simply involves relocat-

ing the addresses in the LITA array by a constant offset; no symbol table or relocation table is needed.

However, if the code consists of multiple modules, or contains unresolved references, then the symbol

tables and relocation information must be included, along with a sequence of source and target lists for

resolve to link the installed modules into the target system.

7.2.4 Evolution

Another issue for global static linking is incorporating linkages to new versions of modules.  When a mod-

uleM is modified, the new versionM’ is linked into a different part of the address space; the old versionM

continues to exist at its assigned addresses.  Other modules may hold static linkages to symbols inM,

which continue to be valid.  The programmer may want these references to rebind toM’, but as always

with static linking, this does not occur automatically.  In our prototype, the programmer must issue an

explicit resolve command to rebind, typically with a build utility that records dependencies (e.g.,make).

Table 7-1: Loading immediate addresses on the 32-bit MIPS and 64-bit Alpha.

lui r0, <REFHI>
addiu r0, r0, <REFLO>
movl r0, 0(r0)

ldah r0, r0, <word3>
lda r0, r0, <word2>
sll r0, 32, r0
ldah r0, r0, <word1>
lda r0, r0, <word0>
ldq r0, 0(r0)

REFHI REFLO

31 015

WORD3 WORD2 WORD1 WORD0

63 031
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If the programmer truly wants to select the module version at instantiation time, then the library must be

dynamically linked.

There are several possibilities for automatically incorporating new versions of globally linked modules.

One proposal is forresolve to record source module dependencies in afan-out table in each target module.

A linkage server examines the table each time an inactive module is instantiated, and re-resolves links to

any changed modules in its fan-out.  In fact, OSF/1’s Quickstart optimization takes a similar approach: the

dynamic linker decides at runtime if dynamic linking is needed, in part by checking for modified target

modules.  One difference is that the OSF/1 dynamic linker operates on a process-private copy of the mod-

ule’s GAT, whereas the proposed linkage server modifies a shared system-wide copy of each GAT, and

must be privileged.

7.2.5 Reclamation

A third issue for global static linking is that the system must not reclaim modules while other modules

have static linkages into them.  Statically linked callers of a module hold linkages to aparticular version of

a module; the callers must be relinked before that version can be reclaimed.  If that version is reclaimed

prematurely, its callers will fail to execute correctly.  Dangling references are also a concern for many DLL

facilities, in which callers may specify a particular version of the library, or expect to locate it with a partic-

ular symbolic name.

Old versions of modules are reclaimed manually in our Opal prototype.  When a new versionM’  of a mod-

ule is linked and entered into the name server, it takes precedence over older versionsM; aLookupModule

call on the module’s symbolic name returns the most recent version.  However, the name server does not

yet release the reference count onM, so other modules that reference it can still attach it by virtual address.

A PurgeModuleoperation and utility are used to release all references held by the name server on previous

versions of a named module.

This manual reclamation is error-prone because there is no way to determine if other modules are linked to

versions that are candidates for destruction.  One possibility is to extendresolve and the proposed linkage

server to maintain afan-in table as well as a fan-out table in each module.  The fan-in table in moduleM

contains pointers to modules with statically linked references intoM; the fan-out table contains pointers to

all modules that define symbols imported byM.  WhenM is destroyed, the linkage server visits each of the

target modules listed inM’s fan-out table, and removes the entry forM in each target module’s fan-in table.

In fact, the Gnu dynamic linkerdld [HO91] uses a similar reference-counting scheme to track references to

libraries loaded and unloaded into the virtual memory of an executing Unix process.  The key difference in
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this case is that we are modifying thepermanentlinked image rather than a transient copy.   This means

that updates to fan tables and reference counts must be atomic with respect to failures.

7.2.6 Effect on Link-Time Optimizations

Global static linking may sacrifice opportunities for some link-time optimizations developed for static

link-and-load in private address space systems [SW94].  In particular, any optimization that relies on

knowing all call sites for a procedure cannot be applied to procedures exported from a module, unless all

importers are known to the optimizing linker.  Most link-time optimizations can be applied to a closed

group of modules, but not to modules containing public procedures in the global address space.

Some optimizations rely on short jumps.  Cross-module jumps may be farther apart in a single address sys-

tem, since addresses are assigned to modules at the system’s convenience.  However, note that the system

does not impinge on the right of programmers to keep multiple copies of the same procedure linked in dif-

ferent parts of the address space, to improve code locality or cache performance at the price of consuming

additional memory.  A programmer applies these optimizations by constructing private modules with cop-

ies of procedures drawn from standard archives, rather than linking to the public copies directly.

7.2.7 Summary

This section discussed some issues for linking in a single address space, and presented a new approach,

global static linking, for Opal’s persistent shared address space.  Global static linking enables efficient and

flexible dynamic sharing of procedures.  However, like all statically linked code, globally linked modules

do not automatically incorporate new versions of their procedures.   Like any linked persistent structure,

some care is needed to safely reclaim from the web of statically interconnected modules.  Finally, modules

imported from outside of the address space must be linked into it before they can be used.  I have proposed

solutions for each of these concerns, but our prototype uses less transparent mechanisms.

7.3  Handling Private Linkages

The single address space complicates handling of private static data, which can have multiple private

instances addressed from shared code.  To this point we have assumed that modules are “chaste”, meaning

that all static references are shared; the module does not define or reference any items that can be modified

independently by different users of the module.  Our prototype imposes limits on the number of  non-

chaste or “dirty” modules that can be attached to a given protection domain, as we shall see.
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The basic problem is that private symbols in a single address space system cannever be statically bound.

Different instances of these symbols must exist atdifferent virtual addresses, which cannot be determined

until instantiation time.  This means that references to private static data in shared codemust be position-

independent;  absolute addresses cannot be used.  PC-relative modes are not useful either in this case, since

any shared code must by definition reside at the same addresses for each instance, so the PC offsets will be

different for each caller as well.

Instead, instructions must address private symbols as offsets from a designated base register, theglobal

pointer orgp register, with a different base value for each instance.  This sort of register-relative addressing

is a given on RISC processors, particularly wide-address processors. Code generated by standard compil-

ers for both the MIPS and Alpha already usegp-relative addressing extensively for performance reasons,

since the offsets can be encoded as immediate operands in the instruction stream.  The real problem is that

single address space structure imposes new constraints on how thegp base values are determined for

shared modules,if (but only if) private data is used.  In particular, the standard calling conventions must be

changed.

The standard conventions for Ultrix/MIPS support only static link-and-load of traditional Unix: only one

module can be active in each process; all global data is placed in a single global block, with nonconflicting

gp offsets assigned by the static linker.  This is easy to emulate, but it is not very interesting.  Thus we con-

sider the Alpha as an example.

To support dynamic module sharing on the Alpha, each module must have its own global data block,

addressed through its own global pointer base value.  Under OSF/1, global data and text symbols are

addressed indirectly through the referencing module’s global address table (GAT), which is itself

addressed relative to the global pointer.  Standard instruction sequences emitted by the compiler deposit

the module’s GAT address in thegp register each time control switches into the module.  The modulegp

values are determined from the target PC on each cross-module call and return.  Like other high-perfor-

mance RISC architectures, the Alpha is deeply pipelined and does not provide a software-readable PC reg-

ister; instead, the calling conventions dictate that the call or return address is always available in a

designated general-purpose register.  The module’sgp value is computed on entry to each procedure as a

static literal offset from the call address, and restored after each return as a literal offset from the return

address.  Thus static data addressing is ultimately PC-relative on the Alpha.

For Opal on the Alpha, all callers of chaste modules address a single copy of the code and its GAT at fixed

addresses.  The load address of the GAT is statically bound as a constant offset from the shared code using

the standard Alpha calling conventions.  This works because the GAT contains addresses for shared sym-
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bols only, which are statically bound and fixed for all callers of the module; thus the GAT itself is immuta-

ble and can be shared.

Suppose, however, that the module is not chaste, that is, its GAT contains an address for a private symbol.

Each instance of the module must address a private copy of the private symbol at a different virtual

address.  Thus the symbol address in the GAT entry must have a different value for different instances of

the module.  This has three troublesome implications:

• Since the GAT entry values differ and the GAT must be stored contiguously, the entire GAT must

itself be treated as private static data, even though it is not modified by the program as it executes.

• If different instances of the GAT are private, the constraints of the single address space dictate that

they must reside at different addresses, like any private static data.  Thus a new copy of the GAT must

be allocated, copied, and relocated by a runtime loader each time the module is instantiated.

• The module’s global pointer base value -- which points into the GAT -- can no longer be computed

PC-relative as a literal offset from the text address (unless the text is copied and relocated as well).

Thus thegp must be saved and restored from memory on cross-module calls.  Section 7.3.3 presents

some proposals for implementinggp switching.

OSF/1 and other private address space systems avoid these difficulties with static data by overloading vir-

tual addresses.  Each instance of a given module exists in a separate virtual address space; the private cop-

ies of its global data typically reside at thesame virtual addresses within those separate address spaces,

although they map to different physical locations for the different copies.  For example, several Unix pro-

cesses executing a shared C image typically reference the program’s global variables using the same stati-

cally determined addresses.

In fact, most modern Unix systems (including OSF/1) defer the cost of copying the multiple instances with

copy-on-write.  That is, multiple instances share a copy of the module’s initial data, until one of them

writes a page, at which time the MMU raises an exception, prompting the supervisor to copy the page and

remap it on the fly.  Copy-on-write increases the cost of private static data, but the cost is incurred only if

the data is actually modified.  In a single address space system, the runtime loader must relocate initial val-

ues of internal references that point into the private sections.  In general, this includes the value of any

symbol (i.e., in a data section) whose value derives from the address of a private symbol; these are stati-

cally determined constants under OSF/1.  (Note that this is independent of whether or not the data is

addressed indirectly through a GAT.)  This generally precludes lazy instantiation with copy-on-write, as

explained in Section 3.3.4.  In Opal, private sections are copied and relocated by a runtime loader at instan-

tiation time.
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7.3.1 Global Data in the Opal Prototype

Our prototype treats each attachment of a module as a separate instance, with a private copy of any global

data.  Each domain has exactly one instance of every module it attaches, and two domains never share an

instance.  This is a simplifying assumption in this section, and a policy in our prototype.  Note, however,

that if the linking conventions support multiple instances in a single address space, then the presence of

protection domains is of no consequence, since thegp base register value of an executing thread alone

determines the instance that thread addresses.  Threads in multiple domains can share an instance, or mul-

tiple instances can be called in the same domain, as determined by the language environment.

The prototype imposes a basic restriction on the use of non-chaste modules.  Each protection domain may

attach only two modules that are not chaste: a “standard” runtime package, and one application module of

its choice.  Note that this is essentially a restriction on granularity: programs may use global variables

freely, but if they do, the entire program must be linked into a single self-contained module, just as in

Ultrix and other Unix-like systems based on static link-and-load.  Our application model is that one mod-

ule in each domain defines private global variables that point to the “roots” of  data structures used from

that domain, which are heap-allocated and possibly shared; other modules will be chaste modules attached

as needed to operate on data structures of particular types.

Opal uses a single global pointer base value for both of the dirty modules called from each domain.   The

instructions in dirty modules are statically processed by a utility calledpurify  to remove any code that

modifies thegp register, and coordinategp offsets among these dirty modules.  Dirty application modules

are assigned offsets that do not conflict with those assigned to any standard module, hence any dirty mod-

ule may share a global block with a standard module.  However,purify  assigns conflicting offsets to differ-

ent non-standard dirty modules, so only one such module can be attached to each domain.

As explained in Section 6.1.3, each newly created protection domain is assigned a default segment in the

Opal prototype.  A contiguous 64Kglobal block is allocated from this segment to store the private static

data of modules called from that domain, addressed from a single global pointer base value.  When a dirty

module is instantiated, the runtime loader copies all writable data sections (including the LITA section for

the GAT) from the module image into the domain’s global block at the offsets assigned bypurify , then it

relocates any value initialized to the address of another private static item.

On the MIPS, the dirty global pointer is the onlygp value ever used by the domain; thegp register of each

thread entering the domain through a portal is initialized to this value.  In the dirty modules, all private data

references are relative to thisgp.  The chaste modules contain nogp-relative references of any kind; the

value of thegp is irrelevant.  The primary role ofpurify  is to convert any absolute private references into
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gp-relative references.  The compiler may use absolute modes (e.g., for “large” data items such as private

static arrays) in order to conserve space in the global block; thuspurify  may cause offset space to be con-

sumed faster.  On the MIPS, under either Ultrix or Opal, linking fails for modules that exhaust their offset

space.  However, under Ultrix, absolute modes may be used to conserve offset space with some perfor-

mance cost; this option is not available for shared modules under Opal.

On the Alpha, all symbols used by a module are addressed through that module’s GAT.  The GATs for dif-

ferent modules used by a domain are addressed through thegp; code sequences for cross-module calls and

returns may change the value in thegp to switch to the active module’s GAT.  As on the MIPS, dirty mod-

ules and standard modules share a single GAT addressed at coordinated offsets through a singlegp value.

Chaste modules change thegp to point into the shared GAT for the module, using the standard conven-

tions.  The basic scheme is thatpurify  nulls out the standardgp switching sequences in dirty modules,

replacing the sequences for outgoing calls to save thegp on the stack, and restore it after the return.  In the

case of cross-module private data references, both the source and target of the reference are dirty modules,

and therefore they will share a global pointer at runtime;resolve must patch instructions that reference pri-

vate data to use the same GAT offset used by the module that defines the symbol.

At present, our Alpha prototype has a severe limitation: a chaste module cannot referenceany symbol

defined by a dirty module.  Procedure references are not permitted because thegp of the callee cannot be

determined.  Global data references are not permitted because a chaste module does not share a global

pointer with the module that defines the symbol, even if that module is the standard runtime package.  In

practice, this prohibits calls toprintf.  These restrictions can be eliminated if each domain’s dirty global

pointer is placed at a fixed offset from the stack base of each of its threads, as described in Section 7.3.3,

but this has not been implemented.

7.3.2 Compiler Interactions

In theory, our assumption of chaste modules is reasonable for some programming styles that shun global

data, particularly the object-oriented style advocated in Chapter 5.  In practice, standard compilers on the

MIPS rarely if ever produce chaste modules, even for programs with no global variables.  Chaste modules

are somewhat easier to obtain on the Alpha, at least for object-oriented code compiled by later versions of

gcc.

Most often, private symbols are global variables defined by the programmer.  However, standard compilers

may define global symbols of their own.  In some cases this is a well-reasoned decision to optimize the

way the data is addressed.  For example, MIPS compilers often place constants in the global section where
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they can be referenced more cheaply usinggp-relative rather than absolute addresses.  Other examples are

for implementation convenience at the expense of performance or generality.  For example, previous ver-

sions ofg++ have defined virtual function tables as writable private data.  Even if the tables are not modi-

fied, these modules cannot be considered chaste on the MIPS, sincegp-relative addressing of any kind is

prohibited in a chaste module.  Moreover, these virtual tables were viewed as writable data of the module

thatcreated the object, thus no thread can call the object’s methods unless (1) it is executing in the same

domain as the thread that created the object, and (2) the module that created the object is still attached to

that domain, and has not been modified.  These restrictions make it impossible to use C++ virtual functions

in shared and persistent data, for code generated by the offending compilers.

These compiler choices are reasonably harmless for a private address space system, but not for a single

address space system, where the cost of private static data is higher.  We encountered one additional unan-

ticipated effect of the single address space on a compiler: some code generated bygcc assumes that the

GAT is located close to the text section at runtime, which is rarely correct for dirty modules instantiated

under Opal.  In this case, the compiler codes some case (switch) statements using a jump table rather than

a sequence of compare-and-branches.  To shorten the jump table, the branch target addresses for the cases

of the switch are represented not as full 64-bit addresses, but as 32-bit offsets from the global pointer.  In a

shared address space it is unlikely that a private global block can be located within 4G of the shared code;

in any case, there is no way to request this in the Opal model.  This problem merely sacrifices an opportu-

nity for a relatively minor reduction in the size of the jump table.  However, it can be fixed only by modify-

ing the compiler.

7.3.3 Global Pointer Management for Shared Modules

For fully general handling of private static data, global pointer values for dirty modules must be switched

on cross-module calls and returns, by some means other than the PC-relative addressing of the standard

Alpha calling conventions.   Of course the caller’sgp can be saved and restored on the stack.  The question

is how to determine the correctgp for the callee.

One approach is for the caller to set thegp of the callee before the call is made.  Thegp of statically linked

target modules can be saved in the caller’s private data, specifically, an array of base pointers mirroring the

fanout table proposed in Section 7.2.4.   One concern with this approach is that the global pointer values

for procedures invoked by runtime linking through a procedure pointer cannot be known; a pointer to a

procedure in a dirty module has no meaning unless it is closed by agp value as well.
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A second alternative is to retain the current scheme of setting the callee’sgp immediately after entry to the

callee, but to determine thegp value by indexing a shared read-only table of global pointer values at fixed

addresses near each active module.  The table is writable only to the linkage server, which fills ingp values

as the module is instantiated.  Procedures in the module load the module’sgp from an entry in the table

that corresponds to the current context, indexed by a reserved register that holds the current “instance

group” identifier (e.g., a protection domain identifier).  Disadvantages of this solution are (1) only a fixed

number of instance groups can be accommodated, (2) managing instance goup identifiers is tedious, and

(3) it consumes an extra register and non-negligible amounts of physical memory.

Perhaps the best alternative is to store the global pointer values for each thread in a table reached at runtime

through its thread descriptor.  As explained in Section 6.2.1, thread stacks in our Opal prototype are

aligned so that a thread can reach its descriptor by masking bits off its stack pointer.  The same trick can be

used to load global pointer values from the base of the stack with a canned instruction pair.  The disadvan-

tages of this scheme are (1) it accommodates only a small fixed number of dirty modules for each “instance

group” (as in our current prototype), (2) the table slot for each dirty module must be statically determined

(restricting certain combinations of dirty modules), and (3) the global pointer table must be initialized in

advance for each thread.  All threads in an instance group could share a global pointer array at the expense

of an extra memory reference on each cross-module call and return.

Whichever scheme we choose for dirty modules, we cannot avoid copying and relocating the entire GAT at

instantiation time, even when it may be only a small number of entries that change.  One proposal for

reducing the amount of copied data is to divide the LITAs and GATs in two, astatic part that is immutable,

and adynamic part that is relocated at instantiation time. DLLs on OSF/1 are split in a similar fashion so

that the statically linked part can be virtually copied using copy-on-write.  However, in OSF/1, both parts

of the GAT are addressed through the same global pointer.  To use this scheme in Opal, each module must

have two global pointers.  Of course, the staticgp could be computed PC-relative using the standard Alpha

calling convention.   However, an additional instruction sequence would be needed for each cross-module

call and return to restore the secondgp, and an extra register is consumed.

7.4  Summary

Opal supports uniform dynamic code sharing throughglobal static linking, in which shared symbols are

statically linked into the persistent single address space.  Global static linking combines the benefits of

static and dynamic linking:
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• It supports a degree of dynamic code sharing comparable to the most advanced private address space

systems using dynamic linking.

• It statically binds the addresses of shared symbols.  This reduces runtime overheads for dynamic link-

ing, and produces more efficient call sequences on some architectures, including the MIPS.  (How-

ever, this benefit may be reduced on the 64-bit Alpha, where all static symbol addressing is indirect

unless link-time optimizations are applied.)

• Pointers to all procedures and data items are globally meaningful and can be freely passed and shared.

The single address space makes it possible to combine the benefits of static and dynamic linking in this

way.  Private address space systems can achieve similar results by globally reserving the address ranges

assigned to shared libraries (as in the “Quickstart” facility in OSF/1), moving toward a shared address

space.  As with the other examples we have given, the price of the flexible sharing made possible by the

single address space is that mechanisms are needed to structure and manage the sharing.  In this case, Opal

needs additional support to allow (1) automatic rebinding to new versions of code modules, and (2) auto-

matic reclaiming of old versions of code modules.

The Opal prototype has achieved uniform procedure sharing, but only for code modules that do not use pri-

vate static data, for example, pure object-oriented C++ code.  For code modules with private static data, the

promise of fully uniform sharing -- multiple instances sharing the module’s code, but with a private ver-

sions of its writable data -- is tainted by additional runtime overheads and restrictions on the number of

shared modules that can be attached in each protection domain.  We have explored several alternatives for

sharing code with private static data by saving and restoring base pointers, but there is no perfect solution.

In short, the single address space offers flexible sharing benefits for some programming styles that we con-

sider to be reasonable, even preferable (i.e., object-oriented programming), but it imposes some restric-

tions and load-time costs if global variables are used frequently.
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Design of an Opal Cluster  8

Previous chapters have focused on use of a single address space for uniform sharing of code and data

within the memory of a single node.  This chapter proposes to broaden the single address space con-

cept to support sharing ofpersistent anddistributed data across a homogeneous cluster of machines

with a long-term storage repository.  It describes extensions to the Opal model and prototype to sup-

port anetwork virtual store, in which segments of virtual memory are preserved on long-term stor-

age and accessed from remote nodes with ordinaryload andstore instructions to their assigned

addresses in a cluster-wide virtual address space.  This is appealing in part because programs can

access stored data across the cluster in the same manner as local data, using memory-mapped I/O

handled implicitly by the virtual memory system, without converting formats as data moves through

the cluster.

The concept of a network virtual store combines elements from many predecessors.  Memory-

mapped long-term storage originated with Atlas [KELS62] and was fundamental to Multics; it is

supported today by file mapping facilities in most modern operating systems.  The Bubba project

[CFW90] at MCC and preceding work [Tha86] developed the idea of combining mapped storage

with persistent virtual address bindings to form a truesingle-level store.  Several capability-based

architectures, including the Intel 432 and the IBM System/38 and AS/400, support capability

addresses in their file systems.  The Monads architecture and operating system extended persistent

capability-based addressing to a workstation cluster above a coherent paged virtual memory.  The

creators of Monads view uniform support for cluster-wide sharing and persistence as the primary

motivation for a single virtual address space.  Certainly the ability to accommodate these extensions

naturally and uniformly is one of the model’s strengths.

Our goal is to build on the successes of these earlier systems, by extending the Opal model, interface,

and implementation to support fully uniform addressing of persistent and distributed data on stan-

dard 64-bit processors.  Although few of the extensions proposed in this chapter are operational in
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our Opal prototype at the time of this writing, distribution and persistence concerns dictated a number of

fundamental design choices for the Opal system.  The single virtual address space is a key aspect of a

larger vision to exploit the new potential for memory mapped data access brought by large virtual address

spaces, and the tighter coupling of workstations made possible by advancing network technology.

System support for flexible, transparent memory protection is central to the Opal system, and is critical for

controlling access to data in a network virtual store.  Our design extends Opal’s protection and communi-

cation facilities so that protection domains can be instantiated automatically for operations on the data they

protect.  In particular, software capabilities that name user-defined protected objects (Chapter 8) are valid

across the network as long as the named objects exist.  This is important since these capabilities -- like vir-

tual addresses -- can be passed across the network or stored in long-term data.  Protected objects and capa-

bilities are implemented in the runtime system using protection domains and portals; the capability name

space is extended to include distributed and persistent objects by means of new kernel facilities for (1)

assigning uniform portal names above the persistent network virtual address space, and (2) instantiating

protection domains dynamically when their portals are referenced.

This chapter is organized as follows.  Section 8.1 explains the motivation for a network virtual address

space using an application example and discusses some of the critical issues.   Section 8.2 outlines the clus-

ter extensions to the Opal prototype and its kernel interface.  Section 8.3 proposes extensions to the protec-

tion system and portal facility.

8.1  Motivation and Overview

To motivate a cluster-wide persistent virtual memory, we return to the application example introduced in

Chapter 2, an integrated aircraft CAD/CAE system used by the Boeing Company, and under continuing

development by Boeing’s High Performance Design Systems (HPDS) group.  Distributed access to persis-

tent data structures is fundamental to this system: CAD artifacts are saved on long-term storage, then

retrieved across a network for revisions or other processing by CAD tools on engineering workstations.

The important question is what storage infrastructure best supports collaborative data sharing for applica-

tions of this nature.

At the core of Boeing’s current aircraft CAD environment is a centralized database system inhabiting a

large and growing cluster of IBM 3090 mainframes.  The database describes the aircraft parts and their

relationships, and indexes tens of thousands of geometry files for manipulation on graphics workstations

connected to the IBM cluster.  This system has met Boeing’s needs for many years, but it increasingly suf-

fers from performance and scalability problems.  In particular, it is poorly matched to the needs of the new
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CAD tools developed by HPDS, which have three basic properties that were not anticipated by the original

database system.

• Decentralized structure.  Many of the new tools are inherently decentralized: they run close to the dis-

play and make intensive use of specialized high-performance graphics hardware.  These tools must

repeatedly query the database server to fetch needed data structures, typically before they begin exe-

cuting.

• User-defined data types and schemas.  The HPDS tools are written in standard programming lan-

guages such as C++, whose data formats do not fit naturally in the predefined database schemas.

These tools retrieve part records from the database and convert record formats to rebuild their internal

structures in local virtual memory on each run.  Intermediate results are often discarded and recom-

puted from scratch.

• Pointer-based navigation.  The HPDS tools use pointer-based data structures, directly representing

relationships among aircraft parts.  Pointers allow efficient traversal because they specify the location

of the target, but they cannot be represented directly in the database.  For example, in a relational data-

base, these links might be represented using part number key fields traversed by associative lookups.

Boeing’s HPDS group is exploring alternative database technologies that can efficiently incorporate new

programs and information structures as they are developed.  New CAD tools must be melded to the data-

base in a scalable way, given anticipated order-of-magnitude growth in the size of the databases and design

teams for future projects.  Common operations, such as verifying part fits and spatial relationships, must

execute quickly to conserve precious design time and reduce costs.

8.1.1 Persistent Stores

The problems facing Boeing are not unique.  The causes and solutions for these problems have been

debated in the database community since Maier identified the “impedance mismatch” between CAD appli-

cations and traditional databases [Mai89].   To better serve the needs of these applications and others,per-

sistent stores have evolved that directly support  storage and sharing of CAD design information and other

pointer-based data structures.  With these systems, user programs (e.g., CAD tools) fetch data incremen-

tally from a shared repository on the network and operate on a locally cached image; the system handles I/

O automatically as programs navigate through the data by referencing language symbols and traversing

pointers.  Table 8-1 presents an interface to a simple persistent store.

This approach originated with POMS [ABC+83,CAC84], a persistent runtime system for the language PS-

Algol, which was designed primarily to free programmers from the the burden of converting stored data
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structures to and from flat byte-stream file formats.  In Boeing’s environment, persistent stores allow CAD

tools to explicitly represent commonly needed parts relationships (e.g., spatial and functional) in the data-

base.  Arbitrary program-generated data structures can be preserved and retrieved easily, encouraging

caching and sharing of intermediate results and data views computed by CAD tools.

Persistent stores are rapidly gaining commercial acceptance, with a number of successful products now on

the market (e.g., [MS86,LLOW91,Deu91]).  Most current commercial offerings areobject-oriented data-

bases (OODBs) augmented with database features such as query processors, schema definition languages,

and indexing facilities.  OODBs are distinguished from the earliernetwork database model by extensible

user-defined database schemas and type-checked pointers.  In many systems, the details of dereferencing

object IDs is hidden by the language operator for pointer dereference.

Implementation of these pointers is a fundamental problem for persistent stores.  As with other forms of

sharing, pointers in a shared persistent store must have a consistent interpretation across all threads access-

ing the data.  On current operating systems with private virtual address spaces, virtual addresses in persis-

tent or distributed data generally lose their meaning when imported into a program’s virtual memory,

because incoming data is bound late and will not normally occupy the same addresses in each client.  Most

systems use software-interpreted pointers (object IDs) translated to virtual addresses at runtime, typically

by hashing or indexing into a mapping table that contains the actual address of the item in virtual memory,

if it is resident.  Software pointers have been used in distributed programming languages (e.g., Emerald

and Orca [BT88]), most persistent stores, and all commercial OODBs. Many of these systems also employ

some form ofpointer swizzling: object IDs are overwritten in place with virtual addresses when brought

into memory or registers, to amortize the translation cost over multiple uses of the same pointer.

Pointer representation is tightly intertwined with cache management, which largely determines the perfor-

mance and scalability of persistent stores.  The pointer dereference operator must efficiently locate resident

Table 8-1: A simple runtime interface to a hypothetical persistent store.

Transaction.Begin/Commit/Abort.Accesses to the store are grouped as transactions
to preserve database consistency in the presence of sharing and failures.

Container.CreateObject (Type objectType) returnsObjectID . Create a new object in a
designated container, a unit of the persistent store.

NameService.EnterName (String name,ObjectID  pointer,Type objectType).Regis-
ter a typed name-to-pointer mapping.

NameService.Lookup (String name,ObjectID  pointer,Type expected).Retrieve  a
type-checked pointer to a symbolically named object in the store.

ObjectID .Dereference () returnsAddress.  Fetch the named object from the store if it
is not already cached locally; return the virtual address of the cached copy.
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objects in memory, while trapping references to nonresident objects.  The system must prefetch and dis-

card data in the cache to reduce access latencies and make the best use of available physical memory.

These fetches and discards must synchronize with pointer translation; the system must trap traversals to

recently discarded objects, and suspend traversals to in-transit objects until they arrive, to prevent incorrect

behavior or duplication of objects in the cache.  These needs add to the cost of software pointers, and they

can be particulary difficult if swizzling is used.

8.1.2 A Network Virtual Address Space

A single address space operating system such as Opal can simplify many aspects of persistent storage man-

agement.  As explained in previous chapters, Opal permits direct sharing of cached information among

CAD tools on each workstation,  which reduces copying and communication overhead.  Current tools in

Boeing’s environment communicate through reads and writes to the shared database, unnecessarily loading

the network and server.  In most systems, sharing is difficult because tools convert data into process-private

pointer structures.  Under Opal these structures are easily shared and embedded pointers always have a

consistent meaning.

This chapter explores a more ambitious prospect: use of anextended single address space as an alternative

foundation for naming and cache management in network persistent stores. We propose to extend the Opal

system to support a network virtual store, a cluster-wide single address space in which segments of the net-

work virtual memory can be made persistent and recoverable.  In such a system, virtual address pointers

always have a uniform meaning; each object resides at a unique and stable virtual address, even when it is

not in active use by any application.  Links in distributed and persistent data can be represented as ordinary

virtual addresses interpreted directly by the machine.  Cluster members exchange native addresses through

messages, and data structures are saved directly on long-term storage and retrieved without the need to

translate internal pointers.  Database-format object IDs and surrogates are not necessary, although they are

of course not prohibited.

A primary benefit of this approach is that storage access ismemory-mapped: the virtual memory page

manager, which controls physical memory allocation and the address mapping hardware, also handles the

closely related functions of naming and buffering for persistent and distributed data.  Data fetching, cach-

ing, pointer trapping, and pointer interpretation are handled in a unified way by the virtual memory system

with the aid of MMU traps to (1) detect references to nonresident pages, and (2) synchronize memory ref-

erences with page fetches and discards.  This implies that Opal’s strict single virtual-physical mapping is

relaxed across the cluster as a whole; that is, a given virtual address may resolve to different physical pages

on different nodes.  What is important is that (1) each node has a single mapping and (2) addresses have a
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consistent interpretation across the cluster.  Within this framework there is a great deal of  flexibility for

cache management and consistency, as we shall see.

It is widely agreed that memory-mapped database access is preferable in many respects to the traditional

separation of buffer management functions into a user-level manager operating within a private virtual

memory.  This two-level caching structure leads to well-known problems with duplication of function and

redundant effort, including double paging, unnecessary data copying, and false dirtying of pages contain-

ing clean buffers.  Many of these problems are avoided in commercial database systems by statically

reserving physical memory for the database buffers.  However, this approach is not easily extended to CAD

database systems, in which multiple tools are active simultaneously, each with its own database cache.

Only the central page manager can determine globally fair and efficient tradeoffs among competing uses of

physical memory on each node.  The inability to control these tradeoffs sensibly is a primary barrier to

scale in current CAD database systems using two-level buffering.

Use of mapped memory, however, relies on operating system mechanisms to support other necessary data-

base functions.  Foremost among these is the need for special physical storage management to ensure that

all clients see a consistent view of the data.  The system must capture updates to local pages, and propagate

those updates in a controlled way to nonvolatile backing storage and/or cached copies of those pages in the

memories of other nodes.  Page faults of shared pages must deliver the correct version of the page.  Related

needs include transactional synchronization and update, controlled prefetching and discard, aborted

updates, integrity checking, and garbage collection.  The ability of mapped databases to support these and

other necessary functions in a flexible and efficient way is still controversial in some quarters.

We contend that most of the conservative arguments against mapped databases [Sto81], while often cited,

have faded over a decade of architectural advances and structural improvements in operating systems.

These advances include 64-bit virtual addressing, efficient handling of sparse address spaces, threads and

RPC, and extensible virtual memory management.  Some technical problems remain, but it will be possible

in the near future to construct a complete database environment at user level above a mapped memory sub-

strate provided by a general-purpose operating system kernel.  For example, protocols for recoverable and

coherent virtual memory have undergone almost ten years of refinement, and a wide variety of protocols

now exist, supported by programmable virtual memory interfaces on newer operating system kernels.  We

defer discussion of specific policies to Section 8.2.6.

Recent advances notwithstanding, it is important to acknowledge the limits and difficulties of a network

virtual store for a complex database environment like Boeing’s.  The data management problems handled

by database systems do not simply disappear in a network address space.  In particular, uniform addressing
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alone is not sufficient to preserve the continuity of virtual address pointers in persistent data.  A virtual

address is a machine-dependent reference to one version of an object at a fixed location in a particular clus-

ter address space; it must be relocated if its target is copied or moved to a different part of the address

space, e.g., for compaction or reclustering, or to introduce a new version of an evolving structure.  A

pointer must also be relocated if it or its target is transferred to a node with different data representations or

a different addressing domain (e.g., to a narrow-address machine or a different cluster).

All of these issues must be dealt with in some form by any network persistent store.  The purpose of a net-

work address space is not to entirelyeliminate existing mechanisms to process and convert pointer-based

data structures, but rather to reduce thefrequency with which those mechanisms are applied.  In particular,

the network address space can eliminate the need for conversion for the most common transfers: between

programs on a single node, between memory and long-term storage, and between homogeneous nodes

within the cluster.  This can be viewed as “caching” an efficient machine-dependent representation of the

data, while retaining the ability to convert to a machine-independent format in exceptional cases, e.g.,

transmission outside of the local addressing domain.

Opal was designed as a foundation for such a mapped network repository.  Mapped persistent and distrib-

uted data are special cases of shared memory, the basic focus of this dissertation.  The mechanisms and

issues discussed in previous chapters for code binding, symbolic naming, synchronization, and protection

of shared data all apply directly in the context of a network virtual store.  Within each node, pure protection

domains can be used to prevent cooperating database tools from viewing or modifying parts of the data-

Figure 8-1: Sharing and cooperation in networked cluster virtual memories.

Two homogeneous Opal clusters connected by a network.  Inter-cluster data sharing
requires by-value communication of linearized or “swizzled” (relocated) data.  Intra-clus-
ter sharing uses distributed shared memory with cooperative caching of cluster data in the
memories of the cluster nodes.
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base not directly required for their function, without impeding sharing of the cached state when access per-

missions naturally overlap, e.g., the output of one CAD tool is the input of another.  Across the cluster, the

uniform address space allows database cache managment to be viewed as a distributed shared memory

problem, to which techniques developed for high-performance distributed-parallel programming can be

applied, including synchronized client-to-client data transfers and relaxed consistency [GLL+90].

In summary, we believe that architectural support for large, sparse virtual memories is the catalyst for

wider use of memory-mapped storage access, which will ultimately offer the best performance and scal-

ability for integrated information-intensive applications like Boeing’s collaborative CAD system.  Various

operating system advances have combined to make this approach viable on a large scale.  Opal and the

extensions proposed in this chapter build on these advances with (1) a network-wide, persistent virtual

address space, (2) flexible primitives for protecting data in the virtual memory store, and (3) system hooks

for configurable data management within the global virtual memory.   These features support persistent

and distributed pointer structures in a natural, uniform, and efficient way, replacing the software pointer

techniques commonly used above private address space systems on 32-bit architectures.

8.2  Extending Opal for a Network Virtual Store

This section describes additions to the prototype structure outlined in Chapter 6, to extend the Opal system

facilities across a cluster with a persistent network virtual address space.  The network virtual store is a

conceptually simple extension to the Opal model already defined:

• Opal segments can be made logically persistent by means of persistent reference counts, as described

in Section 4.4.  Objects allocated from memory pools in persistent segments continue to exist at their

assigned virtual addresses.  In essence, memory pools are equivalent to the “containers” in Table 8-1.

• Storage and address space for persistent segments is accounted by resource groups, which persist as

long as they contain persistent resources or until they are explicitly destroyed.

• The system must partition the virtual address space across the cluster so that each virtual address has

a unique meaning across the cluster, and so that segments can be located using theAttachByAddress

interface.  Symbolic name spaces must also be distributed in some fashion.

• Capabilities that name the Opal system objects (segments, protection domains, and resource groups)

must be valid from anywhere in the cluster.  Also, capabilities for persistent objects must remain valid

as long as those objects exist.
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This section explains our implementation approach and explores some tradeoffs and unresolved problems.

Two basic design considerations should be noted in advance.  First, cluster members act autonomously

whenever possible, so that the network will generally have no performance impact unless data is shared

across the network at a fine grain.  Second, client workstations in the cluster are trusting only to the extent

that user code directs them to share resources.  Damage from a failed or corrupt node is limited to threads

that depend (transitively) on resources shared with that node.  The design assumes that network communi-

cation is authenticated and secure, as explained below.

Section 8.2.1 is an overview of the cluster architecture and how nodes communicate and share data.  Sec-

tion 8.2.2 describes how the network address space is partitioned across the nodes in the cluster, and Sec-

tion 8.2.3 explains how each node manages its data, and accesses data allocated on other nodes.  Section

8.2.4 outlines the handling of capability-based operations on Opal system objects.  Section 8.2.5 and Sec-

tion 8.2.6 discuss some issues for managing recoverable objects and segments in the cluster.

8.2.1 Cluster Structure and Inter-Node Communication

An Opal cluster consists of a trustedcluster server and a collection of untrusted client nodes.  Each node

runs an instance of the Opal server described in Section 6.1, which is viewed as anagent of a logically dis-

tributed Opal service.  In our current prototype, the cluster server is an Alpha OSF/1 system running a Net-

work File System (NFS) server and a modified version of the Opal server (themaster agent).  The cluster

server coordinates the actions of the clients and provides all backing storage for the global virtual memory,

accessed by client nodes through the NFS paging server described in Section 6.1.2.

Peer agents cooperate directly to manage sharing and maintain a uniform space of capabilities for Opal

system objects.  For example, peer agents can share segments in part by exchanging NFS file handle tokens

so they may page data from shared backing files on the cluster server.  Communication among the agents is

currently based on Open Network Computing (ONC) RPC, a public domain RPC facility developed by

Sun Microsystems for NFS and other Unix-based distributed services.  ONC RPC bindings can be passed

by value.

To arrange RPC connections among client agents, each cluster node is uniquely identified by anode num-

ber; any agent may obtain an RPC binding for any peer agent by node number.  The master agent maintains

a table of node numbers and RPC bindings for all active agents; other agents keep local caches of the cen-

tral node tables.   Each agent receives its node number at boot time, along with the network adress of the

cluster server, which can be used to obtain a binding for the master agent from an ONC binding clerk.  The

booting agent registers with the master agent, passing its node number and a binding for itself.  Updates to
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the central node tables propagate lazily to the rest of the network; each node service peer agent lazily accu-

mulates RPC bindings for the nodes it interacts with.  These cached tables may become stale as nodes

arrive and depart asynchonously without global notification.  Stale RPC bindings in the cache are detected

on use and refreshed by retrieving a new binding from the master agent.

8.2.2 Managing the Network Address Space

Partitioning of the network address space is hierarchical.  The master agent allocates large fixed-size

chunks of address space on request from client nodes.  Each node subdivides its chunks to satisfy segment

allocation requests from local threads.  Thus most segments are allocated locally without contacting the

cluster server, and the segments allocated throughout the network are assigned disjoint address ranges.

Chunks are small enough to ensure that there are many more chunks than nodes, to handle unbalanced

allocation if nodes consume address space at different rates; however, the maximum segment size is lim-

ited by the chunk size.  A full 64-bit virtual address space could provide, for example, one million 16-ter-

abyte chunks, perhaps sufficient for a network of a few thousand nodes.

The master agent maintains a complete record (thechunk table) of allocated chunks and the node numbers

of their owners.  Clients use this information to locate segments forAttachByAddress.  Remotely owned

segments are located by querying the cluster server for the owner of the containing chunk, and forwarding

the request to the owner.  Chunk ownership requests are most often satisfied from a local client cache of

the chunk table, acquired lazily in a manner similar to the node cache of RPC bindings.  Stale chunk map-

pings can occur only when chunks are returned to the cluster server, but in any case they can be detected on

attempt to attach a segment within the chunk, trusting the previous owner to report that the entry is invalid.

Table 8-2: Basic client-to-master RPC interface for clustered Opal systems.

ClusterParams: {Address start,ByteCount chunksize,ByteCount rootsize}.
Address space parameters fixed for the lifetime of the cluster.

ChunkInfo : {Address start,NFSHandle dir, NFSHandle root}. Chunk descriptor,
conferring ownership of a chunk and its backing file pool directory.

CheckinNode (NodeID, RPCHandle) returns (ClusterParams, ChunkInfo ). Join a
cluster as an agent with an authenticated node number,.  Receive cluster parame-
ters and an initial chunk, including agent’s root segment.

ResolveNodeID (NodeID) returnsRPCHandle. Request an RPC binding for a peer
agent, specifying its node number.

AllocateChunk () returnsChunkInfo . Allocate a fresh chunk of address space to be
owned and managed by the calling agent.

ChunkOwner  (Address) returnsNodeID. Determine the owning node of the chunk
containing the specified virtual address.
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Note that larger networks can be accommodated by extending the allocation hierarchy.  This changes our

trust rules somewhat: each agent must trust all servers on its path up to the root of the cluster, and down the

branch to any other agent whose resources it uses.  One weakness of hierarchical address space allocation

is that it is difficult to reclaim address space at the chunk level, since any chunk is likely to contain allo-

cated segments at any time.

8.2.3 Network Segment Pools

Each chunk of address space is managed by its owning node as a separate self-containedsegment pool

(Section 6.1.1), backed by a separate directory of backing files (afile pool) on the cluster server.  Segment

pools are self-described by aroot segment occupying a fixed-size block of address space at the base of the

pool’s chunk.  The root segment is a persistent heap containing all metadata structures pertaining to the

pool, including address space allocation and mapping tables,Segment andSegmentRef objects, and access

control lists for published segments.  When the master agent assigns a chunk to a client node, it creates the

file pool directory and a root backing file within that directory, and passes the NFS file handle tokens for

the directory and root file to the owning client agent.  The agent  attaches the root segment backing file at

its assigned address, initializes the root segment in its virtual memory, and usesMemoryPool primitives

internally to allocate chunk metadata from the root segment.  The segment pool and backing file directory

are managed and paged as described in Section 6.1.1 and Section 6.1.2.

Because each chunk is self-contained, chunk ownership can transfer to another node if the original owner

fails or retires, so that its persistent resources can continue to be served on the network.  Thisfail over

involves updating the central chunk table and passing the pool’s root segment token to the new owner.  The

single virtual address space guarantees that the metadata for any segment pool can be attached and inter-

preted by any agent. However, no agent can access another agent’s pools or segments unless the owning

agent or cluster server grants it the required NFS tokens.  Note also that all metadata sharing is sequential

and validated before use; agents are mutually distrustful and never share data concurrently.

Within each client agent, the chunk table holds pointers to theSegmentPool objects for all chunks owned

by that node.  LocalAttachByAddress andNewSegment  requests are satisfied by first determining the con-

tainingSegmentPool (e.g., by indexing the chunk table), then delegating the request to that pool.  These

operations typically complete without network activity.

Each agent maintains a private localsurrogate segment pool for each remotely owned chunk that contains

segments attached locally.  A surrogate pool is aSegmentPool object with the same interface, procedures,

and data structures as an ordinary segment pool.  Like an ordinarySegmentPool, a surrogate pool is
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indexed by the local chunk table entry for its chunk.  The surrogate pool contains information about the

chunk and its segments, obtained from the master agent and the chunk’s owner, as depicted in Figure 8-2.

The surrogate pool’s address map and segment table contain private cached records for locally attached

segments from the remote chunk, containing the segment’s address range and NFS backing file token.

Note that surrogate pools never access the chunk’s metadata.  For example, new segments cannot be cre-

ated in a surrogate pool; only the chunk’s owning node can allocate segments from the chunk.

8.2.4 Handling Remote Opal Resources

In our current prototype, remotely owned segments may be attached only by symbolic name or by virtual

address, using variants ofLookupName andAttachByAddress described in Chapter 4.  Our prototype uses a

central global name server built into the master agent; aLookupName request deflects to the master agent if

the requested name is not defined locally.

To generalize the full Opal interface to operations on remote objects, capabilities must have a consistent

interpretation across the cluster.  This is needed, for example, to attach a remote segment by capability, or

to charge a newly created segment to a remote resource group.  The scheme for interpreting capabilities for

remote objects has three basic elements.

Table 8-3: Basic peer-to-peer RPC protocol for clustered Opal systems.

SegInfo: {Address start,ByteCount len,NFSHandle file}. Segment descriptor,
allowing the receiving agent to attach the segment and page it locally.

SegRefInfo: {SegInfo seg,SegProt perms,SegmentRef ref}. Descriptor for a Seg-
mentRef, specifying permissions and capability.

ResolveAddress (Address gva) returnsSegRefInfo. Look up a published segment by
probing address mapping structures with a contained address.

SegmentRef.Reference ().Acquire a reference for a remoteSegmentRef.

SegmentRef.Release ().Notify an agent that all local reference counts on a remote
SegmentRef have been released.

ResourceGroup.Reference ().Notify that a local resource is charged to a remote
resource group: validate the group, and register the calling agent for a callback
(DestroyGroupNotify) if the group is destroyed.

ResourceGroup.Release ().Notify that all local resources in the remote group have
been released, releasing the request for aDestroyGroupNotify callback.

ResourceGroup.Destroy (ResourceGroup parent).Destroy a remote resource group,
presenting a capability for the group and its parent.

DestroyGroupNotify  (ResourceGroup rgc). Notify a remote agent that a locally
owned group in which it had a registered interest is being destroyed.
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• All operations on any Opal object are initially received by the agent on the node where the call origi-

nated.  Every Opal agent serves the same statically determined portal IDs, thus a capability for any

Opal object in the cluster always binds to the local agent.

• The receiving agent determines if each argument for an incoming call is a local or remote object.  An

object’shome node can be determined from its capability: it is the owner of the chunk containing the

object’s guard, determined from the guard address in the capability.

• Some operations on remote objects are handled from a localsurrogate for the object.   For example,

most segment operations are handled from cached state in a surrogate segment pool, as described

above.  Most resource group operations are also handled locally.  Table 8-3 presents a partial peer-

peer interface for these objects.  Other operations (e.g., attaches to remote protection domains) are

simply forwarded to the object’s home node.

The challenge of this scheme is that each agent must trap incoming calls on remote objects in a way that

does not impact performance for operations on local objects.  The chunk table must be indexed for each

incoming capability to determine if it is local or remote.  If the object has a locally cached surrogate, it is

located by hashing.  Section 8.3.2 discusses extending this scheme to user-defined services.

Remote resource groups illustrate how surrogate objects can be used.  Each agent keeps a local surrogate

for each remote resource group with local members.  If a local resource is charged to a remote group, the

Figure 8-2: Managing a shared segment pool in a network address space.
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local agent registers an interest in the group with the group’s home node using theReference function in

Table 8-3.  Additional local objects can be charged to the group without contacting its home node.  When

the last local resource is removed from the cached group, the surrogate is discarded and the home node is

notified withRelease.  Requests to destroy a resource group are forwarded directly to the owning agent,

which validates the request and notifies all interested agents of the event withDestroyGroupNotify.  Each

agent can always release its own resources, regardless of their group.  However, no agent can manipulate a

remote group unless the needed capabilities are explicitly granted to that agent.  For example, no agent can

destroy a remote group unless it possesses capabilities for both the group and its parent, both of which

must have been passed to it by user code.

8.2.5 Persistence of Opal Resources

Distribution is closely tied to recoverability, since nodes can fail independently.  For example, any Opal

resource that is referenced by another node must be retained even if its owning node fails and recovers.  If

the holder of the reference fails, it must not “lose” the reference.  In addition, each agent must retain

objects made persistent through the resource control primitives.

Section 6.1.6 explained how an agent recovers its internal state and lazily rebuilds the underlying micro-

kernel state after a shutdown.  In the cluster, the agent’s root segment and epoch are provided by the master

agent when the restarting node registers with the cluster server.  The cluster server preserves chunks and

backing files assigned to a downed node, thus all persistent state created by the node can be recovered at

the assigned addresses.  Some internal structures (e.g., the chunk table and node table) are discarded and

rebuilt lazily on the clients. Capabilities for Opal resources are stable across restarts, because every agent

serves on statically defined portal IDs, and validates capabilities through guards recovered at stable virtual

addresses.

This outline for handling persistent Opal resources assumes that metadata updates are propagated to back-

ing files in a controlled way, so as to leave them in a consistent state.  Our current prototype handles only

planned shutdowns, in which modified pages are flushed to their backing files.   As explained in Section

8.2.6, we plan for each agent to commit records for operations on persistent internal state, to be scanned

and reapplied on recovery.

Agents of an Opal cluster cannot always recover from failures independently of other nodes in the net-

work.  Although most agent state is private, node recovery must be coordinated if cross-node resource ref-

erences are held.  For example, agents may charge local resources to each other’s resource groups, or hold

local references on remoteSegmentRefs.  These cases are equivalent, so we consider the case of a local
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resource charged to a remote group.  In this case, both theholder of the reference and theowner of the ref-

erenced group must keep a recoverable record of the reference.  The owner’s record is committed first; if

the owner fails, it will recognize the reference on recovery, and retain the group even if it has no local

members.  However, there are several difficulties if theholder fails.

• If the holder fails before committing its record, then the resource may persist incorrectly until the

group is destroyed.  This is inelegant, but the holder can prevent it at some cost by committing an

intention before registering the reference, and checking recently committed intentions on recovery.

• The failed node’s resource references will never be released until it recovers.  We assume that all

failed agents eventually recover, or that the resources of a permanently failed agent are failed over to

another agent (see Section 8.2.3).

• If the group is destroyed while the failed holder is unreachable, theDestroyGroupNotify message must

be held (e.g., by the master) and passed to the agent when it recovers.

All non-trivial distributed services face similar problems.  Alternative solutions include: (1)  streamline the

failure guarantees to allow a “stateless” protocol such as NFS, (2) rebuild some persistent state of a recov-

ered node by calls from its peers [Mog94], and (3) use a fully general two-phase commit protocol.  In this

case, the distributed state must be retained across failures of both the holderand the owner, so the first two

alternatives are inadequate, but the operations are simple enough that general two-phase commit is unnec-

essary.

8.2.6 Coherency and Recoverability

This section has outlined the implementation of an Opal cluster, on the assumption that segments of the

global virtual memory -- including metadata segments -- can be made recoverable and/or coherent.  Our

current prototype uses limited physical storage management policies for consistency: persistent segment

pages are flushed to the backing file on last detach, and all segments are flushed on shutdown.  This policy

is sufficient for sequential segment sharing across the cluster, and persistence in the absence of failures, but

more general solutions are needed.

As stated in earlier chapters, most aspects of data management in Opal are under the control of user code;

many data models and data management policies are possible, and the operating system should not dictate

a single solution.  Policies for consistent storage management should be selected on a segment grain, in

this case provided bycache managers involving some combination of support from the compiler, runtime

system, and custom paging servers using kernel interfaces for application-controlled memory manage-

ment.  For example, the external memory management interfaces in first-generation microkernels such as
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Mach [You89] and Chorus [ARS89] permits user control over page protection and fault handling, which

can transparently support a range of consistency protocols [Duc89, SZ90, LH89] and other data manage-

ment services surveyed in [AL91].  More recent extensible operating systems have refined these interfaces

further [HK93]; some interfaces also allow control over page cache residency to improve performance

[HC92,LCC94].  Programmable kernels are currently a focus of intensive research, and we anticipate a

continuing trend toward more flexible and efficient facilities for application control over memory manage-

ment.

Modern high-performance protocols for recoverable and coherent memory often rely on directives from

the compiler, runtime system, or user code.  For example, fine-grained or “multiple-writer” protocols [e.g.,

KCZ92] with relaxed consistency models [GLL+90] are driven by synchronization primitives.  Similarly,

recoverability may be based on transaction or checkpoint primitives, perhaps augmented with cache con-

trol directives (e.g., prefetch and discard).  Some consistency prototcols rely on marking of modified byte

ranges by user code, or object-grained coherency as we have advocated with Amber [CAL+89].  These

approaches are compatible with Opal’s network virtual address space; indeed, we believe that they are

required for good performance.  The consistency guarantees for each segment are defined by a “contract”

between its cache manager and the user programs accessing that segment.  A user program that does not

observe the conventions required by the contract (e.g., proper use of synchronization or commit primitives)

may experience poor performance or an inconsistent view of the segment.  Different contracts may be in

effect for different segments in the global address space, reflecting a continuum of consistency solutions

balancing transparency and performance.

Physical storage management concerns are the primary focus of continuing research in the Opal group.

This research has produced several papers and prototypes, but the mechanisms have not been integrated

into our Opal prototype.  For example, we are building a transactional cache manager intended for the col-

laborative design environments discussed earlier.  In this system, transactions are threads operating on vir-

tual memory with user-level synchronization.  Each transaction executes within a single node, updating

locally cached pages from one or more segments.  Modified byte ranges are written to a log segment on

commit; log records are scanned and reapplied on recovery.  Log records are propagated to peer nodes with

cached copies of modified segment data, to keep these caches consistent.  We described a prototype of this

transactionallog-based coherency approach in [FCNL94].

The transactional cache manager prototype is based on the logging and recovery package described in

[SMK+93], which is incompatible with memory-mapped segments.  Each segment is read into transient

virtual memory when it is attached, and is paged to a local swap area to prevent pageouts from overwriting

the backing file with uncommitted data.  To support fine-grained transaction commit in mapped memory,
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we intend toshadow backing files at the file server.  Shadowing can support recoverable segments without

logging, but in our system their purpose is to accept pageouts without overwriting the backing file until a

checkpoint operation issued by the transaction package, which atomically updates the backing file block

map.  A similar scheme was considered in [Tra82].  We are prototyping shadowed files as an extension to

the log-structured file system implementation described in [SBMS93].

The combination of user-level logging and shadowed backing files has a number of advantages.      Fine-

grained transactions are efficient because they log only the data that was actually modified, and transaction

support is kept out of the lower levels of the system (e.g., the microkernel and file server).   We intend to

use a variant of this approach to recover the internal state of the Opal agents themselves, by logginglogical

records, rather than new object values, for agent operations on persistent Opal system objects.  There is no

need to maintain coherency for these agent metadata segments, since they are never shared concurrently.

For user segments shared across the cluster, log-based coherency exploits the logging mechanism used for

recovery to preserve transaction consistency in an efficient and flexible way.  This approach to recoverabil-

ity and coherency does not require a special paging server, but it relies on user code to identify modified

objects and to synchronize data accesses correctly.

These techniques are the elements of a cluster-wide virtual store for a tightly-interacting cluster of work-

stations.  The single address space simplifies use of client-client data transfers -- characteristic of distrib-

uted shared memory systems for parallel programming -- to improve performance for collaborative

applications like the Boeing CAD system, in a way that exploits today’s large memories and fast networks.

The memories of workstations in the cluster can be viewed as a global cache over the repository, with the

goal of satisfying most paging operations with memory-to-memory network transfers rather than from

disk, as described in [FMP+95].   With the transactional virtual memory model outlined above, thesecoop-

erative caching techniques [DWA94] can be applied in a fault-tolerant way, since committed updates can

always be reconstructed from the log.  However, fine-grained coherency protocols, including log-based

coherency, complicate cooperative paging because multiple versions of each page may exist in the net-

work.  These issues are the subject of current research.

8.2.7 Discussion

This section outlined a scheme for serving Opal resources in a network-transparent fashion, and a longer-

term vision for a workstation cluster operating system that both supports and exploits the single address

space.  Cooperating agents on each node interact under the direction of a central server to extend the Opal

system facilities across the cluster.  In this cluster architecture, most system operations complete locally as

described in Chapter 6; agents interact only to handle operations on shared resources.  Physical storage
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managment for consistency, residency control, and cooperative caching are provided by configurable seg-

ment cache managers.

Several points are worthy of emphasis:

• The central server in our prototype limits scalability and is a single point of failure, but the conceptual

structure is sound.  The file servers and address space servers can be replicated for reliability and

availability, and larger clusters can be constructed by extending the address space partitioning hierar-

chy upwards, and/or adding file servers.

• The master agent is trusted, but client agents are mutually trusting only to the extent that user threads

on those nodes direct them to share resources.  All resource access is controlled by Opal password

capabilities and NFS file handles, which cannot be illegally obtained or forged.  However, these secu-

rity claims rest on certain assumptions about network communication: (1) packets containing capabil-

ities cannot be stolen, (2) the source of every message is authenticated by node number, and (3)

messages cannot be intercepted or modified by a malicious third party.  These needs can be met by

existing protocols for authentication and encryption.

• Although the Opal server agents maintain recoverable state, only a few operations involving remote

resource references actually require coordinated updates on two nodes.  The restricted nature of these

operations can be exploited to keep the recovery protocol simple.

8.3  Protection in an Opal Cluster

The distributed Opal system outlined in the previous section is a distributed service composed of cooperat-

ing persistent agents.  Capabilities for the protected objects that comprise the service (segments, domains,

and resource groups) can be interpreted consistently by any agent, and are valid across restarts.  This sec-

tion proposes extending Opal’s protection and communication facilities to supportuser-defined services

built above the network virtual store.  We consider object-oriented services that use the protected object

runtime package presented in Chapter 5.  The goal is to preserve the validity of capabilities for protected

objects across the cluster and across restarts, so that -- like virtual address pointers for an object -- they are

valid as long as the target object exists.  The concepts outlined in this section could be applied to other ser-

vices that are not object-oriented.

The termservice refers to any component invoked across a protection boundary.   Our general goal is to

preserve protection structures for data that is persistent or shared across the cluster.  The isolation of pro-

tection domains is essential for a network virtual store to be used safely.  In a complex application system

like Boeing’s CAD environment, multiple protection domains with different privileges will exist at runt-
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ime, perhaps protecting different CAD tools running on behalf of different designers, as described in ear-

lier chapters.  Threads in these domains cooperate through overlapping access to segments of the network

virtual memory, and by cross-domain RPC calls through portals.  The domains and threads are initially cre-

ated by applications using Opal system call, but it would be tedious for application code to reconstruct

them after each restart, along with the sharing and RPC connections among them.  Instead, we propose to

view protection domains as logical attributes of the data they protected, instantiated automatically when

that data is used, i.e., by invoking a protected object.

A number of systems, including Clouds, Eden, and Arjuna [DPSW89], have included some notion of long-

lived protected objects accessed across a network through uniform software capabilities.  In Opal, distribu-

tion and persistence for protected objects is supported at the run-time level, and derives directly from dis-

tribution and persistence of the single address space.  A service is invoked through a portal that is named

by an integer portal ID embedded in the capabilities for its protected objects.  The key idea is that each por-

tal ID value represents alogical service whose state and threads are encapsulated by a protection domain

that is instantiated automatically when the portal is used.  Segments that contain the service’s code and

internal state must be attached to the new domain, and some service-specific recovery or initialization may

be required.  Once this is complete, capabilities for protected objects served through the service’s portals

will bind to the new domain, which can interpret them.

Section 8.3.1 explains persistent protection domains that reclaim their portal IDs on recovery, so that capa-

bilities issued by the service are stable across restarts.  Section 8.3.2 extends this idea to distributed ser-

vices composed of cooperating agent domains  serving a common portal ID on multiple nodes.

8.3.1 Persistent Protection Domains

To support persistent services, we propose a new system call to mark a given protection domain aspersis-

tent (see Table 8-4).  The caller passes a capability for aServiceControl object defined by the service,

which assumes responsibility for any service-specific initialization and recovery.  If the system restarts,

any portals assigned to the persistent service will be reserved.  If any thread attempts to switch through a

reserved portal, the domain is reinstantiated, and theServiceControl recovery procedure is invoked.

The Opal server preserves all state needed to rebuild a persistent protection domain, including its portal set,

its segment attach list, and theServiceControlcapability.   To reinstantiate the domain, the server creates a

new domain with a freshly initialized standard runtime system, reattaches the segments in the domain’s

attach list, reregisters its portal set, and upcalls the user recovery procedure.  The refurbished domain can

then accept calls through its portals.
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Recovery of the service’s internal state is the responsibility of its segment cache managers and the recovery

procedure.  Any segment recovery protocol is completed by the segment’s cache manager before that seg-

ment is used.  The service recovery procedure must then restore other domain-specific state, particularly

state residing in the primary data segment, which is transient.  For example, thread objects are preserved if

they are allocated from persistent memory, but they must be replaced on the scheduler’s ready list, which

resides in the primary data segment.  In addition, static data items (if any) will be reset to their initial val-

ues.  Thus the service must maintain any state needed for recovery in data structures allocated from persis-

tent memory, and rooted in the object passed as an argument to the recovery procedure.  This is similar to

the recovery procedure of an Opal agent, which is one example of a recoverable server.

Clients rebind to a recovered server automatically when the portal ID is reassigned.  However, the RPC

protocol built above portals must detect that the portal was rebound, and reinitialize any channel state.  For

example, in our current prototype all portal communication is through Mach ports, whose rights may be

indetectably stale if the node has failed and recovered.  The client can detect a stale right by comparing an

epoch number in the channel with the current epoch, and rebind to the service (withResolvePortal) if the

epochs do not match.

8.3.2  Distributed Services and Service Agents

A similar portal trap scheme can permit distributed access to services by portal ID, and permit uniform net-

work access to user-defined protected objects.  The simplest way to ensure a consistent interpretation of

portals and capabilities across the cluster is to assign portal IDs uniquely across all the nodes, and resolve

a remote portal ID by locating the server domain and returning a network RPC binding for it.  (As noted in

Section 6.1.4, portals are allocated from the virtual address space, thus they are guaranteed unique across

the cluster.)  However, with this scheme, all services are centralized and fixed on a particular node.

We propose instead to extend the agent-based scheme used for the Opal service, and handle calls on remote

portals by instantiating alocal protection domain to act as an agent of the service, serving the same portal

IDs -- and therefore the same capabilities -- as the remote domain.   The aggregate of agents for a given

portal is in essence adistributed protection domain defining alogical service accessed through a particular

portal ID.   For instance, suppose a thread on nodeB attempts to invoke an object created by an agent of a

distributed service on nodeA, which indirectly passed toB a capability for the object, containing a portal

ID for the service.  The capability was minted onA, but the agent onB serves at the same portal ID, which

always resolves to a local agent if one exists.  The agents cooperate to maintain global consistency of the

internal service state.
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This structuring of services as a group of cooperating agents is a useful design choice because the agents

may keep local copies of the data maintained by the service, for reasons of reliability (replicas), perfor-

mance (caches), or availability (“stashes”).  For example, local agents can reduce network communication

by caching a service’s protected objects and executing some methods on the cached copy without involv-

ing remote agents.   Agent-structured services may be a useful technique to exploit service locality in the

next generation of switched-mesh interconnects.  Experience with coherent page cache managers in Ivy

[LH89] and Mach [FBS89] have measured performance benefits for this structure by reducing communi-

cation on older Ethernet networks.

The structuring of distributed services implies that capabilities, like virtual addresses, may resolve differ-

ently according to the node where they are used.  This distinction between logical service and physical

instance, supported by the naming system, permits the service implementor to decide the degree of central-

ization or distribution to use, as well as to change that decision dynamically.  The distributed nature of the

service is encapsulated within the service itself.  Clients use the same code to access a local service or a

distributed service; agent binding is transparent to the client.  A protection boundary isolates the cached

service data so colocated clients can safely call it; the cached data could be shared readonly by the clients,

but the agent controls all updates.

TheInstallAgent primitive (Table 8-4) creates a peer agent for a given domain on a specified target node of

an Opal cluster.  SupposeInstallAgent is invoked to create a peer agent on target nodeB for a protection

domain on nodeA.  The Opal server agent onA sends a message to its peer onB, passing the target

domain’s portal set, a capability for the resource group containing the target domain, and a capability for

theServiceControl object.

Table 8-4: Agent and service control interface.

Domain.MarkPersistent (ServiceControl control, Address argument)marks a protec-
tion domain as persistent.  The arguments are used to notify user code if the
domain is reinstantiated.

Domain.InstallAgent (NodeID node,ServiceControl control). System call request to
lazily create a peer agent for the specified domain on the specified node.

ServiceControl.PrepareAgent (NodeID node,Domain agent).System upcall to an
active service agent, a request to prepare a remote domain to act as a peer agent
representing the service.

ServiceControl.Startup (Address argument).Agent-to-agent call to initialize a newly
created service agent.

ServiceControl.Recover  (Address argument).System upcall to a reinstantiate a ser-
vice agent, a request to initiate application-specific recovery of the agent state.
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If a thread onB calls through a portal in the portal set, the Opal server onB instantiates the agent by creat-

ing a fresh domain charged to the specified resource group.  It registers the portal set for the new agent

domain and upcallsPrepareAgent, passing a capability for the new domain as an argument.PrepareAgent

initializes the agent by attaching segments and executing code of its choosing within the new domain, e.g.,

theStart operation in Table 8-4. When the new agent is ready,PrepareAgent returns to the Opal server on

B, which then permits threads to switch through the new agent’s portals.

This assumes that it is possible to issue capabilities (e.g., for aServiceControl) that bind to a particular

agent, rather than the closest one.  Opal capabilities contain a reserved nodeID field so that the caller may

request a binding to a particularinstance of a portal, and invoke its agent with network RPC calls.  How-

ever, our prototype does not support RPC calls to remote portals.

8.3.3 Discussion

This section proposed extensions to Opal’s protection and communication facilities to allow applications to

construct persistent and distributed services.  Clients access the service through a portal that is valid for the

lifetime of the service, independent of location.  Preserving the continuity of portal IDs endows password

capabilities with the same degree of uniform referencing as virtual addresses.  Recoverability of protected

objects and persistence of capabilities derives directly from the persistent virtual memory.  Opal is itself an

example of such a service, accessed through statically defined portals that are known to all Opal programs.

These ideas depend on and build upon the network virtual memory.   Although these facilities for persistent

and distributed services are largely independent of the single address space concept, Opal’s passive protec-

tion domains and named portals lend themselves to dynamic instantiation, and the network address space

defines a uniform name space for the service state, both internally with virtual addresses, and externally

with password capabilities derived from virtual addresses.  Opal applications can exploit this uniformity

using the proposed extensions to control the lifetime and placement of protection domains associated with

particular portals.

8.4  Summary

This chapter outlined an approach to extending the Opal system to a cluster of independent 64-bit nodes

and a long-term storage respository.  We proposed a broadening of the single virtual address space to anet-

work virtual store, in which segments of a single cluster-wide virtual address space can be retained in long-

term storage and accessed through uniform virtual addresses from any node in the cluster.  Boeing’s col-
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laborative CAD system is an example of an application environment that uses persistent and distributed

data structures, and that benefit from a network virtual store.  The primary points of this chapter are:

• Architectural support for sparse 64-bit addressing facilitates the use ofmemory mapped storage

access, which offers superior performance, scalability, and generality for applications using persistent

data.  A primary goal of the Opal project is to provide operating system support for general and flexi-

ble use of these techniques.  In particular, Opal accommodates multiple approaches to physical stor-

age management for coherency and recoverability, using application-specificcache managers that

control propagation of updates to backing store and to peer memories.

• In a network address space, data can move through the cluster without converting pointers or data for-

mats.  Virtual addresses can be exchanged on the network or through shared persistent storage, facili-

tating storage and sharing of complex data structures.  Nodes using common data in the network

virtual store can receive data directly from the memory of a peer, which is often faster to access than

the server’s disk on next-generation networks.  However, user code must employ existing mechanisms

to convert formats for data movedoutside of the cluster.

• A persistent network address space system can be constructed using standard microkernels and file

servers.  The elements of our approach are: (1) system services are provided by cooperating system

serveragents on each node; (2) address space is allocated hierarchically among the agents by a trusted

service; (3) agents preserve their internal state in virtual storage, and reconstruct microkernel state as

needed to support persistent system objects; and (4) agents share resources by exchanging unforge-

able access tokens (capabilities), e.g., NFS handles for backing files of shared segments.  In our cur-

rent architecture, client agents are trusting only to the extent that user code directs them to access

specific shared logical resources.

• Pure protection domains restrict each component’s access to the global mapped store in a flexible way.

If coresident components have common access to segments of the store, the single address space

allows them to share a memory copy of any cached pages (using sharing facilities described in previ-

ous chapters) for the best performance and memory utilization.  The cluster design includes exten-

sions for persistent and distributed protection domains, so that capabilities for user protected objects

are valid across the network as long as those objects persist.  The Opal system itself is both an exam-

ple of a persistent and distributed service, and the provider of facilities needed by user-defined ser-

vices.

• Managing distribution requires attention to the performance implications of the network, involving

caching and a weakening of the consistency guarantees provided on a single node.  Although names

have a uniformmeaning throughout the cluster,  at a lower level thebinding of these names to physi-
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cal data may vary to accommodate caching, replication, and migration.  Consistency of the named

objects is defined by a “contract” between the applications and the service supporting the distributed

resource.  This principle affects Opal’s handling of both data names (virtual addresses) and resource

names (capabilities).

The proposed architecture, grounded in conceptually simple extensions to the Opal kernel and its interface,

forms a complete foundation for a distributed operating system for a networked workstation cluster.  The

network virtual store facilitates cooperation across the cluster and breaks down the dichotomy between

local memory and persistent storage.  The persistent network capability space extends the global access,

caching, and persistence of shared objects to encompass protected objects as well.  Persistent and distrib-

uted resources use the same format, access methods, and protection as resources in local memory.  Users

employ standard programming languages to program the information system, augmented with runtime

facilities for managing sharing (e.g., transactions) and protection (e.g., protected objects).

Although our current prototype falls well short of our ultimate goals, it provides evidence that such a sys-

tem can be constructed according to the principles in this chapter, given sufficient address space and inte-

gration of supporting work.  Basically, we have reduced the problem of a fully functional single address

space cluster to two key subproblems: (1) secure network communication, and (2) physical storage man-

agement for recoverable and coherent memory.  These are core operating system problems; acceptable

solutions have been developed and are continually refined by ongoing research.
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Conclusion  9

The move to 64-bit addressing is a qualitative shift that is far more significant than the move to 32-

bit architectures in the 1970s.  64-bit architectures remove basic addressing limitations that have

driven operating system design for three decades.  On 32-bit architectures, virtual addresses are a

scarce resource that must be multiply allocated in order to supply executing programs with sufficient

name space.  Wide-address architectures can increase the available address space by ten decimal

orders of magnitude, making it worthwhile to consider alternative operating system models that

exploit large virtual address spaces.

This dissertation has developed and explored asingle virtual address space operating system model

in which the system assigns globally unique virtual addresses to data.  We have described the design

and implementation of Opal, a single address space operating system for paged RISC architectures.

A key principle of Opal is that  memory protection is orthogonal to memory addressing -- reflected

in the single address space.  Virtual addresses in Opal have a globally unique interpretation indepen-

dent of the context in which those addresses are issued; a given piece of data appears at the same vir-

tual address regardless of where it is stored or which programs access it.  Context-independent

addressing has three principal advantages:

• It permits sharing of code and data by reference.  Stored code and data  is meaningful to any

execution context in the system.  By decoupling protection domains from address spaces, it

improves application control over how protection is used.  User programs may change protec-

tion choices dynamically, or use direct read-only or read-write memory sharing as a lightweight

alternative to interaction by messages, streams, or protected procedure calls.
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• It extends directly to a uniform single-level virtual store, accessible across a distributed memory

machine or a workstation cluster.  This allows memory-mapped data structures to be shared

across the network or saved on secondary storage in their native virtual memory format.  We

believe that an extended single address space can meet the storage and sharing needs of com-

plex database applications (e.g., aircraft CAD) in a simple and direct way.

• It eliminates the need to support multiple sets of virtual address mappings in the virtual memory

software and memory system architecture.  This can simplify use of hashed translation tables

that support sparse virtual addressing and enables other architectural enhancements [KCE92,

CKD94].

The single address space structure introduces a large number of operating system issues.  It affects

the way that virtual memory is allocated, reclaimed, made accessible to programs, and bound to

physical storage, as well as the organization of code and data within virtual memory.  Moreover, the

system must provide mechanisms and policies to manage the global virtual memory in order to meet

three basic needs.

• Protection.  Since any program can address any part of the global virtual memory, the system

must provide primitives to protect data without negating the flexible sharing made possible by

the single address space.

• Resource management.  Since the global virtual memory is a shared resource, use of virtual

memory must be controlled in a way that permits each application or language environment to

manage data according to its needs, while isolating environments from misbehavior by other

entities in the system.

• Consistency.  In an extended single address space with distributed or persistent data, the system

must provide a consistent view of the global virtual memory across the participating nodes,

independent of failures of those nodes.  The notion of “consistency” must be flexible enough to

meet the needs of diverse applications in the most efficient way.

The principal objectives of our research with Opal were to define and implement (1) system mecha-

nisms that address the issues raised by the single address space approach in a flexible way, (2) a shar-

ing and protection model that can be supported efficiently on standard RISC processors, and (3)

higher-level system facilities that allow applications to exploit the simple and efficient sharing made

possible by the single address space.  For this research I defined the details of the Opal system inter-

face and organization, prototyped the core features of the system on 64-bit hardware, and used the
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prototype to explore new approaches to organizing applications, using shared memory and memory-

mapped long-term storage.

Although the basic Opal mechanisms are general enough to support existing applications with no

significant performance costs, our work has been oriented toward improving support for complex

application systems composed of interacting components that are independently developed and

evolving.  The Opal system facilities support a view of integrated systems in which the division of an

application system into modular components can be static, but the protection and sharing relation-

ships among those components are fluid.  The goal is to allow user code that performs a computation

to operate on shared data -- including persistent and distributed data -- efficiently and with minimal

changes.  Object-based facilities built above Opal show that modular programs may be configured

for a range of uses of protection and sharing, with minimal impact on application source code.

Opal is closely related in style and objectives to a number of other systems, both commercial and

experimental,  dating back over the last 25 years.  Dennis and Van Horn’s early description of a soft-

ware system with protection domains, capabilities, and dynamic sharing appeared in the late 1960s

[DVH66], and many systems tried to implement that approach.  Opal is significant because it

exploits modern 64-bit processors to meet the goals of previous systems in a way that is simple, gen-

eral, and efficient.  In particular, it requires no special hardware,  supports uniform context-indepen-

dent naming at the memory address level, includes persistent storage, and can be efficiently

implemented in a compatible way alongside current operating systems on current wide-address pro-

cessors.  Opal also embodies a modern division of responsibilities between the hardware, operating

system kernel, system services, and language environment.  In particular, the elements of Opal’s

object model are common to a range of systems that support object-based sharing and protection,

e.g., capability-based architectures with a single object address space, but in contrast to many of

these systems, object support in Opal is implemented entirely in a runtime library on standard hard-

ware, above the system-level abstraction of a flat global virtual memory.

We conclude from the Opal experience that the single address space model is a useful operating sys-

tem organization that can be implemented efficiently, and will become viable for production use as

address space sizes continue to grow.  Although it is appealing, the single address space structure is a

radical departure from accepted operating system models.  The ultimate value of the model will be

determined by the extent to which its proven flexibility can be exploited by the designers of inte-

grated application systems.  The primary contribution of our work with Opal is to provide the foun-

dation necessary to gain this experience, and an enhanced understanding of the advantages and

limitations of both private and single address space structures.
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